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146 Epilogue 

literature, some of it of a high order, but the position 
as a whole has undergone a not inconsiderable amount 
of change. I should be glad, if I can, to give some 
account of this. 

And then, lastly, there is the progress-such as it is 
-in one's own mind. I confess that it would be a 
satisfaction to me to return once more to the subject 
of my lectures, and to make another effort to formulate 
or express at once with justice and with accuracy the 
sum of the impression which the survey that I have 
been attempting leaves upon me. It is in such small 
ways, by the incessant effort to restate things to one's
self, to correct what is one-sided and to attain to a 
really balanced view, that not only the individual mind 
but the public mind makes its advances. What I may 
contribute will be of course only a drop in the ocean ; 
but I do not know that one can have a higher ambition 
than to make one's own contribution, however small, as 
just and as true as one can. 

These three things-the wish to repair one or two 
omissions, the wish to take account of what has 
appeared in the last few months, and, perhaps most of 
all, the wish in part with the help of this recent 
literature to improve the summing up that I laid 
before you-are my reasons for taking up the thread 
of my discourse again. 

I began my previous course with a very brief and 
summary sketch of what had been done in this country, 
not so much upon the Life of Christ as in preparation 
for the study of the Life of Christ. I pointed out how, 
in contrast to much that had been done or attempted 
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upon the Continent, the work done here had very 
largely had this preliminary character. I noted its 
caution and deliberate self-restraint. I did not disguise 
the fact that to the outside world this self-restraint 
might well appear to be a lack of enterprise. And, 
looking back now, I can see some ill results from that 
apparent lack of enterprise. Wholesome as I am sure 
that it has been for us who are engaged upon the work, 
I can understand that it may have seemed to come 
short of the legitimate demands that might have been 
made upon us by the nation. Ideally speaking, the 
nation and its theologians ought to move altogether. 
The theologians ought to carry the nation with them 
in each step of their own progress ; they ought to warn 
the nation what is coming, and they ought to inform 
the nation as soon as it has come. It is perhaps true 
that we theologians have been rather backward in 
doing this, and that, as a consequence, some things 
have come to the nation in a more startling form and 
with a greater degree of seeming novelty than they 
really possessed. The fact has been that we theo
logians, at least most of us, have had some leeway 
to make up of our own ; we have had to learn for 
ourselves before we could teach ; and we did not think 
it right to produce our lesson by instalments, before 
we could see it as a whole. At least we have really 
been trying so to produce it; but the nation should 
understand that to do this is a difficult and a delicate 
and a responsible process, and that (human nature 
being what it is) it should not be surprised if there 
have been shortcomings in the performance. 

L 2 
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However this may be, what I said about the course 
0f English theology in the last twenty years may have 
done something to explain that it has not really been 
idle, but has accomplished more than might be 
supposed, though the work done has been of a kind 
less available for general purposes than might perhaps 
have been wished. 

That was, broadly, the description that I gave of 
the last twenty years among the English-speaking 
peoples. But in preparing the lectures for the press
and they are now in print-I introduced a few 
expressions here and there to bring out the opinion 
which I was inclined to form that the period I had 
been describing had practically come to an end. I 
believe that the year 1906 may be said to mark the 
turning down of one page in the history of English 
theology and the opening of another. I was led to 
this opinion by one or two phenomena, not on a large 
scale, which I took to be signs of the times and to 
portend more of a change than they actually in
augurated. 

I had spoken of the general solidarity of our English 
Universities, i. e., in particular, of the theology taught 
in them. The wonder to me really was that that 
solidarity should have been maintained so long. It 
was not to be expected that it could last much longer. 
The indications of approaching change came, as it 
happened, less from England than from Scotland. 
The most typical book in this respect that I have 
read for some time is that of Mr. Ernest F. Scott on the 
Purpose and Theology of the Fourth Gospel (Edinburgh, 
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1906). Mr. Scott is a Balliol as well as a Glasgow 
man, and we can trace something of Oxford as well as 
of Scotland in his book; but the Oxford element that 
we trace in it is not exactly theological. The nearest 
parallel that I am aware of was Dr. James Moffatt's 
Historical New Testament, published a few years ago. 
Mr. Scott is an admirable writer, and shows especial 
skill in the handling of ideas; he has also a seriousness 
and·strength of conviction that are decidedly attractive. 
But the most marked thing about him to my mind is 
his stand-point, which is identical with that of the 
more sober theological liberalism in Germany. The 
Germanism is thorough-going-so thorough-going that 
it is not argued but is simply taken for granted. 
Something similar might be said of Dr. Moffatt, though 
with slight qualification. Later still, we have had 
Dr. Salmon's posthumous book, The Human E lcment 
-in the Gospels (London, 1907), which is in its way even 
more significant, because the change which it marks is 
not due to any external influence, but to the internal 
development of the writer's own mind~ In the English 
Universities also there are signs of a less conservative 
and more adventurous spirit: and I do not doubt that 
we shall have more in the future. 

This forecast upon which I ventured had nothing to 
do with the' New Theology'. I am not sure whether 
at the time when it was made the public discussions 
which go by that name had begun. However, now 
they are upon us, and upon us in a flood ; and, even 
though the waters may subside, the face of the land
scape will never quite be what it was again. The cir-
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cumstances were just of the kind that in this country 
makes more impression upon the mass of the public in 
a few weeks than the quiet work of retired students in 
as many months and even years. This is just the 
unfortunate part of it. Publicity with us means so 
much publicity. It means rallying cries, and the 
forming of party organizations, and propaganda-very 
often before it is at all clear what it is sought to 
propagate. A movement is forced on, and clamour 
arises, and the issues are soon confused in the strife of 
tongues. 

I am not saying who is to blame for this. Very 
often a large share of the blame attaches not so much 
to individuals as to public opinion and its organs, which 
are too mercurial in their way, and are apt to aggravate 
local disturbances of the atmosphere which they begin 
simply by recording. 

Something of this kind I believe has happened in 
the present instance. It would have been a far more 
wholesome state of things if the movement which is 
rapidly becoming full-fledged as a movement had 
remained some time longer at the stage of quiet indi
vidual study. The misfortune is that it is thrust before 
the public long before it has been really thought out. 
And the point on which it seems to me to need 
the greatest amount of further thinking is in regard 
to the relation between the old and the new. There 
is much in the principle that lies behind the move
ment that may be right enough and true enough in 
its proper place and degree. But then it is stated 
with exaggeration, and with a lack of proportion and 
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of the necessary qualifications which jars against the 
Christian conscience. 

The strange thing is that the leaders of the move
ment hardly seem to be aware what they are doing. 
For instance, in the paper which opens the April 
number of the Hibbert 7 ournal, which I suppose may 
be taken as a programme of the movement as it stands 
at this moment, there is much that is excellent and with 
which one can entirely sympathize. Thus we are told 
that 'the impression that the New Theology involves 
a breach with historic Christianity is utterly untrue'. 
Again: 'The adherent of the New Theology tries to 
get beneath every venerable statement of Christian 
belief, and bring to light the essential truth implied in 
it.' No one could be better employed, if he would but 
take his task seriously and patiently. Yet again : ' its 
emphasis is positive, not negative ; it is a return to 
simplicity of statement and to the preaching of an 
ethical Gospel.' By all means let us have ' simplicity 
of statement'; it is a true note of the effort after 
reconstruction in which we are almost all in different 
degrees engaged. By all means, too, let us have 'the 
preaching of an ethical Gospel'. That also is a sign of 
the times, and a good sign-provided that it does not 
attempt to drive out everything else. But then, in the 
very next breath we are told that ' like Humanism, it 
discards every theologoumenon which has not a practical 
ethical value '. The mischief lies in the sweeping 
negative, which may well set the loyal Christian on his 
guard, as he knows how much that is precious to him 
may easily be included. And in the same spirit we 
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read just before: 'In applying this method they must 
inevitably sweep away many of the misleading and 
inadequate statements of belief which in the popular 
mind are supposed to be synonymous with Christian 
truth.' There, once more, we know what to expect ; 
and I am afraid that our expectations are realized to 
a greater extent than they need be. 

The pity of it is that, if I understand the New 
Theology rightly, its advocates might have all that 
they want-or at least all that they ought to want, 
which is not perhaps quite the same thing-without 
any real disturbance of the greater landmarks of 
Christianity. There is a smaller movement at work, 
which, just because it hardly amounts to a movement 
but is rather a diffused intellectual influence, I must 
needs think happier in its conditions, that seems to 
me to be pursuing similar ends in an altogether more 
hopeful way and well within the bounds of historical 
Christianity. I ref er to the influence exercised by the 
writings of Dr. Moberly in this country and Dr. Du 
Bose in America. And along with these may be 
named the works of Mr. Illingworth and Dr. Inge. 
I would earnestly commend the study of these writings 
to all who are drawn towards the New Theology. As 
some account will be given of a portion of this litera
ture at the end of the present volume, I need not say 
more about it now. 

It is true that there is a quest after what may not 
wrongly be called a New Theology on foot over 
a great part of Christendom, conducted by different 
methods and by men of different temperaments and 
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different tongues. And I am inclined to think that 
this movement is not badly described when it is said 
that ' The New Theology is an untrammelled return 
to the Christian sources in the light of modern thought. 
Its starting-point is a re-emphasis of the Christian 
belief in the Divine immanence in the universe and 
in mankind.' 1 The first of these sentences is more 
widely true than the second. If we give some latitude 
to the word ' untrammelled', I should say that to speak 
of the New Theology as ' an untrammelled return to the 
Christian sources '-certainly to speak of it as 'a return' 
to the sources-' in the light of modern thought' 
would describe all forms of the effort everywhere. 
And the second sentence, which speaks of 'a re
emphasis of the Christian belief in the Divine 
immanence in the universe and in mankind', would also 
describe a considerable section of it, especially in this 
country and in America ; and we might add perhaps 
the movement associated with Auguste Sabatier in 
France. I doubt if there would be so much stress on 
'the Divine immanence' in Germany. In Germany 
the main impulse came from Ritschl, and we have to 
remember that Ritschl-and the same thing would be 
true of his followers-was strongly opposed to every
thing of the. nature of Mysticism. His theology might 
well be described as having for its object ' the preach
ing of an ethical gospel '; but it would not do this in 
terms of Divine immanence. I do not think that that 
doctrine is prominent in the teaching of the school that 
holds the field there just at present. 

1 The New Theology, p. 4. 
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While it is true that the effort after theological 
restatement is widespread, including as I believe many 
who are anxious to maintain a full continuity with the 
Christian faith in its historical expression, I should like 
to put in a word of warning against the idea that this 
effort has yet attained to anything like a completely 
satisfactory formulation. The task is one that it must 
be quite obvious cannot be carried out in a day. It is 
really an immense task, and one that may well strain 
all our mental energies for years to come. And nothing 
but harm will come from raising our paeans too soon. 
Let us maintain the modest attitude of seekers, and in 
particular not be in a hurry to sally forth into the 
streets to teach until we have learnt our own lesson, 
and made sure that we have learnt it well. 

I must make a rather abrupt transition to an altogether 
different field from that with which I have so far been 
dealing. One of the chief events of the last nine 
months has been the appearance during their course of 
two parts of Harnack's new publication which he calls 
Beitra,f{e zur Ei'nlez'tung z'n das N. T. (' Contributions 
to N. T. Introduction'). Any one else might be proud 
to have produced one such volume in the time, for they 
both bristle with critically sifted detail, but Harnack 
can only be compared with himself; we can put no limits 
to his power of production. 

Quite recently two of Germany's foremost scholars 
have come to grapple at close quarters with the 
problems of the Gospels, Wellhausen and Harnack. 
Wellhausen really came first, and he ought to have 
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filled a larger place in my earlier lectures; but I am 
glad to be able to speak of him along with one as 
great as himself. 

All study of the Gospels must really be founded 
upon close literary analysis. But for some time past 
Germany had not done anything very special in this 
way-not more than has been done in this country. 
A useful survey of the Synoptic Question by P. Wernle 
had been published in I 899. J iilicher had treated the 
subject with conscientious thoroughness in the successive 
editions of his Introduction. Bernhard and Johannes 
Weiss, father and son, had continued their labours 
upon it; and some lesser excursions had been made 
into it by von Soden, Soltau, Zimmermann and others. 
But it was distinctly an event that two such scholars 
as those I have named should enter the arena. 

Vlellhausen began with a concise commentary on 
St. Mark in 1903; a similar treatment of St. Matthew 
and St. Luke (omitting the first two chapters of each 
Gospel) followed in 1904; and the series was completed 
by an Introduction to the First Three Gospels in 1905. 
The design and form of the series showed characteris
tic independence. No attempt was made to produce 
a complete commentary ; it was but rarely that refer
ence was made to other views than the author's own; 
he just annotated the points that struck him in the 
fewest possible words, and left the rest alone. The 
Introduction, if rather more systematic, was equally 
concise. But it was all a direct first-hand study of the 
text; and this, coming from a scholar of so much 
experience and so steeped in knowledge of the 
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history, languages and modes of thought of the East, 
could not but be of importance. 

Wellhausen's most eminent speciality had to do with 
the language ; and it is interesting to know that for 
both the leading documents that lie behind our present 
Gospels, the Mark-gospel and the collection of dis
courses or Q, he believes in an Aramaic original. It 
may be said generally that German writers, whether 
or not they contend for Aramaic originals, are coming 
to see that the great mass of the Gospel tradition is 
really redolent of the soil of Palestine, and that this 
is a great guarantee of its substantial accuracy. It is 
also interesting and also important that Wellhausen 
and Harnack, without any connexion with each other, 
as well as all the other writers I have mentioned, 
agree in postulating these two documents as at the base 
of the Synoptic tradition. So far as consent can prove 
anything-and it is to be remembered that in this case 
the consent is of scholars of the highest competence who 
have all worked directly and closely upon the facts
we may really, I begin to think, take the second docu
ment as well as the first as practically assured. Our 
English workers would, I believe, with almost the same 
unanimity agree in this conclusion. Dr. Salmon comes 
nearer than most of us to the special form of the 
theory adopted by Bernhard Weiss, bnt he also has 
the two documents. It should be said, however, that 
Wellhausen does not take the further step (that e. g. 
Dr. Salmon takes) of identifying the two fundamental 
documents with the works by Matthew the Apostle 
and Mark the companion of St. Peter spoken of by 
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Papias and his informant John the Presbyter. After 
his manner, he abstains from pronouncing upon this 
point either way. Harnack regards the identification 
as on the whole probable, but he will not say more. 

Wellhausen thinks that there is some later matter as 
well as earlier in the second Gospel ; but he will not 
specify this too precisely. In the main he may be said 
to constitute himself the champion of the Mark-gospel. 
As between this and the other document that we are 
now calling Q, he nearly always takes its side, in a way 
that almost amounts to partiality. Harnack redres~es 
the balance by what is at least a steady defence of Q, to 
which he has devoted a special study. On the vexed 
question, on which there is so much division of opinion 
amongst scholars, as to the precedence in authority be
tween St. Matthew and St. Luke, Wellhausen is one of 
those who in the main would give his suffrage for 
St. Matthew. 

In the third part of his Introduction, which deals 
with the Gospels as history, Wellhausen makes many 
remarks in his terse and pointed style that well deserve 
attention. And yet his habit of mind is distinctly 
sceptical-I do not use the word in an invidious sense; 
Dr. Du Bose has lately told us, and I agree with him, 
that scepticism too has its place in the ways of 
Providence. By scepticism I mean the tendency to 
question one's data; and I think that Wellhausen is 
unduly disposed to question his. He is also apt to set 
down a good deal more than I should think right to the 
1 early Christian community'. And he sometimes 
leaves a certain ambiguity as to whether the alternative 
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that he prefers represents an early form of legend or 
actual historical fact. 

Wellhausen draws a useful distinction-which we 
have of course all drawn in a way, though we have not 
perhaps always applied it quite so clearly and directly 
as we should have done to the Gospel history-between 
the Jewish and the Christian Messiah. It was as the 
Jewish Messiah that our Lord was confessed by St. 
Peter. There is no reason to doubt this confession or 
to suppose that it has been placed too early. It was 
as the Jewish Messiah that Jesus was condemned, and 
that Pilate wrote ' the King of the Jews' ; and it was 
in the same character that He received the mock 
homage of the soldiers. The jubilant crowd which 
accompanied the entry into Jerusalem gave their 
welcome to one whom they believed to be on the point 
of restoring the kingdom of David. What was the 
fee1ing of Jesus Himself all this time, Wellhausen 
thinks is not so clear. In any case He did not go 
about, like the false Christs, saying ' I am he'. Jesus 
accepted homage when it was offered to Him; and He 
skilfully baffled attempts to extract from Him a 
definite declaration. The political side of the patriotic 
movement He steadily repudiated. The yoke that He 
felt was not that of the foreign domination but of the 
hierarchy and the scribes, with their deadening 
traditions. He desired to bring about a new birth of 
the nation-and that not merely by the rescuing of 
a few individuals, because if that alone had been His 
obJect He need not have gone up to Jerusalem. 

All this Wellhausen rightly sees; and yet, when he 
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speaks of the Christian Messiah, he means not so much 
Jesus' own conception of His Messiahship as that 
transfigured conception which the nascent Church 
threw back upon His lifetime after His death. Well
hausen does not now dispute the use of the title ' Son 
of Man'. He takes it simply in the sense of 'Man', 
and makes it point back to 'the Man '-i.e. the human 
figure as opposed to the four beasts-in the vision of 
Dan. vii. 1 3. On this point scholars are now prac
tically agreed. As I understand Wellhausen, he thinks 
that the use of the name, along with the expectation of 
the (Second) Coming, belongs to the very beginnings 
of the Christian Church. According to Wellhausen, the 
first step is belief in the coming of the Kingdom; then 
in the coming of the personal Son of Man ; and lastly, 
the identification with our Lord. Not even so much, 
it seems to me, can be interposed between the Cruci
fixion and I Thessalonians. I have really no doubt 
that all three steps were run through in the lifetime of 
our Lord, though they were of course confirmed by His 
Death and Resurrection.1 

Wellhausen _ lays great stress upon the activity of 
our Lord as a teacher. In direct antithesis to Schweit• 
zer, he describes the Galilaean ministry as consisting 
not in announcement but in teaching (Einl. p. 106). 
The main subject of the teaching is 'the ways of God ' 
(p. 94). The idea of the kingdom of God (more 
strictly, 'rule or reign' of God) is taken over from the 
later Judaism, where it was in contrast not so much to 

J The most important places for Wellhausen's view are Mc. pp. 
66-9, Einl. pp. 96-8. 
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the rule or reign of Satan as to the domination of the 
heathen oppressors, a state of things to which the 
Jewish people had become accustomed from the 
Captivity onwards (p. 100). It is not quite clear how 
far the idea of a present kingdom is ascribed to St. 
Matthew, and how far to our Lord Himself. It is 
treated as characteristic of the First Gospel, and 
Wellhausen himself seems· to lean towards this con
ception, though he also speaks of it as a step towards 
the comparative suppression of eschatology in the 
Fourth Gospel. It is noticeable that in this context 
(p. 105) he differs from many of his countrymen by 
adopting the rendering, ' the kingdom of God is within 
you ' rather than ' among you ' in Luke xvii. 2 r. 

It seems to me, if I am not mistaken, that Well
hausen's scepticism, especially as to the predictions of 
the Passion and (Second) Coming, involves him in some 
inconsistency. At least, he speaks with rather bitter 
irony of those 'advanced theologians' who take the 
view that predictions of the Parusia were suppressed 
because as a matter of fact they were not fulfilled 
(p. 98). And yet he himself is inclined to minimize the 
eschatological element, especially in our Lord Himself. 
He says expressly, ' The eschatological hope acquired 
its intensity first through the oldest Christians, who 
attached it to the Person of Jesus' (p. 107). It is also 
maintained that the attitude and behaviour (Lebens
wande/) of Christ ' had not such an eschatological cast 
as that of His disciples who renounced the world in 
order to prepare themselves for His Advent'. The 
idea is also rejected with some show of indignation 
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that there was anything in His moral teaching at all of 
the nature of a merely provisional asceticism which 
was only to be endured for a time in expectation of the 
near approach of the end-which I suppose is meant 
for Schweitzer and his Interi'msethik. 

I. have touched chiefly upon points that I think are 
most likely to help us in shaping our own conclusions. 
Wellhausen does, I believe, supply a wholesome correc
tive against any tendency to make too much of 
eschatology. He seems to me, as I have said, to be 
too sceptical as to his data to be able to construct 
a really satisfying picture. And he himself, I cannot 
help suspecting, has some inkling of this. His book 
ends with an impressive paragraph in which he 
deprecates the cry for a return ' to the historical Jesus '. 
The Jesus of history, he says, is wrapt in too much 
uncertainty, and the cry is apt to mean no more than the 
old Rationalism come up again. Jesus cannot be under
stood apart from the effect of His coming, and if He 
is separated from this, justice will not be done to Him 
(p. 115). Without the Gospel and without St. Paul 
the Judaism that He retained would still have clung 
to Him, though He had really outgrown it. The two 
closing sentences are striking. 'If it had not been for 
His death, Jesus would never have become a subject 
for history. The impression of His career depends 
upon the fact that it did not run to its conclusion, but 
was broken off short, when it had hardly begun.' 

Of still more importance, especially for us in 
England, is the appearance of Harnack on the field of 

RECON, M 
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Gospel criticism. Apart from his astonishing rapidity, 
range, and power of production, apart from his extreme 
keenness of insight, brilliance of combination, and 
fertility of ideas, there is something about Harnack's 
writings that attracts us more than those of almost any 
of his countrymen. It is an instance of the way in 
which individual genius soars above national peculiari
ties. Harnack has not only all the German virtues in 
the highest degree, but he has others that are less 
distinctly German-a width and generosity of outlook, 
a freedom from pedantry, a sympathy and understand
ing for human weakness, that are all his own. 

Of course Harnack has always been a critic; behind 
all his work there lie critical processes ; we were well 
aware that even his incidental references to the 
Gospels were not made at random. And yet it was an 
event when he came to deal with the criticism of the 
Gospels more directly and at closer quarters than ever 
before. And the interest for us in England was 
increased by the fact that the first subject on which he 
was led to pronounce was one on which English 
scholarship almost in a body was ranged on one side, 
and German scholarship almost in a body on the 
other, and that in this debate Harnack cast his vote 
into our side of the scale. 

It was the old question as to the so-called 'We
passages' which occur in some five chapters of the 
Acts (xvi, xx, xxi, xxvii, xxviii). German scholars 
generally hold that these passages represent a sort of 
diary or, notebook by a companion of St. Paul, worked 
up in the na.rrative of the Acts by a later editor. 
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Englishmen, very nearly with one consent,1 hold that, 
whether or not there was anything of the nature of 
a written diary, in any case the author of it and the 
final editor of the whole book are the same person, 
and that no other than the traditional author St. Luke. 

In adopting this view, Harnack based it upon three 
main grounds, each of them examined with the greatest 
thoroughness : ( 1) the consistent unity of style through
out the whole book; (2) the unity of ideas and other 
characteristics than style between these passages and 
the rest of the book; (3) the particular evidence that 
the author of the book was distinguished, as we know 
St. Luke was, by medical knowledge and training. 

Naturally to me the argument seemed very decisive ; 
but it was soon challenged by a near colleague of the 
author. Harnack and Schurer are joint editors of 
that admirable fortnightly review the Theologische 
Literaturzeitung, and in this Harnack often gives 
a sketch in outline of the contents of his own books. 
He did so on this occasion of his book Lukas der Arzt 
(Leipzig, 1906) in the number for July 7 of last year; 
but his fellow editor thought the matter so important 
that he must needs append a note, three times the 
length of the original article, controverting its con
clusions. The criticism also turned round three main 
points : ( 1) the insufficiency of the argument from 
style; (2) the objections from the side of the Higher 

1 Among those who have dealt with the Acts directly and in detail, 
either as commentators or as authors of articles and monographs, the 
consensus includes Lightfoot, Salmon, Hobart, Ramsay, Chase, 
Knowling, Headlam, Bebb, Rackham, Hawkins, Moffatt. 
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Criticism to the view that the book could possibly be 
by a companion of St. Paul and an eye-witness of 
some of the events recorded in it; (3) indications in 
the shape of abruptnesses of transition and omissions 
that the writer of the book was following a document 
which he used somewhat clumsily. Harnack replied 
a month later, not giving way on any of his points; 
and there the controversy stood for the time. There 
we also will leave it for the moment, but we shall soon 
have to come back to it again. 

The main question of Harnack's monograph had to 
do with the Acts rather than the Third Gospel, but 
incidentally a good deal of light was thrown also upon 
the Gospel. Perhaps the most interesting point had 
reference to the authorship of the special matter 
characteristic of St. Luke and not found in either 
of his other two leading authorities, the Gospel of 
St. Mark and the non-Marean document Q. Harnack 
suggested that this peculiar matter, of which he gave 
a rather depreciating account, might well have been 
derived from Philip the Evangelist and his four 
daughters, who appear to have been settled at Caesarea 
(Acts xxi. 8, 9), where St. Paul was detained for two 
years, with St. Luke as it would seem in his company. 
Early in the present year Harnack came back to the 
Gospels with another welcome monograph, Spriiche 
und Reden Jesn (' Sayings and Discourses of Jesus'), 
which is further explained as a name for the ' Second 
Source ' of St. Matthew and St. Luke. It was another 
great advantage to have so central a question dealt 
with by a first-rate scholar like Harnack, and it was 
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discussed by him with characteristic freshness, precision, 
and thoroughness. I have already said that Harnack 
defends this second document against the criticisms of 
Wellhausen, and vindicates for it a high value. 

I ought perhaps in passing to express my own 
dissent from the conclusion at which Harnack arrives 
about the first two chapters of St. Luke's Gospel. He 
regards these chapters as the composition of St. Luke 
himself, based indeed upon a special tradition, but 
owing their form entirely to the evangelist. The 
argument that he uses is solely that of style. But 
this is just, I cannot but think, an instance of the 
limitations of that argument. I believe myself that 
the phenomena of the style can be otherwise explained. 
St. Luke always impresses his own signature upon his 
documents, and no doubt he has done so here. But 
when we come to look at the subject-matter of the 
chapters, we at once see a number of features in them 
which cannot possibly have originated with St. Luke. 
These features fall under two heads. They are ( 1) 
a number of minute allusions to Jewish law and Jewish 
ceremonial which are quite different from St. Luke's 
manner. We know, for instance, how he avoids and 
omits the passage about Pharisaic customs in St. Mark 
vii. And the other point ( 2) is the extraordinary 
extent to which these chapters hit the attitude of 
expectancy which existed before the public appearance 
of Christ. It is not only expectation, and tense 
expectation, but expectation that is essentially Jewish 
in its character. This is perhaps most marked in the 
Benedictus, which one might read through and hardly 
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realize that it was in any sense a Christian production. 
The same thing is true in the main of the other 
Canticles ; but it stands out even more conspicuously 
in the whole picture of Zacharias and Elisabeth, of 
Simeon and Anna, and in many incidental expressions, 
like ' walking in all the commandments and ordinances 
of the Lord blameless', ' this man was righteous and 
devout, looking for the consolation of Israel', 'she 
spake of him to all them that were looking for the 
redemption of Jerusalem' (i. 6 ; ii. 2 5, 38). 

I have ventured to maintain, in a paper that is being 
printed in America, that these two chapters-whatever 
the date at which they were first committed to writing 
-are essentially the most archaic thing in the whole 
New Testament, older really in substance-whatever 
may be the date of their actual committal to writing
than I and 2 Thessalonians. 

The work both of Wellhausen and Harnack was 
work upon the foundations-' underground work' as it 
has been called-and specially welcome on that account, 
because (as the Gospel has taught us) there is all the 
difference in the world between building a house upon 
the rock (i.e. upon solid and critically tested materials) 
and upon the sands of shifting theory and conjecture. 
But there is not less of living interest in work upon 
the superstructure. And for the particular task that 
I have been essaying, there was special importance in 
the appearance, at the end of last year, of a substantial 
pamphlet by Julicher, which was also an attempt to 
survey the situation in the light of recent literature. 
The pamphlet was entitled Neue Lini'en in der Kri'tz'k 
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der evangelischen Oberliiferung, 'New Lines in the 
Criticism of the Gospel Tradition' (Giessen, 1906). 
Jtilicher's is a highly trained and a practised hand; and 
his task was in the main excellently done. He and his 
countrymen have carried to a high pitch of perfection 
the art of objectively reproducing the contents of books 
that they criticize. They read the books so carefully 
and so thoroughly, and with such a constant eye to 
their general drift and to the ideas which they repre
sent, that they are able to pack into a comparatively 
small space a surprising amount of definite information. 
And so in J ulicher' s pamphlet there is a great deal of 
admirable statement, at once full and condensed and in 
the main objective. I can only say 'in the main 
objective', because the treatment is not always equally 
just. There are two examples of what I cannot but 
think rather conspicuous injustice. J tilicher is essen
tially an honest writer; it is one of his country's virtues 
that its Universities have a high standard of intellec
tual honesty. But J ulicher is at the same time 
a party man; and the spirit of party, which he has 
made his own, does sometimes carry him away. 

I imagine that one of the motives, perhaps the first 
motive, which prompted him to take up the pen, was 
the sharp attack delivered by Schweitzer, of whom 
I had much to say in my previous lectures, against the 
head quarters of theological Liberalism. Schweitzer is 
a young writer, and a writer with qualities that to one 
not personally concerned appeal rather for generosity 
of treatment. But J tilicher is evidently stung; and he 
sits down with the no less evident intention of de-
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molishing his opponent. He has one sentence, which 
it is easy to glide over, of qualified praise as of one 
whom he describes as 'the best-read and most un
daunted critic ' of the subject on which he writes ; 
he might have added a good deal more as to his 
merits as a writer, and as to the sharpness with which 
he states the problem. But, instead of doing this, he 
marshals what is no doubt a rather formidable array 
of the ingenious but untenable individualisms for 
which Schweitzer has made himself responsible. I 
said expressly that 1 did not approve of these ; but 
I did not, and I do not, think it fair to rake together 
these and nothing else as samples of the worth of 
Schweitzer's work. I believe that I conveyed a differ
ent impression ; and, though I am well aware that 
my own presentation of the case might have been 
improved upon, still I must needs think that the 
impression that I sought to give is the truer of the 
two. 

The other person who has had grave injustice done 
to him is the evangelist St. Luke. Harnack's language 
about him is at times-only at times-cavalier enough; 
especially where he is speaking of that part of the 
Gospel or Acts which he supposes to be based upon the 
authority of Philip and his daughters. The name 
' prophet' used to be a title of honour ; but now 
'prophet' is equivalent to Ekstatiker, one who is liable 
to trance or ecstasy; and that is only a symbol for 
boundless credulity. That is one of the features in 
recent criticism that I strongly deprecate. It is fair to 
say that J lilicher remembers that St. Luke derived 
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from his special source such parables as the Good 
Samaritan, the Prodigal Son, and the Pharisee and the 
Publican, and he mildly remonstrates. But when it 
becomes a question of St. Luke as an historian, he 
leaves Harnack far behind. The upshot of Harnack's 
argument had been to prove that St. Luke had been 
really an eye-witness of a certain number of the events 
that he related. The critic is careful to add that 
he does not on that account regard him as by any 
means wholly trustworthy. And so far I agree that, 
because a narrative proceeds from an eye-witness, it 
cannot necessarily be transplanted to our own day and 
accepted at once just as it stands. But J iilicher goes 
beyond Harnack. His comment upon Harnack's 
argument might be tersely summed up: 'If St. Luke 
was really an eye-witness, so much the worse for the 
eye-witness.' He goes on to point the finger of scorn 
at the writer who knows the name of the maid who 
went to the door of the house of Mary the mother of 
Mark on the release of St. Peter from prison (Acts xii. 
13), and who also tells the story of the healings 
wrought by the application of handkerchiefs at Ephesus 
(xix. I 1, 12). In neither case have we any reason to 
think that St. Luke himself was present ; but it seems 
to me-I speak only for myself-that the writer who 
combines two such things in the same breath gives us 
the measure of his own tact and delicacy of historical 
judgement. I fully believe myself that the mention 
of the name Rhoda is an excellent touch, that the 
whole scene is singularly lifelike, and that its credi
bility is not really destroyed by the introduction of the 
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angel just before. That is a rather long story, upon 
which I cannot enter only in passing. I am prepared 
to contend that in the whole of chapter xii St. Luke is 
really following a good authority. I am not prepared 
to say the same thing about the exaggerated bit of 
hearsay as to the miracles at Ephesus. This, however, 
is a comparatively small charge. J Ulicher goes on, in 
a most contemptuous tone (pp. 59, 60), to compare the 
picture of St. Paul as it is drawn in the Acts with that 
which we should infer from the Pauline Epistles-as 
though the object of the historian was to compose 
a modern biography with a psychological analysis of 
character and motive, and then to assign the theology 
of the apostle to its place in the development of 
Christian thought after the manner of a German pro
fessor. Of course we know very well that his real 
object was nothing of the kind, but rather to write a plain 
objective narrative of the spread of the Gospel from 
Jerusalem to Rome. 

I am really very sorry to be brought into collision 
with J ulicher, which has happened to me several times 
before. I have a sincere respect, and even admiration, 
for perhaps five-sixths of his work, including particularly 
-I should like to say in passing-his reviews of the 
literature of Patristics, in which he has been at once 
just and generous to some of my friends here in 
Oxford. I repeat that the pamphlet from which I 
started is not only good but in many ways very good. 
One may go on for wide stretches in his books and 
find only occasion to admire. And yet every now and 
then one is pulled up sharp by passages like those 
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of which I have been speaking, which I confess move 
me to indignation, so narrow are they, and so hard, so 
deficient in sympathy and in intelligence for the differ
ence between one age and another. 

I am afraid there is too much of this in the school 
to which Julicher belongs. The writer who is freest 
from these faults, who indeed outsoars altogether the 
region in which they are apt to occur, is undoubtedly 
Harnack. And yet, even in Harnack, there is a thin vein 
which comes up occasionally of the same thing. To 
my regret, I find myself saying under my breath once 
and again 

Ka'i IlpoKAE1Ji Aeptoi. 

We remember Parson's paraphrase, which it would not 
be quite fitting to repeat. 

It is interesting that Harnack's two books should 
be reviewed-and searchingly reviewed-by so typically 
British a scholar as Sir W. M. Ramsay (in The Expositor 
for December, 1906, and May, 1907). These articles 
contain many important and excellent remarks, among 
which I welcome especially what is said at the end 
of the later number on the subject of 'legend'. This 
is a more emphatic and trenchant way of putting the 
point of which I have just been speaking. It is no 
doubt well that we should be warned not to press the 
argument from style too far; but I am inclined to 
think that Sir William Ramsay slightly overstates his 
case here. The remarks that I have just been making 
about St. Luke i, ii will · show that I would myself 
apply the argument with caution : but I think it is 
impossible to follow the work that has been done upon 
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the Synoptic Problem and in the Old Testament upon 
the Hexateuch without feeling that it rests upon a 
secure and solid basis. There is one rather startling 
obiter dictum in the last article : viz. that ' the lost 
common Source of Luke and Matthew (i. e. Q) ... was 
written while Christ was still living. It gives us the 
view which one of His disciples entertained of Him 
and His teaching during His lifetime, and may be 
regarded as authoritative for the view of _the disciples 
generally' (p. 424). I am afraid this is rather too 
optimistic. I do not doubt myself that Q was written 
some time before 70 A. D. The more exact date will 
depend upon the relation in which it stands to St. Mark 
and to St. Paul. Under both these heads there is 
much to be said on both sides. 

Curiously enough, Dr. Salmon uses almost the same 
expression as Sir V./. M. Ramsay :-

The more I study the Gospels the more convinced 
I am that we have in them contemporaneous history ; 
that is to say, that we have in them the stories told 
of Jesus immediately after His death, and which had 
been circulated, and, as I am disposed to believe, put 
in writing while He was yet alive.1 

Clearly this refers to Q, and not to the Mark-gospel, 
which Dr. Salmon follows the Christian tradition m 
dating about the time of the death of St. Peter at 
Rome. 

There is another rather striking coincidence m 
Dr. Salmon's book The theory that he tentatively 

1 The Human Element in the Gospels, p. 2 7 4. 
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propounds for the solution of the Synoptic Problem 
resembles closely that of Dr. Bernhard Weiss. Hitherto 
Dr. Weiss has not had many followers: the most 
important is Prof. A. Titius, of Kiel (in the volume 
of Essays in honour of Weiss, published ten years 
ago). A Seminar, which I have had the honour of 
holding, went into the arguments used with some care, 
and was not convinced by them. But now Dr. Salmon 
appears to have worked independently to much the 
same result. The fact should be allowed its due 
weight. The main difference between this theory and 
that which is more generally current, is that according 
to it the second document would consist almost as 
much of narrative as of discourse, and could not be 
described as non-Marean, because St. Mark is supposed 
to have used it as well as St. Matthew and St. Luke.1 

Another modified form of the current theory finds 
expression in Mr. W. C. Allen's Commentary on 
St. Matthew, that has recently appeared in the series 
of International Commentaries. This is marked at 
once by independence and caution, and is a good 
example of detailed critical work. 

Only in the last few weeks a monograph has reached 

me by the veteran Dr. Bernhard Weiss himself on the 
Sources of the Gospel of St. Luke (Die Quellen des 
Lukasevangeliums : Stuttgart and Berlin, I 907 ). The 
views expressed in this are already pretty well known : 
they are most interesting where they relate to the 

1 A review of Dr. Salmon's book by the present writer will be found 
in The Guardian for July 17, 1907. 
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peculiar matter of the Gospel. In regard to this I am 
more inclined to agree with Dr. B. Weiss than with 
his colleague Prof. Harnack. 

My second lecture will deal, not with the literary 
criticism, but with the historical and doctrinal criticism 
of the Gospels. 



VII 

THE MOST RECENT LITERATURE (continued) 

THE real significance of Schweitzer, about whom 
I had so much to say in my earlier course of lectures, 
is in the evidence which he affords of the dissatisfaction 
that is coming to be felt in Germany with the liberal 
school of criticism that has been dominant for so long. 
Another indication of the same thing may be seen in a 
tendency which, while it has been at work some way 
further back, may be said to have come forward since 
the year 1905, as a definite movement with a definite 
name. The Germans describe it by one of their com
pound adjectives; they call it the Modern-Positive 
Movement in Theology. In other words, it is a more 
affirmative form of Liberalism, Liberalism of the Right, 
or conservative Liberalism. There are really two 
branches of this movement; and the manifesto put 
forward by one of them in the year 1905 was a pam
phlet with the title, Modern Theology of the Ancient 
Faith, by Dr. Theodor Kaftan, General-superintendent
a sort of Lutheran bishop-of Schleswig. Dr. Theodor 
Kaftan is the brother of Dr. Julius Kaftan, Professor 
in the University of Berlin, who is probably better 
known in this country as a writer. I have nowhere 
seen Dr, Julius Kaftan's name directly associated with 
the movement; but he must be in rather close sympathy 
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with it; indeed a little tract of his, '7 esus und Paulus, 
which came out in the autumn of last year, I believe 
to be quite the best product of the movement that has 
so far appeared. The two Kaftans might be described 
as both belonging to the right wing of the Ritschlians ; 
and the points on which we might be most inclined to 
think them defective are part of the inheritance 
from Ritschl. Dr. Theodor Kaftan writes with great 
earnestness and weight of character; I am very much 
with him in his general aims and objects ; and yet I 
find myself less in agreement with him than I should 
have hoped in detail. 

At the head of the other branch of the movement is 
Prof. Reinhold Se~berg, also of the University of 
Berlin. The movement might be said to start from 
a course of lectures delivered by him at Berlin, to 
students from all the faculties, in the winter of 1901-2, 
and published under the title Die Grundwahrheiten der 
christlichen Religion (Leipzig, 1902 ). These lectures 
were apparently on the model of Harnack's famous 
course (E.T., What £s ChrisHanity ?) delivered two 
years before. Seeberg's lectures do not quite come up 
to the level of these. They have the merits of frank, 
genial, and at times eloquent expression; but they 
are rather wanting in precision and faulty in con
struction; it would be wrong to expect too much from 
extempore addresses, given not only without MS. but 
even without notes, and not intended for publication. 
Since the lectures Seeberg has brought out an older 
work, recast and with a new title, Die Kirche Deutsch
lands im neunzehnten '7ahrhundert (2nd ed., Leipzig, 
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I 904), a brightly written history of German Protestant
ism in the last century, which contributes to the same 
end. Seeberg apparently has two younger lieutenants, 
Richard H. Griltzmacher, ProfessoratRostock(Modern-

_positi've Vorlriige: Leipzig, I 906), and Karl Beth, now 
Professor at Vienna (Die Moderne und die Prinzi_pien 
der Theologi'e: Berlin, r 907). There are also now two 
complete series of 'Tracts for the Times' (Bz"btlsche 
Ze£t- und Streitfragen), which I cannot claim to have 
studied, but which seem likely to be useful. 

A large part of the interest of the movement con
sists in the discussions to which it has given rise. 
From the liberal side there was, first, an appreciative 
and pleasing review of Seeberg's Ki"rche Dtulsch!ands 
by Max Christlieb in Protestantische Monatshefte, 1 904, 
pp. 414 ff., 470 ff.; then, a criticism of Th. Kaftan by 
Herrmann in Zeltschrift f. Theo!. u. Kirche, 19061 

pp. 175-233; and, lastly, a series of articles covering 
the whole movement by Bousset in Theo!. Rundschau, 
1906, pp. 287-302, 327-40, .371-81, 413-24; 1907, 
pp. 1-18). 

Christlieb sums up his verdict upon Seeberg's book 
by laying stress on what, as we might expect, he con
siders its strength and its weakness. Its strength 
consists in the insight that it shows into 'the relativity 
of all scientific inquiry'; in other words, its frank 
recognition of the fact that Christian truth has to be 
restated from age to age. Its weakness, on the other 
hand, is on the ' positive' side, inasmuch as the course 
that it has to go, its 'marching route', is too much 
determined for it beforehand. 

RECON• N 
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I should like, if I may, to say a few words about this 
characterization, because it seems to me to put the 
whole question in a nutshell, and because in regard to 
it I am entirely at one with Seeberg. I should like, if 
I may, to say exactly what amount of truth I can 
recognize in the criticism. I agree that Christian 
doctrine has to be restated from age to age ; that is, 
that it should be offered to each generation as it comes 
in the language that it can best understand. But that 
does not mean that the Creeds are to be rewritten for 
the benefit of every new generation. Neither does 
it mean, that the rewriting is to be entirely without 
relation to the Creed; nor yet that it is to be simply 
what we might call a bald verbatim translation of them 
(if that were possible) into modern language : a certain 
allowance has to be made under the head mutatis 
mutandis. But the proposition does, I think, mean that, 
in the effort after restatement, we should especially at 
first have an eye to the Creeds ; and we should have 
a better hope of our own success if our experiment 
seemed to be working out on the lines of what might 
be called a' correspondence of values', I do not say 
that this should be the last word, but I believe that it 
would be well for us if it were at least the first and the 
middle word in the attempt to carry out our task. We 
should aim at keeping up the continuity of Christendom. 
It is rather like the case of the ideas which a dutiful 
son inherits from his father. He will start from them, 
and try all he can to make them his own, but he will 
not be bound by them in the sense that his ultimate 
statement, at the end of all his trying, will not deviate 
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from them to the right hand or to the left. In the 
last resort, we must do our own thinking, if it is to be 
sincere. 

In like manner as to the ' marching route•. We all 
have our marching route prescribed for us to a certain 
extent ex parte ante, if not ex parte post. We all set 
out from the same camp; and it is something-a sub
stantial something-to remember that this camp is 
behind us. But, apart from that, although it is right 
that our marching route should leave us a certain 
amount of latitude, we don't want to be always going 
off at a tangent; we don't want our course to be a 
perpetual zigzag. Liberty should not become licence. 

I have only tried to define what I think in general 
terms ; there will be particular considerations in par
ticular cases. But what I have said may perhaps 
suffice for general guidance, so far as I can give it. 

On the more special question, much as I naturally 
sympathize with the Positive theologians, I am afraid 
that I cannot say that either their lines of argument or 
their catchwords seem to me to be hapi,'ily chosen. 

The two main counts in the indictment against 
Liberalism (i. e. the modern Liberalism, as represented 
by such names as Wernle, Bousset, Weinel) are: 
(i) that it makes our Lord Jesus Christ too much the 
subject of faith rather than the object; and (ii) that 
Christianity is too much in danger of being lost in the 
general history of religion. 

The use of ' subject' and 'object' in that kind of 
connexion is at best clumsy, Some years ago the 
view was put forward by H aussleiter that 'I 7JCTOv 

N 2 
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in the phrase 1rtunr 'l71uov was a subjective genitive, 
meaning 'the faith (i.e. in God) which Jesus held, 
which was the foundation of His character'. Bousset 
dismisses this as not worth considering; and I have 
little doubt that he is right; the phrase means 'faith 
in Jesus, the faith which has Jesus for its object'. We 
shall I think best understand what is meant by making 
Christ the subject of faith by the help of a phrase of 
Seeberg's which is eagerly caught at by Bousset as 
offering some chance of an understanding.1 Seeberg 
says, 'Jesus was the first Christian, and He was the 
only believer in the full sense of the word'. We 
remember by the way that Wellhausen 2, with a 
different intention, says' Jesus was not a Christian but 
a Jew'. We can see what he means; in the mouth of 
Bousset, Jesus as the 'first Christian' means that He 
was the first to teach and cherish the full Christian 
ideal, to set the example of a Christian life. We 
believe, and Seeberg believes, that more is involved 
than this. Almost in the same breath Bousset himself 
confesses that that was not St. Paul's view of the 
matter. He did not think of Christ as representing 
just a new type of piety. 

The other count is that Christianity i~ treated, or is 
in danger of being treated, as only one phenomenon by 
the side of others in the general history of religion. 
On this head, if I understand aright, the objection 
seems to me to go too far. Kaftan appears to speak 
with hesitation about the Old Testament, and about 
the relation of Christianity to other religions generally. 

1 Theo/. Rundschau, 1906, p. 417. 2 Einl. p. 1 I 3. 
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He widens the gap between them as much as possible, 
and insists upon the isolation of Christianity. In this 
I cannot go with him. I believe that we have no 
reason to hesitate about the Old Testament. Hesita
tion comes from looking too much at what Old Testa
ment religion rose from and too little at what it rose 
to. And, perverted as other religions may be in 
greater or less degree through the presence of evil 
which affects everything human, I have yet no doubt 
that they too enter into the great providential order of 
which Christianity forms the climax. I can far more 
nearly accept the profession of faith that is given by 
Bousset, who speaks of a world of reality ' in the midst 
of which stands the form of Jesus of Nazareth as the 
crown of a great connected history or series of events 
(Geschehens) which leads up to Him, and as the 
beginning and fountain-head of a working of the Spirit 
that reaches down to ourselves, that carries us with it 
and takes hold upon us' (p. 294). If Bousset and his 
friends would only take a statement like that in full 
earnest, I think we should have no need to complain 
of them. But do they quite take it in earnest ? 
According to Bousset, their position rests on two main 
pillars : on the one hand, upon the impression made 
by the historical Person of Jesus ; and on the other 
hand, upon the experience of religious people in our 
own day. I may not be quite satisfied, either with the 
way in which he would define the impression of which 
he speaks or the way in which he would describe the 
contents of the religious experience. I shall come back 
to these points, or at least to one of them, later. But 
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I am far from undervaluing the opening that they 
present for reconciling the opposing views. It seems 
to me, however, that yet a third factor is needed, and 
that this is really implied in the profession of faith that 
I have just quoted, if we may only assume that it 
means all it says. This third factor is Continuity
that continuous influence which binds together the 
incarnate Life of the Founder of our religion nineteen 
centuries ago and the religious experience of us His 
followers. I could not possibly express this bond of 
continuity better than by the very phrase which 
Bousset uses when he calls it a Geisteswirkung or 
working of the (Holy) Spirit. 

But then, I cannot help asking, if there is this 
continuity of Divine influence from the first days of 
Christianity downwards, can it be right to take quite 
such a leap as Bousset and his friends take, to dis
engage themselves as much as they do from the main 
stream of Christian continuity, and to sprinkle quite so 
many ' nots ' as they would sprinkle over the documents 
which express it, in other words over the Christian 
Creeds? 

I have really a great regard for these men. I 
greatly appreciate the intellectual sincerity which I 
know to be at bottom their motive. I understand why 
they reject the advances which writers like Kaftan 
and Seeberg make to them. I am well aware of the 
weakness to which all this Vermittelung-stheologie, or 
'mediating theology', is exposed. And I am also 
aware that they would call what I have to offer them 
by that name. And yet I should very much like just 
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to state the case as it seems to me from our side, and 
to try if we cannot understand each other better. 

In the first place there is one ugly word that I 
should like, if I can, to remove out of the way. It is 
not, I gather, their own word, but is taken over from 
their opponents. The word is 'contradictory', which 
occurs in several different contexts. Here are three 
of them, from Bousset's article in Theo!. Rundschau 
(1906). 

Has K., he asks, the audacity to pronounce the 
leaders in the history of O.T. revelation, in contra
dictory opposition to Jesus, as only springing from 
below? Or is there not here implied everywhere 
a divine 'from above', only with the distinction of less 
and greater perfection until we come to the highest 
perfection of all as expressed in Jesus? (p. 300). 

Let us banish from our minds the whole idea of 
'contradictory opposition to Jesus'. The reason why 
Kaftan, and I am afraid Seeberg too, have ever been 
led to entertain such an idea at all, is because they 
have so watered down the conception of inspiration 
that it has ceased to enter into their thinking. Bousset 
congratulates them upon having emancipated them
selves from this exploded dogma. He is himself, of 
course, wholly emancipated. And yet, in this very 
passage, he expresses it himself in set terms, and even 
makes it the very basis of his reasoning, when he 
speaks of the 'divine from above' which points 
forward to a still higher Divine. 

There is another statement of their own which 
I would invite all those whom it concerns to perpend, 
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and give it its full weight. If they would only do that, 
I have no doubt that we could come to terms. 

Now for another example of the use of the word 
' contradictory ' :-

Has one really the right to place the Christian 
religion in a declared contradictory, absolute opposition 
to all other religious life? (p. 413). 

Most certainly we have no such right. The recog
nition of that ought to be a truism. 

Here is a third example, which has perhaps more 
excuse, and yet only an excuse:-

S. begins his Christology as usual by maintaining 
a contradictory opposition between Jesus and all the 
rest of mankind : on one side Humanity, under the 
universal domination of sin, and on the other side the 
One, the sinless One, the Saviour (p. 416). 

Who is it that speaks of 'contradictory opposition' 
even here ? Certainly not St. Paul, when he says : 
' God, sending His own Son in the likeness of sinful 
flesh ... condemned sin in the flesh' (Rom. viii. _,). We 
note that St. Paul makes just this one exception of 
Sin: he implies that in all other respects the humanity 
of Christ was like our own. It remains, indeed, 
a problem for theologians, how far that exception goes 
-precisely how much it covers (see pp. 305f.inf). But 
the problem is one that need not trouble ordinary men, 
and that most theologians may he content to leave 
unanswered. But imagine St. A thanasius or St. 
Augustine speaking of a 'contradictory opposition' 
between the humanity of Christ and our humanity! 
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I need not say that, on the contrary, the substantial 
identity of His humanity and ours was of the very 
essence of their teaching. I am afraid that, on such 
points, the ancients were more exact and careful 
thinkers than the modems. 

Bousset has a great deal to say about Wirklich
kei'tssinn or 'sense of reality', which he seems to think 
can be applied with the greatest ease by light of nature 
to most problems of history and of philosophy. That 
involves the rather large assumption that we know all 
that is included in the world of reality, and that the laws 
we deduce from the contemplation of those parts of it 
that come within the range of our senses can be applied 
with equal justice to those parts of it that do not. In 
other words Wi'rklichkdtss£nn, for which I suppose the 
plain English equivalent would be 'common sense ', 
means, as it does so often, just a big begging of the 
question, a taking for granted of the real point at issue. 
Bousset himself (Jesus, pp. I 98-20 r) sets down a num
ber of points in which the Life of Christ differs from and 
transcends other human lives : but he does not seem to 
inquire how far these differences imply something 
further and more fundamental which may well interfere 
with the stringent application of those human analogies, 
which is what the Wi'rklichkeitssinn really means. 

But in case we distrust these rather masterful 
methods, if we hold our presuppositions under control 
and do not allow them to decide for us large questions 
almost before they are asked, then we are thrown back 
upon the more laborious processes of historical inquiry. 
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Now I do not say for a moment that Bousset and his 
friends are not experts in the study of these processes. 
There is a great deal in the study of them that I 
admire very sincerely indeed. I am aware too that 
not only Bousset and his friends but a great many 
in this country as well look upon persons like myself 
as hampered and trammelled by all sorts of illicit 
influences from which they are happily free. But, strange 
as it may seem to say so, I sometimes find myself feeling 
as though the tables were turned and I had greater 
freedom than they. There is that awkward Wirklt'ch
keitssz'nn, which has a way of turning up at every corner, 
and pronouncing what you are to believe and what 
you are not, before you can get the normal apparatus 
in such matters to work ; or perhaps the apparatus has 
been at work for some little time, and a certain 
conclusion appears to be pretty plainly indicated, when 
the T¥z'rklt'chkeitssinn rises up on a sudden and 
moves the closure-applies the guillotine, as I believe 
it is called in parliamentary language-and stops all 
further debate, imposing some conclusion which is not 
what the facts appear to point to. 

I will give an example-a striking example, as it 
seems to me-presently. But, before I do so, I should 
like to say something seriously about Bousset and his 
friends. I am deeply interested in them, and I believe 
that at bottom we are not so far apart as we may seem. 

We in the Church of England, who have not yet 
ceased to think much of the Christian tradition, are 
apt to have our language discounted-and to some 
extent justly discounted-when we express ourselves 
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in terms of that tradition. We repeat the language of 
the Ancient Faith, though we expect to have some 
allowance made for the difference of times. 

To take a prominent instance; the young clergy
man, when he is ordained, says that he believes all the 
Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments. And he 
does really believe them : he believes that the Bible 
is an inspired book, that God really speaks through it, 
and therefore that it is rightly called God's Word; 
that he can find there all that is necessary for his soul's 
health. This he does believe, and it is what he means 
when he makes his profession. But it is not exactly 
what our forefathers believed, and not what the authors 
of the Ordination Service believed. A certain process 
of simplification has taken place ; and a similar 
process of simplification has taken place elsewhere. 
Of course it is a nice question to distinguish between 
legitimate simplification and that which is not legiti
mate. I do not go into that question now. My point 
is that our language in such cases may be rightly 
discounted. I shall not be misconstrued if I put it 
in the form that we believe, and are understood to 
believe, rather less than we seem to say. 

But, in the case of these German Lutheran writers, 
if we discount their language, we may fairly I think 
discount it the other way; I mean, take it as meaning 
rather more, and not less, than it says in plain words. 

They have pretty well discarded the Christian 
tradition; for practical purposes, it has but little 
influence upon them. I should imagine that there are 
very few who would take their opinions from the 
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Creeds, simply because they were the Creeds. On 
the other hand, they have a very high academic 
standard of intellectual sincerity. Every one feels 
bound to say exactly what he thinks, by his own 
thinking, independently of any external authority. 
Public opinion backs them up in this; it almost 
compels them to be not only candid, but even more 
than candid. 

No doubt there are a good many in this country at 
the present time who take much the same line. Perhaps 
German influence, the tone of the German Universities, 
has had something to do with it. But, apart from that, 
innate honesty, of which I do not believe that we have 
any lack, was sure to bring about substantially the 
same result. It is probable enough that I was describ
ing just now the state of things forty years ago rather 
than the state of things to-day. 

However that may be, the upshot is that in the case 
of the Germans and those of our countrymen who 
think and act with them, it is only right to take 
language as a minimum, which in the case of others of 
us would be taken as a maximum. I believe that we 
may often credit both our German friends and our 
very candid English friends with rather more than they 
put into express words. 

Accordingly, I take it with a grain of salt when some 
of the writers of whom I have spoken insist, as we 
might describe it, on putting 'nots' into the Creeds. 
I take the liberty of interpreting their language in these 
cases in the light of their language elsewhere ; and I 
make some allowance for the Wirklz'chkeitssinn, where 
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that intrusive quality seems on their own showing to 
be out of place. 

I know that Bousset says more than once that the 
life of our Lord did not overstep the limits of the 
purely human (pp. 2021 203). But has he the right 
to say this? Does it not flatly contradict the facts 
as he himself states them ? And does he not seek 
to prevent it from doing so by expedients that are 
quite unjustifiable? 

We remember that Bousset is not one of those who 
explain away the Messiahship of Jesus. He not only 
allows distinctly that our Lord thought of Himself as 
the Messiah, but that His consciousness took this form 
naturally and, as it were, inevitably. He speaks of it 
as ' the form in which an eternal meaning clothed 
itself'. He speaks of the title of Messiah as' necessary 
to Jesus in its general aspect, apart from certain details : 
because it alone coincided with his consciousness of his 
own unique position and super-prophetic significance'. 
And then he goes on :-

Let us contemplate for a moment this sovereign 
sense of leadership by which Jesus was possessed, and 
the inimitable sureness with which it unfolded itself in 
every direction. He knew how to value the authorities 
of the past, but he placed himself above them. He 
was of more account than kings and prophets, than 
David, Solomon, and the Temple. The tradition of 
the elders he met with his ' But I say unto you', and 
even Moses was not an authority to whom he gave 
unqualified submission. As with the past, so too the 
present bowed before him. John the Baptist he 
thought the greatest among the sons of men, yet it was 
not Jesus who put the question, 'Art thou he that 
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cometh?' to John, but John to Jesus, and he answered 
the inquiry with a veiled though yet distinct affirmative 
(p. 199). 

And two more pages of the English translation are 
given up to indications of the same kind, ending thus : 
'Such words either come from thoughtless presumption 
or from the very highest strength and confidence. 
History has decided for the latter.' 

You will have observed in the passages that I quoted 
a number of strong expressions : 'eternal meaning,' 
' unique position,' 'super-prophetic significance,' ' sove
reign sense of leadership.' Is there here no overstep
ping of the human ? There is indeed one very para
doxical bit of evidence alleged to the contrary. It is 
expressed as follows:-

Above all he did not lay claim to the Judgeship of 
the world, although that conception was, strictly 
speaking, included in that of the Son of Man. It is 
true that in the narratives of our Gospels the opposite 
seems to be the case. But it is inconceivable that 
Jesus ... should now have arrogated to himself the 
Judgeship of the world in the place of God (p. 203). 

Is this really following the evidence, or forcing the 
evidence? The Gospels certainly say one thing, but 
they are treated as if they said the opposite. I know 
that an ingenious theory is propounded to explain how 
from one step to another innocent expressions might 
have been taken to mean more than they really did. 
But I am afraid that no one, merely from reading the 
Gospels, would have been led to explain the facts in 
this way. The real motive is subjective and not 
objective.: it is our old friend the Wirklichkeitssinn, 
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standing where it ought not and thrusting itself into 
regions that are beyond its range. It is not the 
Gospels which say that our Lord did not lay claim to be 
the Judge of the world, but Bousset whose pre
suppositions will not allow him to think that He could 
have put forward such a claim. 

The title ' Son of Man' is robbed by a tour de force 
of half its meaning. And precisely the same thing has 
happened to the title Messiah. We are told that the 
assumption of this title was a necessity:-

J esus felt that he stood in such closeness of com
munion with God the Father as belonged to none 
before or after him. He was conscious of speaking 
the last and decisive word ; he felt that what he did 
was final and that no one would come after him. The 
certainty and simple force of his work, the sunshine, clear
ness and freshness of his whole attitude rest upon this 
foundation. We cannot eliminate from his personality 
without destroying it the trait of super-prophetic con
sciousness, the consciousness of the accomplisher to 
whose person the flight of the ages and the whole 
destiny of his followers is linked. And when Jesus 
wished to give form and expression to this conscious
ness, and thereby to lift it from its state of fermentation 
into one of clearness and stability, the only possibility 
that presented itself to him was that of the Messianic 
idea,-of that figure of the kingly consummator standing 
at the end of time, as popular imagination had painted 
it with its earthly colours (p. 1 79). 

And then, by way of summing up, we have a 
paragraph which because of its importance is printed 
in italics by the author :-

Thus the Messianic idea was the only possible form in 
whii.:li 7 esus could clothe his inner consciousness, and yet 
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an i'nadequate form,- £t was a necessity, but also a heavy 
burden whi'ch he bore i'n silence almost to the end of hi's 
life,- it was a convzi:ti'on which he could never enjoy with 
a whole heart (p. 180). 

There is no doubt one historical moment with reference 
to which Messiahship might be thought to be a burden. 
But I do not believe that the author is thinking of Geth
semane. He is thinking of the twentieth century, and 
its ideas of what constitutes a burden. I can quite 
imagine that if (let us say) some modern Jew, a Zionist 
leader, suddenly found himself invested with Messianic 
powers, he would be troubled by them, and would not 
know what to do with them ; he would be like David 
in Saul's armour. I suppose it is something of that 
kind that Bousset has in his mind. But the Gospels 
are quite different. There is no hint in them, through
out the main tenor of His ministry, that our Lord felt 
His Messiahship a burden. The Sermon on the 
Mount conveys no such impression ; still less does 
that thanksgiving recorded by St. Luke, 'I thank Thee, 
0 Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that Thou hast 
hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast 
revealed them unto babes : even so, Father; for so it 
seemed good in Thy sight' (Luke x. 21 ). 

The whole notion of a burden is pure modernism of 
the most gratuitous kind. That was not the way in 
which our Lord thought of the work that the Father 
had given Him to do. 

I have just taken Bousset as an example, and he is 
one of the best of his kind. What applies to him will 
apply also substantially to his friends and allies who 
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seem to be at the present moment the dominating 
influence in the German Universities. I think, how
ever, that (as I said) we can put a better construction 
upon their work than we could if we were to take them 
literally at their word. I value greatly the positive 
elements in their construction. The data have been 
searched with the severest scrutiny possible. And as 
a result, two things stand out more clearly and more 
indisputably than ever. One is the consciousness of 
our Lord as Messiah ; and the other is His conscious
ness as Son. I should like to commend to you a work 
that came out early in the present year, an examination 
of these two leading conceptions by the veteran scholar 
H. J. Holtzmann, Das messianische BewusstseZ:n 7esu 
(Tiibingen, I 907). The book bears the stamp of its 
author's characteristic excellences. It is crowded with 
learning, and full of subtle analysis and subtle diffe
rentiation of competing views. The treatise is, un
fortunately, just because of these qualities, difficult 
reading; but I do not know anything at once so 
comprehensive and so exact. And, considering the 
quarter from which it comes, the whole tenor of the 
discussion appears to me to be positive and satisfactory 
to a degree beyond what might have been expected. 
The formula in which Holtzmann sums up his final 
result (p. 100) is that Jesus was 'the Messiah and more 
than a Messiah', just as His forerunner the Baptist was 
a prophet and more than a prophet (Matt. xi. 9, Luke 
vii. 26). The writer who recognizes that, and recog
nizes it in those terms, seems to me to have the root 
of the matter, whatever else he may say. 

RECON, Q 
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Two things are impressed upon me, in looking back 
over Holtzmann's book and the immense variety of 
opinion which it registers. One is that, if we put aside 
a minority which is so small and so unimportant as to 
be really negligible, even those who still challenge our 
Lord's adoption of the express title Messiah, do so 
only by first defining the idea contained in it in a sense 
that is rigorously Jewish, while they naturally go on to 
deny-as with perfect right they must deny-that our 
Lord took to Himself the title in this sense. Those 
of whom I speak, if they refuse to describe the con
sciousness of our Lord as Messianic, do not therefore 
reduce it simply to the common level, but acknowledge 
in it heights and depths to which they only abstain 
from giving an explicit name. 

That is the first remark that occurs to me : the 
second is perhaps more subjective in the way in which 
I shall state it; it is an impression borne in upon me 
personally by the almost endless multitude of points 
insisted upon now by this writer and now by that. It 
seems to me that almost every one of these points, 
subtle and remote as some of them may be, has 
something substantial to say for itself. Especially is 
this the case with that central title 'Son of Man'. 
We must never forget that this is the name which our 
Lord chose specially for Himself, and which He 
appears to have preferred above every other. The 
other names He. purposely kept in the background ; 
but this He used freely and without hesitation, though 

· even this He employs objectively and in the third 
person, hinting rather than expressly claiming that 
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in speaking of the Son of Man He is speaking of 
Himself. 

That being so-the name being our Lord's own 
choice, and not that of others for Him-we cannot, 
I think, be surprised at its extraordinary wealth of 
meaning. For my own part, I should hardly put any 
limit to this. No doubt there are differences of 
proportion and perspective ; some parts of the idea are 
nearer to the centre, and some lie more upon the 
circumference ; but it seems to me that hardly anything 
that has ever been attributed to it is wholly without at 
least a certain relative justification. 

Let us think for a moment how many distinct lines 
of association meet in this one phrase. First there is 
its use in the Old Testament-its use collectively for 
the race of mankind (as in Ps. viii. 4), and then its use 
individually (as conspicuously by the prophet Ezekiel). 
I myself greatly doubt whether there is a single 
instance of its use from which some darting ray of 
association does not shoot across from the Old Testa
ment into the New. 

Then there is our Lord's use of the phrase with 
reference to His own immediate present ; as well the 
sense that would attach to it in current opinion {though 
I agree that, while it was employed for special purposes 
from time to time, it was not exactly in general or 
common circulation) as the sense in which He applied 
it to the circumstances of His own daily life (e. g. ' the 
Son of Man hath not where to lay His head'). 

And, thirdly, there is the yet larger sense attaching 
to the phrase in such connotation as it had which 

0 2 
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pointed forward definitely to the future. I should 
venture to go beyond the Jewish connotation of this 
kind, and to express my belief that while our Lord 
included this (with modifications of His own into which 
we cannot wholly penetrate) He at the same time gave 
it a turn that prepared the way and supplied a broad 
foundation for those later attempts that Christendom 
has made to express in terms of its successive thought 
its sense of the ulterior mystery of His Person. 

In this last connexion I will go on to make a yet 
further remark which has of late suggested itself to 
me, and which I am inclined to think of really great 
importance, especially for that kind of critical investi
gation in which we have been engaged. We are in 
the habit of asking, what does this or that phrase or 
title mean? and we go on to attempt to answer the 
question as though it could have but one meaning, and 
that fixed and definite, which, when once we realize it, 
must of necessity exclude all others. But the fact is
I do not stay to speculate how far it may be true of 
other fields of inquiry, but I am sure that it is true, 
intensely true, of this-that each word or phrase of the 
kind of which I have been speaking has many mean
ings, determined in most cases by the persons from 
whom they proceed or to whom they are addressed. 
And I am persuaded that in each case, when we try to 
envisage a particular meaning, the first thing that we 
have to do is to ask ourselves whose meaning we are 
in search of, What does the word or phrase mean, and 
for whom? This may seem an obvious thing to say; 
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and it is no doubt true that writers and thinkers 
constantly do ask themselves this question. Still I 
believe that they ought to do so more persistent! y than 
as a matter of fact they do ; and that the failure to do 
this has been a plentiful source of error and confusion. 

If I am not greatly mistaken, it lies at the root of 
a great deal of the inadequacy which seems to me 
especially to attach to liberal theories over the field 
that we have been covering. These theories are at 
bottom attempts to modernize; they are attempts to 
state ancient facts in terms in which they can be best 
understood and best appropriated by modern men. 
I have no quarrel with them whatever for this. Sooner 
or later we must all come to it. What I am really 
inclined to complain of is that the scholars and critics 
who make a point of doing this, for the most part do it 
too soon. They allow their modernizing to be mixed 
up in the statement of ancient facts, whereas they 
ought in the first instance to state these facts strictly 
as they are, i.e. as ancient. We modems ought to 
begin by using every effort of reason and imagination 
to throw ourselves back into the times that we are 
investigating and to look at men and things, practices 
and ideas, strictly in the light of their own context ; we 
ought to exclude ourselves from the process as much 
as we possibly can. First, let us state the facts with 
the most sympathetic reconstruction of which we are 
capable of the real conditions by which they were 
surrounded, the conditions as they would present them
selves to an observer at that day. They may seem to 
us rude and crude. Never mind ; our first business is 
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to take them as they are, with their own proper 
atmosphere, and with no admixture of ours. If we are 
to do anything, let us rather exaggerate the significance 
that particular phenomena seem to have; that will be 
at least better than diminishing from it. Let us try to 
make our picture as full and as boldly drawn as it is in 
our power to make it. 

Then, when once we have done this and are satisfied 
that we have nothing to add-then, and not before-
the time will come to apply it to ourselves. Then, 
and not before, we may begin to ask what these facts, 
or series of facts, mean for us. This is what the 
Liberals are doing; and I would find no fault with them 
if they would take the process in that way. Only one 
thing, in connexion with this Christian history which 
so nearly concerns us : I would beg them to ask not 
only what it meant to the men of that time, spectators 
or disciples. Behind the disciples is He of whom they 
were disciples. Let us ask, in all reverence, and with
out too much intrusive Wirklichkdtssinn, what it all 
meant for Him. We may ask the question, we may 
ask it even with some importunity; but we must be 
prepared to find ourselves before long brought up 
short, and unable to give a11 answer. This is really 
the most difficult, as it is the most tender, point of the 
inquiry. The next great step-audacious as it may 
seem-is really easier ; the step, I mean, of asking 
what the Disposer of all events designed in all this 
history. Of course I do not suppose that we can for 
a moment pretend to discover its place in His counsels 
considered as ultimate and absolute. But we can, with 
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so many centuries to look Lack upon, see something of 
their purpose in relation to the history of the human 
race. Not only is this quite a legitimate, and quite 
a. feasible, subject for inquiry; not only are we 
encouraged to make it for the interest that it has in 
itself; but it has also an important bearing upon that 
application to ourselves of which I have been 
speaking. 

It seems to me-and with this one bit of practical 
advice I will conclude-that a mistake is made in 
propounding to ourselves so often that question which 
we hear on all hands-and that we should hear it so 
often is a testimony to the mental sincerity that is 
increasingly characteris_tic of our age-the urgent 
question, what is the truth about this or that, what is 
true. Far be it from me to blame the sincerity. The 
sincerity in itself is excellent; and I will not say that 
there is-I am sure that in thousands of cases there is 
not-any touch of arrogance in the question. And yet 
I cannot but think that, in asking this question, What is 
true ? we are very many of us not in the least aware 
what a tremendous thing it is that we are asking. If 
we were aware of it, I believe that we should many of 
us refrain our lips ; and although that would not be by 
any means the same thing as suppressing or abandoning 
the question altogether, I believe that it might often 
involve putting it by for a later season when we were 
more ripe to attempt the answer. I can well imagine 
that what I am going to suggest may seem a less 
modest form of the question, but I conceive that it is 
really a more modest form of it, I would ask-at least 
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at first and for a long time-not, what is true about 
this or that, but what did God mean by it, for the 
Church, for the world, for me. The page of history 
lies open before us, and we can read its meaning with 
comparative ease. In doing so, we do not attempt to 
transcend the limits of the Relative, which is the real 
point at which the enormous difficulties come in ; and 
at the same time we fit our thought into that teleo
logical contemplation of the universe which is an 
endless source of adoration. 

And as to such theories as those which the liberal 
school puts forward, we of course try to correct them 
to the best of our ability. But in our judgements we 
recognize the sincerity which prompts them ; we make 
allowance for what seem to us to be in part self-imposed 
difficulties; we feel justified in putting our own inter
pretation-as we should call it, the full Christian inter
pretation-on that collection of significant facts, which 
is not denied but proved over and over again more 
imperatively than ever. We take what they give us as 
a verifiable minimum-a minimum verifiable by the 
severest methods-and we are glad to think that their 
admissions show that, whether they exactly formulate 
the consequences or not, they are really looking out 
beyond this minimum, as we look beyond it ourselves. 
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MIRACLES 

T1rn haunting problem of Miracles invites repeated 
and sustained attempts at its solution. Even a small 
advance is yet advance ; and in some respects the 
conditions of inquiry are more favourable at the present 
time than they have ever been before. 

The great difficulty, it may be said, is to make both 
ends meet-on the one hand the presuppositions of 
science, and on the other hand the presuppositions 
of religion; on the one hand the data of philosophy, 
and on the other hand the data of history. 

We are modern men, and we cannot divest ourselves 
of our modernity. We may be sure that we are not 
called upon to divest ourselves of it. We are placed 
by God here in the twentieth century. Every opinion 
that we hold has a vast context of accumulated opinions 
and beliefs about other things. Our difficulty is, how 
to correlate and harmonize all these various opinions; 
and again, how to deal at once sympathetically and 
justly with the beliefs of men of another age, whose 
mental equipment was very different from our own. 

This fact-the fact that our difficulty lies where it 
does-suggests a point of method. It suggests that we 
shall do well not to isolate a part of our problem, but 
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rather to take a broad view of it as a whole. And for 
this, perhaps, there is advantage in being compelled to 
treat it with the compactness of a single discourse. If 
I have to put some slight strain upon your patience, 
I will try to make it no greater than can be helped. I 
will try also to state the problem in such a way as to 
enlist your co-operation in following the inquiry step by 
step. 

I have said that I would not ask any one to divest 
himself of those ideas which we all naturally bring 
with us-I mean our ideas as to the uniformity of the 
ordinary course of nature. I would only ask you to 
set beside these a single assumption of a different kind, 
the assumption that every Christian is compelled to 
make by his own experience, that there is such a thing 
as answers to prayer. There is no Christian whose 
experience does not tell him that prayers are answered 
on a very large scale indeed. 

This experience points beyond itself. It points to 
the conclusion that the Power behind the universe is in 
touch with human spirits and human wills. It does 
not prove that God will violate His own laws, but 
I think it does prove that, within the conditions imposed 
by those laws, He does interest Himself in human 
affairs. In other words, there is a reciprocal relation
an actively reciprocal relation-between the Power 
without us and the spirit or personality within us. 

When I speak of the reality of answers to prayer, 
I do not at all mean that every prayer is answered. 
Our experience is the same in this as in other things ; 
it is that certain classes or kinds of prayer are more 
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frequently answered than others; which we may take 
to mean, that those particular classes or kinds of 
prayer are more entirely in accordance with the Divine 
will than others. But the important point is that 
prayers are answered on such an abundant scale as to 
place beyond all doubt that reciprocal relation between 
God and man of which I spoke. 

It is a particular form of this relation, not so wide
spread and yet strongly attested, especially for the 
earlier ages in the history of mankind, that certain 
individuals have stood in a closer relation to God than 
others, that they have received what we call special 
communications from Him, that they have been made 
in a higher sense than others the instruments or organs 
for the carrying out of His purposes. 

This belief is of course by no means confined to the 
Bible. In one form or another, lower or higher, purer 
or more depraved, it embraces almost all the races 
of mankind. 

And, along with the belief in special communications 
to individuals, there has gone, as a sort of natural 
accompaniment, the further belief that these individuals 
have been gifted with some special power of showing 
that the mission which they claimed for themselves, or 
which was claimed for them, was real. They had their 
credentials, which they were able to produce ; and 
these credentials were for the most part what we call 
Miracles. 

I say that this belief, in its various forms and degrees, 
is almost as wide as human nature itself. It is 
expressed very simply and naturally in such a passage 
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as Acts ii. 22. We are told there that the Prophet of 
Nazareth was approved by God to the generation to 
which He came by mighty works and wonders and 
signs, which God did through Him. And in like 
manner, His follower St. Paul speaks of the signs of an 
apostle which he had himself wrought ' by signs and 
wonders and mighty works' (2 Cor. xii. 12). The 
crowds said of our Lord in reply to the strictures of the 
Pharisees, ' How can a man that is a sinner do such 
signs ? ' (John ix. 16). And again, the blind man who 
was healed says; 'We know that God heareth not 
sinners: but if any man be a worshipper of God, and 
do His will, him He heareth. , .. If this man were 
not from God, he could do nothing' (ibid. vv. 31, 33). 
The belief which thus finds expression in the New 
Testament is just the common belief of antiquity, with 
the moral side sharply accentuated. It is an integral 
part of that whole group of ideas which affirm the 
reality of communication between God and man, and 
the presence on earth of inspired men who are the 
special channels of such communication. 

The most conspicuous pagan example of a worker of 
miracles is Apollonius of Tyana, who lived through the 
greater part of the first century of our era. His 
biography, by Philostratus, is rather more than a 
hundred years later, but profe~ses to be based upon 
materials left by the most intimate . of his personal 
disciples. It is a mistake to suppose that the Life was 
written with any deliberate purpose of rivalry to our 
Lord, though it was utilized in that sense in the acute 
stage of pagan and Christian controversy at the 
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beginning of the fourth century. The life is a strange 
mixture of modest claims-Apollonius did not profess 
to be more than a sage and good man, and only divine 
in the sense in which any good man might be divine
of ascetic and irreproachable conduct, of shrewdness 
approaching at times almost to wisdom, with puerilities 
both of teaching and of practice, and with fantastic 
stories of the marvellous. These reach a climax in the 
account of the Indian Brahmins, whom Apollonius 
visits in his search for what is left of primitive 
wisdom ; but he himself has the power of predicting 
events, of exorcizing demons, of putting down ghosts 
and lamiae (it will be remembered that Keats's poem 
'Lamia' is based on one of the stories); on one 
occasion he causes a pestilence to cease by indicating 
the appropriate sacrifices; he is transported from 
place to place; he can at will release himself from 
fetters. 

The sage is often called a magus, both in pagan 
literature and in Christian (e. g. by Origen) ; but the 
Life tries to vindicate him at least from anything 
discreditable implied in the title. The evidence has 
been accumulating in recent years of the wide pre
valence of magic under the early Empire. Besides 
what has come to light through a closer study of the 
literature, magic holds a large place among the docu
ments of common life discovered in Egypt and 
elsewhere. We owe especially to Sir W. M. Ramsay 
the warning that we do wrong to think of everything 
magical as pure imposture and delusion. Let me 
quote a few lines from the comment in St. Paul the 
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Traveller (pp. 77 f.) upon the meeting between St. Paul 
and the Magian Bar-jesus. The latter 

is commonly said to be a mag1c1an, a mere 'Jewish 
impostor'; and he is compared to the modern gipsy 
teller of fortunes. Such comparisons, while having 
a certain element of truth, are misleading, and give a 
false idea of the influence exerted on the Roman world 
by Oriental personages like this Magian. . . . No 
strict line could then be drawn between lawful, honour
able scrutinizing of the secret powers of Nature and 
illicit attempts to pry into them for selfish ends, between 
science and magic, between chemistry and alchemy, 
between astronomy and astrology. The two sides of 
investigation passed by hardly perceptible degrees into 
one another. . . . It was not possible in the infancy of 
knowledge to know where lay the bounds between 
the possible and the impossible, between the search for 
the philosopher's stone or the elixir of life and the 
investigation of the properties of argori or the laws of 
biology .... It is certain that the priests of some 
Eastern religions possessed very considerable know
ledge of the powers and processes of nature ; and they 
were able to do things that either were, or seemed to 
be, marvellous. 

Sir W. M. Ramsay adds that his own experience 
makes him believe that, 'so far as influence over human 
or animal nature and life was concerned, their powers 
were wonderful.' 

That passage is, I believe, very far from being the 
least of the many debts that we owe to its accomplished 
author, whose knowledge of ancient life is so profound. 

Undoubtedly there was this side to ancient magic. 
Nor would it be true to say that there was no insis
tence upon moral conditions as necessary for the 
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exercise of superior powers. · The history of A pollonius 
would be evidence to the contrary. But, at the same 
time, these conditions certainly were not laid down 
with the clearness and firmness that characterize the 
passages quoted a little while ago from the Gospels. 
Speaking broadly, I am afraid it would be true that 
magic presented the lower and baser side of ancient 
religion. The higher elements were, I suspect, the 
exception, and the lower elements the rule. Both on 
the part of priests and people, of the magi themselves 
and their clients, the worse passions and motives were 
brought out rather than the better. I have in mind 
the large extent to which the specimens of magic that 
have come down to us are either erotic or impreca
tory. Of course in any general estimate we must 
simply follow the evidence. But I do not think it 
will be denied that Biblical Religion stands upon an 
altogether higher level, even from its earliest stages 
onwards. 

With so much of preface on the comparative aspect 
of the question, we may now go on to trace the history 
of Miracle as we find it in the Bible, first in the Old 
Testament and then in the New. I believe that we 
shall find the advantage in each case ,.of considering 
the Miracles as they come before us, not in the abstract, 
but with reference to their place in the· history and 
the evidence upon which they rest. 

The early chapters of Genesis stand rather apart, as 
falling under the head of what may be called 'sym
bolical history'. Putting these aside, the miracles of 
the Old Testament fall into four groups: (i) the 

RE<;ON. p 
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miraculous narratives of the H exateuch, including the 
Exodus, the Wanderings with the Giving of the Law 
from Mount Sinai, and the Conquest of Canaan ; 
(ii) the Elijah- and Elisha-narratives; (iii) the super
natural element in the lives of the Prophets; (iv) 
a few miracles that may be called 'literary', like 
those in the Books of Jonah and Daniel. 

With the exception of a few fragments, like the 
songs in N um. xxi, the oldest portions of the 
Hexateuch are probably separated from the events 
by several centuries, hardly less than four. It would 
follow almost inevitably that the story has come down 
to us very largely in the form of folklore, as a product 
of oral tradition. It need not be on that account, and 
certainly is not, any the less a vehicle of divine revela
tion. The Holy Spirit made use of folklore, as it made 
use of other natural forms of Hebrew literature, to 
convey the lessons which God desired to have taught 
to His people. We only need to think of the story of 
the Burning Bush, of the Decalogue, of the concluding 
of the Covenant in Ex. xxiv, and of the proclamation of 
the Divine Name in Ex. xxxiv, to be assured that this 
was so. Neither is there any reason to question the 
strong belief which overshadowed the whole later history 
of Israel, that the deliverance from Egypt was a great 
interposition of Providence, and that the nucleus of the 
Pentateuchal legislation was a special work of divine 
inspiration initiated by Moses. At the same time, the 
details of the narratives as we have them show evident 
signs of the kind of shaping that would be natural to 
folklore. This appears, for instance, in the artificial 
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numeration and gradual crescendo of the Ten Plagues, 
and in the highly poetic description of the Giving of 
the Law from Sinai, modelled upon the standing 
symbolism of Hebrew theophanies (the storm-cloud, 
fire, lightning and thunder, as in Ps. xviii, &c.), 
and in the equally poetic description of the battle 
of Bethhoron and the lengthening of the day in 
Joshua x. 

The histories of Elijah and Elisha are much nearer 
-indeed quite near-to the events. And yet the 
difference is one of degree rather than of kind. 
Here, too, an element of folklore has entered in ; 
especially in the case of Elisha (e.g. 2 Kings ii. 19-25). 
But, along with this, not only are the general narra
tives at a high level as the history of a crisis, at once of 
religious and of political history, but they also embody 
incidentally notable revelations, as to Elijah at Horeb, 
to Elisha's servant at Dothan, in the story of Gehazi 
and the like. 

From a religious point of view, the culminating 
instances of the supernatural in the Old Testament 
are in connexion with the writing prophets ; for 
instance the vision, which accompanied the call · of 
the leading prophets (Isa. vi, J er. i, Ezek. i), the 
communion which they are represented as habitually 
holding with God, and the peculiar insight into His 
counsels with which they were endowed. But there 
are also definite predictions, literally fulfilled (e.g., the 
destruction of Sennacherib's army, or Jeremiah's 
denunciation of the false prophet Hananiah). It 
was never intended that we should take literally such 

p 2 
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things as Jonah and the whale, or the celestial journeys 
of Ezekiel (ii. 12; viii. 3; xi. I, 24; xxxvii. 1 ; xliii. 5). 
That these things should have been taken literally at 
different periods in the history of the Church does 
not affect the matter ; because from the first the stress 
lay upon the moral lesson conveyed, and not upon 
the reality of the occurrences as history. 

As we look back over these Old Testament 
miracles, we cannot help noticing how the evidence for 
them becomes stronger as they approximate to the 
type supplied by answers to prayer. The conclusion 
most effectually proved is that of the extraordinary 
personal endowment of certain chosen individuals, 
and especially of their extraordinary communion with 
God and knowledge of His will. The providential 
focussing of natural processes upon a particular 
point and for a particular end is also well attested ; 
but the cruder interferences with natural law elude 
our grasp. 

In turning to the New Testament, we shall still do 
well to follow the obvious classification according to 
documents: (i) the miracles of the Gospels, or, more 
strictly, of the critically separable documents which 
underlie our present Gospels ; (ii) the miracles of the 
Acts, both those parts of Acts in which the author 
speaks as an eye-witness, and those in which he 
does not-for I think I may assume the thesis so 
consistently maintained by English scholars and now 
strongly defended by Harnack, that St. Luke was 
really the author of the whole book ; and (iii) the 
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scattered allusions to miracles that occur in the Epistles 
of St. Paul. 

Both jointly and severally these three classes contain 
a number of miracles, the evidence for which is exceed
ingly strong. 

In the Gospels we have a convergence of evidence 
from every one of the larger documents or literary 
strata that criticism indicates. And the evidence, 
which is so considerable in quantity, is excellent also 
in quality. It is not only the direct evidence of 
narrative, but the still more important indirect evidence 
of discourse, which implies the existence of miracles. 
It is also evidence of a very restrained and trustworthy 
kind ; the Gospels certainly do not make too much of 
miracle, but are very careful to keep it in a subordinate 
place. We may well doubt whether, without miracle, 
the belief would ever have grown up that Jesus of 
Nazareth was the Messiah, in view of the striking 
absence of those attributes and functions which the 
Jews expected in their Messiah. 

And yet the Gospels, good as their credentials are, 
stop short of evidence that is absolutely at first hand, 
unless we insist upon statements in the Fourth Gospel 
which are still called in question. But, however that 
may be, the defect is made good in the Acts and 
Epistles. On the one hand, we have a number of 
miracles dating from the time when St. Luke himself 
was actually in the company of those who performed 
them. And, on the other hand, we have express state
ments by St. Paul in which he is speaking from his 
own personal experience and personal knowledge. The 
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charismata included gifts that every one believed to be 
miraculous, and St. Paul himself possessed these gifts 
in an eminent degree. 

For the purposes of history, we can only take that 
state of things as it stands. The picture that we form 
for ourselves of the history must include the sincere 
and convinced belief of those who were actors in it. 
Their good faith cannot be reasonably questioned. 
Nor can we doubt that their whole attitude of mind 
towards these things which they saw with their own 
eyes, and heard with their own ears, and did with their 
own hands, was the attitude of men who believed them.: 
selves to be in contact with miracle. Their settled 
assumption was that no one could do such things unless 
God were with him. 

As historians, we have no need to analyse the con
sciousness of these men any further. The only question 
is as to our own consciousness: how are we to look at 
and describe to ourselves these phenomena of which 
the record has come down to us? We shall try, I 
think, to do justice to both sides : we shall so far hold 
our own ground as not to postulate anything that would 
radically conflict with our conception of nature; but 
we shall not, on that account, allow ourselves so to 
impose our presuppositions upon the first Christians as 
to do violence to their convictions. 

Let us take the two latter of our three classes of 
miracle, those from time to time alluded to in the 
Epistles of St. Paul, and those narrated in the 'We
document' or Travel-diary of the Acts. Here, the 
testimony of St. Paul is absolute, as coming from one 
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who was himself a miracle-worker ; it is only qualified 
in so far as his descriptions are vague and general. It 
is certain that he believed miracle to be a characteristic 
phenomenon of the age in which he lived and of the 
circles in which he moved. It is also certain that he 
fully believed himself to be gifted with the power of 
working miracle. The one drawback is that he has not 
left any full and exact record of the feats which 
he regarded as miraculous. 

On the other hand, the testimony of St. Luke is 
absolute in so far as his narrative contains sufficiently 
detailed descriptions-it is at least as absolute as an 
honest eye-witness could make it; it is qualified in so 
far as the miracles which he relates were not actually 
worked by himself. We are indeed led to infer that 
some of the cures accomplished upon the island of 
Melita were of cases that came under his own hand in 
the active practice of his medical profession. Harnack 
has noticed a delicate little touch which points to this, 1 

Whereas the first person is generally rather suppressed, 
and whereas the healing of the father of Publius is 
expressly referred to St. Paul, we are told that, ' when 
this was done, the rest also which had diseases in the 
island came, and were cured [rather, 'received medical 
treatment': Ramsay]; who also honoured us with many 
honours.' St. Luke himself was one of those towards 
whom the islanders were specially grateful. Obviously 
he had used his professional skill, and he believed that 
God had worked with him. 

It is true that here again the description becomes 
1 Lukas der Arzt, p. 1 I, 
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vague and summary. And yet, taking the double 
testimony together of St. Paul and St. Luke, its cogency 
must be allowed to be very considerable. The burden 
of question seems to fall rather upon us in these latter 
days. What have we to say in reference to these 
miracles, which appear to be so amply attested? 

Before I attempt to answer this question, it may be 
well for me to ask your attention to a remarkable, far
sighted, philosophical passage in St. Augustine, which 
shows that we modems have no monopoly of deeper 
thought on the relation of miracles to the uniformity of 
nature. In De Civitate Dei, xxi. 8, St. Augustine 
writes: 

We say that all miracles (or prodigies, portenta) are 
contrary to nature; but that they are not. For how 
can that be contrary to nature which takes place by the 
will of God, seeing that the will of the great Creator 
is the true nature of everything created ? So miracle 
is not contrary to nature, but only to what we know of 
nature (contra quam est nota natura). 1 

Miracle is not really a breach of the order of nature ; 
it is only an apparent breach of laws that we know, in 
obedience to other and higher laws that we do not 
know. 

If, with this principle in our mind, we examine the 
miracles of St. Luke's Travel-diary, we shall find them 
fall under it perfectly. We shall find that they do not 
imply anything really irregular or arbitrary. We shall 
find that they come strictly under the analogy of 
answers to prayer. 

1 My attention was first called to this passage by Barth, Haupt
probleme d. Lebensfesu (1899), p. 115. 
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Let us run rapidly through this little group of 
miracles, and we shall see that this is true. The 
incident of the soothsaying girl at Philippi is psycho
logically quite intelligible. Her exclamation at the 
sight of St. Paul and his companions, ' These men are 
servants of the Most High God,' is very parallel to the 
exclamation of the possessed man in the synagogue at 
Capernaum, ' I know thee who thou art, the Holy One 
of God.' Patients of this sort often have a quick eye 
and ready intuition for high degrees of goodness ; it is 
just that which renders them susceptible to personal 
influence. The earthquake that broke open the doors 
of the prison was only a natural event timed oppor
tunely. When St. Paul preached at Troas, and 
Eutychus fell from the upper story, the apostle per
ceived that life was in him, though those who took him 
up thought him dead. I suppose we should now say 
that he was probably suffering from 'concussion of the 
brain'. The prophecy of Agabus (Acts xxi. 1 1) is an 
example of a gift that was common both under the Old 
Covenant and the New. The events of the shipwreck 
were providentially ordered, but none of them 'against 
nature', And the same would be true of all that 
happened on the island of Melita. The simplest ex
planation of the incident of the viper would probably 
be that a non-poisonous snake was mistaken for a 
poisonous one ; and the facts recently collected by Sir 
William Ramsay will show that this might easily have 
happened.1 The healing of disease is one of the best 
authenticated forms of miracle; but it, if anything, is 

1 Expositor, 1907, i. 122 f. 
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a case of one set of natural forces counteracting another. 
These, I think, are all the miracles for which we have 
a voucher that they took place in St. Luke's presence, 
and may we not say that not a single one need cause 
any real difficulty ? If it is objected that, on this 
showing, they cease to be miracles, I answer, Not at 
all. The essential point is the Divine act; and that, 
I think, is proved. We are beginning to learn the 
lesson that an act is not less divine because it is 
fundamentally in accordance with law. A special 
providence is a miracle, and fulfils all the true purpose 
of miracle ; it is a real proof of divine protection and 
divine co-operation-a real mark of a mission from God. 

Rather, in these miracles of the Travel-diary we 
shall see exactly what we might expect to find-a 
series of events, which towards the men of that day 
turned the side of miracle and satisfied all the purpose 
of miracle, and which to us turns the other side of 
conformity to nature, showing that at least we need 
not assume any literal dislocation of the established 
order. 

The broad conclusion to which we shall come is, 
I think, that the belief in miracle was relative to the 
age in which the miracles occurred, that it was an 
inevitable product of the culture and ideas of that 
age, that historically it served the purpose that it 
was intended to serve, but that it has come down to us 
with a different mental context, under different condi
tions, and so requires some corresponding modification 
of statement. There is nothing strange in all this. It 
is the way in which God has really ordered the sue-
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cessive ages of mankind, each with characteristics of 
its own, and each leading on to the next beyond. 

It is true that all that I have just been saying has 
reference specially to a particular class of miracle, to 
the miracles contained in a particular document or 
section of the narrative of the Acts. It is a further 
question how far this can be taken as typical of the 
rest of the New Testament. I believe that the 
miracles with which we have been dealing can be 
taken as typical of another important class, viz. those 
alluded to in the Epistles of St. Paul. The evidence 
for these is as decisive as it is for those of the Travel
diary. The events assuredly happened; they were 
assuredly believed to be miracles, and they assuredly 
discharged the functions of miracle. But at the same 
time, they are not described with the same amount of 
detail. And there is a certain exercise of faith in the 
assumption that, if they had been described with equal 
detail, they would have proved to be equally tractable. 
There is an element of conjecture in assuming this, but 
I do not think more than is reasonable. What we 
read about miracles-especial~y about the charismata
in the Epistles of St. Paul is of the nature of things 
unusual, obedient to laws that are somewhat recondite, 
distinctly implying divine impulse and divine guidance, 
and yet at most non contra naturam sed contra quam 
est nota natura. 

Let me confess at once frankly, that we cannot go 
quite as far as this in regard to the Miracles of the 
Gospels. If we take the accounts of these that have 
come down to us as they stand, we should have to 
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assume a degree of interference with the order of 
nature that is greater in degree and more difficult in 
kind. 

The whole problem before us, as I began by saying, 
is one of making both ends meet. And it is here in the 
Gospels that this problem becomes most acute. \Ve 
cannot as yet make both ends meet ; we cannot as yet 
reach hands across the chasm. But we can perhaps 
see how the two ends may conceivably meet, and how 
the chasm may conceivably be crossed some day. 

Hitherto our inquiry has run upon double lines
on the one hand upon the historical or historico-critical 
line, of looking carefully at the evidence and trying to 
estimate its precise value, and on the other hand upon 
the more or less philosophical line, of looking at the 
causes or factors with which we have to operate, or 
which we may assume to have been at work. If any 
advance has been made, it has been advance upon these 
double lines, bringing them nearer to each other. 

And so in regard to the Gospels, we have first to 
remark, that we have much that stands high, but 
nothing that stands quite so high as the Travel-diary 
of the Acts or the Epistles of St. Paul. Both these 
authorities are strictly and in the fullest sense at first 
hand. In the case of the diary, we might even believe 
that it was not written entirely from memory, but that 
actual notes may have been set down at the time. 
Harnack believes that this may have been done (p. 38). 
But however that may be, the distinctive feature of the 
diary is its peculiar freshness of impression. There is 
nothing quite equal to this-or at least quite equal for 
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our present purpose-in the Gospels. The Gospel 
of St. Mark, which is the real foundation of the 
synoptic narrative, is not a first-hand work but a 
work at second-hand--though I fully believe, good 
second-hand. St. Mark, if he had actually seen 
anything, had seen very little of what he describes; 
he is dependent upon others. I believe myself 
that the author of the Fourth Gospel was an eye
witness ; and, if he was an eye-witness, that is a fact 
of no small importance in its bearing upon miracle. 
But, even if it were so, we must remember that an 
interval of from fifty to sixty years had passed 
between the events and the time at which he wrote. 
During all those many years he must have heard his 
own stories told by others besides himself; they might 
easily have received slight accretions, which he could 
not well distinguish from the original facts of his own 
consciousness. He was also in any case a. writer of 
vivid imagination. We may add, not only so, but a 
writer with imagination stimulated in this particular 
direction. St. John held most tenaciously to the belief 
that he had found the Way, the Truth, and the 
Life. He believed that the Master whom he loved 
was none other than God. Would it be strange if 
that belief, held so intensely, had affected somewhat 
his story of miracles, to the extent of heightening 
some of their details ? The possibility is one that 
I do not think we can exclude. The intellectual 
habit of the evangelist, though truthful, was believing 
rather than critical. 

I am prepared therefore to believe that there may be 
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some deduction to be made, on historical grounds, from 
the narratives of Miracle in the Gospels. But against 
this deduction on the one side is to be set a certain 
enhancement on the other. When we look at the 
rationale of miracle, the main part of the secret must 
lie within the bounds of personality, of character and 
will. Those who worked miracles were without doubt 
gifted persons ; they were persons endowed with 
special gifts for the carrying out of a special purpose. 
Now we are prepared to think-and modern experience 
must make us more and more prepared to think-that 
the latent powers of personality and human will are 
very great and very elastic-great and elastic beyond 
the measure of ordinary experience. Faith-healing, 
for instance, and Christian Science, whatever we may 
think of them in other ways, have shown themselves 
at times capable of producing results that before the 
fact would hardly have seemed credible. But, if we 
may argue upward from such things to St. Luke and 
St, Paul, still more may we argue upward from St. 
Luke and St. Paul to Him whom they served. From 
His Person, if from any, we are sure that there went 
forth healing and power. 

In our own day we have seen things, of which if our 
grandfathers had been told, they would have laughed 
in our faces. It has become an everyday occurrence 
for ships on the high seas to communicate with each 
other and with the land at great distances, for two 
persons to converse far away from each other, for 
momentary sounds to be caught and preserved and 
reproduced at wil1, for the interior of the human frame 
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to be explored and the skeleton seen of the living 
man. All these things are matters of set contrivance, 
and miracles were not contrived. But contrivance is 
only the conscious application of known laws; and 
the instances I have given will show that laws of which 
the world is ignorant to-day may be quite familiar 
to-morrow, and through these laws forces may work 
the very existence of which is not suspected. All is 
certainly not irregular that seems irregular. Portentum 
fit non contra naturam, sed contra quam est nota natura. 
Deduct something perhaps from the historical state
ment of the fact ; and add something to our conception 
of what is possible in the course of nature ; and if the 
two ends do not exactly meet, we may yet see that 
they are not very far from meeting. The question is 
mainly one of adjustment. 

A distinction is often drawn between miracles 
wrought upon conscious beings and acting (it may 
be presumed) through their consciousness, and others 
that are alleged to have been wrought upon inanimate 
nature. There is doubtless a real significance in this 
distinction. We must, however, admit that it certainly 
was not present to the mind of the Biblical historians, 
and that miracles of the one class are not inferior in 
attestation to those of the other. This latter dass of 
miracles constitutes perhaps one of the obscurest 
corners of the subject; but there is one text at least 
which seems to make it clear that our Lord Himself 
was conscious of the power of acting upon inanimate 
things as well as upon men-and, not only so, but that 
He assumed the existence of the same power in His 
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disciples as well as in Himself. The text is couched 
in a form of solemn asseveration : 'Verily I say unto 
you, If ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye 
shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to yonder 
place; and it shall remove; and nothing shall be 
impossible unto you ' (Matt. xvii. 20, cf. Luke xvii. 6). 
This is perhaps hyperbole; for our Lord did use 
hyperbole-He did not shrink from strong expressions ; 
but hyperbole implies a heightening of degree but not 
a difference in kind. We shall therefore keep an open 
door on this side also, though because some miracles 
may vindicate for themselves a place within it, it does 
not follow that all will do so. It is in this direction 
that we shall probably have to leave some parts of 
the Gospel narrative unexplained. There will perhaps 
always be a residuum that baffles explanation ; we must 
be content if that residuum is brought within narrower 
limits. 

The point that perhaps chiefly comes out in such an 
examination as we have been attempting, is the infinite 
play and gradation, the subtle correlation of external 
evidence and internal criticism, over the whole field 
of Miracle. 

In face of the evidence that has been laid before 
you, how futile and how wrong by every authentic 
standard of truth and error are the sweeping denials 
that one often reads and hears. Such denials are of 
course the easiest thing in the world ; but they do 
violence to history ; they do violence to the sensitive 
conscience of the trained historian. We remember 
the airy way in which Matthew Arnold used to say 
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'Miracles do not happen', There was more excuse for 
him then, at the first stage of a really fresh and frank 
examination of the question in a modern spirit, than 
there would be for us with a quarter of a century more 
of reflection and study behind us. But all that he was 
really justified in saying was that miracles do not 
happen now. And the truth in this proposition is 
only, that our attention is fixed upon a different 
order of causation, and when miracles happen we 
call them by another name. There are many things, 
especially in the region of spiritual experience, that 
might be called miracles, if we cared to use the word. 
But nothing in modern experience can cancel the well
attested facts of history. That miracles happened in 
the full conviction and belief of the early Christians, 
and with the full significance that they attached to 
miracles, is as certain as our own existence. The 
only question that is open to discussion is the more 
exact analysis of the sense in which we at the 
present day are to describe them as miracles. But we 
too look back upon them primarily as events in the 
past. And therefore, for us too, this exact and 
scrupulous analysis of our own ideas is really of 
secondary importance. The first thing that we have 
to grasp is the place of Miracle in the procession of 
the ages, as they are slowly unrolled in accordance 
with the mind and purpose of Almighty God. 

JtF.CON. Q 
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IX 

'ATONEMENT AND PERSONALITY' 1 

DR. MoBRRLv's book is little less than a complete 
system of theology. It deals with such fundamental 
questions, and the way in which it deals with them is 
itself so fundamental and so far-reaching that, either 
directly or by logical consequence, all the great doctrines 
of our faith seem to be involved. It is long indeed 
since a book appeared which gave the same impression 
of a whole series of connected problems not only 
handled thoughtfully but really thought out, traced 
back to their deepest roots and followed through to 
the very end. 

And then the reasoned system thus constructed is so 
firmly knit together, its logical cohesion is so admirable, 
that it claims-and reasonably claims-to be accepted 
as a whole. 

It is just this inner cohesion that increases the 
difficulty of those who come to the book more or less 
from without, with a different set of ideas in their 
minds and with something which, however inferior, is 
yet of the nature of a system of their own. They will 
not find it so easy as they do with most books to 

1 Atonement and Personah(Y. By R. C. Moberly, D.D. London, 
1901. There is a cheap edition now lo be had (1907), 
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accept and assimilate a point here and a point there. 
What they have before them presents itself as a com
plete recasting-or perhaps more correctly a complete 
re-interpretation-of their whole creed. It will seem 
to the reader at times as though this re-interpretation 
had to be either taken or left as it stands, and could 
not be partly taken and partly left. The present paper 
is an attempt, which the writer thinks will have to be 
made by others besides himself, to see how far any 
such separation of parts is possible. 

Before going further let us add to the description by 
saying that the style in which the book is written 
reflects the qualities of the thought. The book is 
executed, as it is conceived, in the' grand style'. The 
very construction of the paragraphs is such as befits a 
great book and not a small one. Perhaps there is just 
a little redundance of illustration and exposition. We 
are sometimes tempted to ask whether, when a thing 
has been said as well as it can possibly be said in words 
of one syllable, it is quite necessary to repeat it or to 
repeat it more than once in words a good deal longer. 
But the important thing is that style and thought 
together are to an extraordinary degree consecutive, 
clear-cut, exact. If the reader experiences any difficulty 
we may be sure that it never arises from real vagueness 
or haziness or superficiality. Dr. Moberly emphatically 
knows his own mind, and it will be the reader's fault if 
he also does not know it. At the same time, though 
keenly logical, the book is the very reverse of dry and 
hard. It glows with intense conviction, with the in
spiration of a lofty ideal ; and yet the glow is subdued 
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by the consciousness of dealing with the most sacred 
themes. 

In short, the book is one of such high distinction 
both in matter and form that I should hesitate to say 
what I really think about it or to assign to it the place 
in English theology that I believe it really holds. I 
may perhaps do so before I conclude. 

It should be said further that every possible help is 
given to the reader. There is a motto in Greek (Gal. 
vi. 14). There is a dedication, which is really a sum
ming up in brief of the central thought of the book. 
There follows an analysis of the contents which is 
remarkably full and able. And to complete the whole 
there is an excellent index. Seldom has a book been 
set before the public in which so much was done to 
make the course of the argument clear and intelligible. 
And seldom has an argument been so commended by 

gravitas, dz:rnitas, pietas, reverentia. 

I 

I said that the dedication contains the gist of the 
whole volume. It is as follows: To I THE CHURCH I 
ONE HOLY CATHOLIC I THE BODY OF THE SPIRIT I OF 
J Esus CHRIST [ VERY Goo OF VERY Goo I INCARNATE I 
WHICH IS I THE REGENERATION AND HOPE I OF THE 
WHOLE WORLD. 

It may surprise some readers to see that there is not 
a word here that suggests what they are in the habit 
of associating with Atonement; and it may be well to 
say at once that Atonement is to be taken throughout 
in the largest sense. It is not a part of what we some-
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times call 'the scheme or process of redemption', but 
the whole of it. I shall presently ask whether a certain 
portion of the process is not emphasized rather too 
exclusively, whether it is not made rather too much to 
absorb the rest. But in the meantime the terms of the 
dedication will explain what I meant at the outset when 
I said that the book touched in turn upon all the most 
fundamental doctrines of Christianity. It deals at very 
close quarters with the whole question of the Incarna
tion. It deals at equally close quarters with the whole 
doctrine of the Trinity. Its leading thought is an 
exposition of the nature and work of the Holy Spirit. 

I do not know what will be the feeling of others, but 
I confess that to me the treatment of all this side of 
the subject is extraordinarily helpful and attractive. 
It happens that I have myself for some time past been 
engaged more particularly with these topics. And not 
only do I constantly find Dr. Moberly suggesting the 
very word or formula that I want, but I should also say 
that, as well as I can judge, the whole of my experience 
and reading goes to confirm his conclusions. I certainly 
do not know any other book on these subjects which 
approaches this in value. It is bold with the boldness 
that comes when a thing has been really thought out; 
and the boldness is never, to the best of my belief, 
otherwise than justified. 

I should like to quote and to quote freely; but I 
must content myself with setting down a few heads on 
which I would refer the reader to the book itself. 

The doctrine of the Trinity is essentia]]y a doctrine 
of Trinity i'n Unity. The basal truth is that God is 
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one. The further revelation of Divine 'Persons' 
explains and expands but does not contradict this. 
' The personal distinction in Godhead is a distinction 
within, and of, unity : not a distinction which qualifies 
unity, or usurps the place of it, or destroys it' (pp. xxiii, 
83, I 54 f., 202). 

The popular theology verges dangerously upon 
Tritheism. The word 'person' is the best that can 
be used. And yet in using it we ought to lay stress 
rather on its positive than on its negative side. We 
must guard against being misled by our own experience 
of personality. We should think of the Divine Persons 
as' mutually inclusive' rather than ' mutually exclusive' 
.(pp. xxiii, 156-63, 202). 

The safeguard against Sabellianism lies in the word 
'mutual'. The relations of the Divine Persons to each 
other are mutual relations. But Sabellianism' degrades 
the Persons of Deity into aspects ' ; and ' there can be 
no mutual relations between aspects' (pp. 80, 165). 

Christ is God, not generically but identically. For 
the word God does not admit of a plural. And Christ 
is also Man, not generically but inclusively. He is not 
one man amongst many. The nearest analogy for His 
relation to mankind is that of Adam; and even that 
analogy is imperfect. His Humanity ' was not merely 
the Humanity of a finite creature, but the Humanity of 
the Infinite God'. It had therefore a unique capacity 
for universal relation. And the means whereby that 
universal relation is realized is His Spirit (pp. xx, 88 f., 
204). [This of course is difficult ; but the difficulty 
is one that the Christian theologian cannot escape; 
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and I know no treatment of it that is so helpful as 
Dr. Moberly's.] 

In our insistence upon the Two Natures in Christ 
we are in danger of falling into N estorian dualism. 
' The phrase "God and man " is of course perfectly true. 
But it is easy to lay undue emphasis on the "and". 
And when this is done-as it is done every day-the 
truth is better explained by varying the phrase. "He 
is not two, but one, Christ." He is, then, not so much 
God and man as God in, and through, and as, man.' 
It is a mistake to try to keep open, ' as it were, a sort 
of non-human sphere, or aspect, of the Incarnation ' 
(pp. XX, 96 f. ; cf. 94 ). 

The dominant idea in the minds of the New Testa
ment writers is that of the Incarnation. The revelation 
both of the ' Son' and of the ' Spirit ' has reference to 
this and grows out of it. The title 'Son' is given to 
our Lord in the New Testament primarily as the 
Incarnate. To say this is not to imply that the terms 
' Father' and ' Son' have not a further truth in regard 
to the eternal relations of the Godhead ; but the order 
in which they are revealed arises out of the Incarnation 
(pp. xxiv, 184 ff.). 

Hence the many passages, especially the salutations 
of the Epistles, in which Two of the Divine Persons 
appear to be mentioned without the Third, are by no 
means a' maimed Trinitarian formula'. They contain 
no direct reference to the Trinity. The primary refer
ence is rather to the Incarnation-to God as Eternal 
and God as Incarnate. But really the Third Person, 
though not mentioned, is implied. It is through the 
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Holy Spirit that ' grace and peace ' come from God to 
us (pp. xxiv, 187-95). 

I very much wish that space allowed me to develop 
these points as they deserve. But I have much yet to 
say; and I very much hope that the reader who seeks 
enlightenment on these deep mysteries will seek it, not 
in these pages, but in those of the book itself. The 
references have been given partly to indicate where 
help may be had on subjects that are naturally difficult 
and abstruse, and partly to illustrate the wealth of 
valuable matter that surrounds the main course of the 
argument. 

II 

But it is time to set out more directly what that 
argument is. 

It starts from an analysis of the connected ideas of 
punishment, penitence, forgiveness. The main object 
of such punishment as comes within the range of Atone
ment is to produce penitence. It is penitence that 
really atones. Forgiveness is the correlative of 
'forgiveableness '. It is not simply not punishing; 
or treating as if innocent, or regarding as innocent. 
These things are not even moral apart from a justifying 
cause. The justification is to be sought in penitence, 
which is a real change of self wrought from within. 

Real penitence-not only the perfection but any 
adequate degree of penitence-is to simple human 
nature impossible. Perfect penitence requires not only 
contrition for sin, but complete identity of the self with 
the holiness which condemns sin. This combination 
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is to be found only in Christ, whose death upon the 
cross was as it were a vicarious penitence perfect in its 
kind. 

The great question is, How is this transcendent act 
of penitence on the part of Christ to be brought home 
to the human soul ? And the answer is, Through the 
operation of the Holy Spirit transforming the human 
self from within ; making the objective subjective ; 
renewing our nature, so that it is no longer ours but 
Christ's, not by the destruction of our own personality 
but by its consummation. Pentecost is the true com
plement of Calvary. Calvary without Pentecost is not 
yet in vital relation with ourselves. Its virtue becomes 
ours through the indwelling Spirit of Christ. 

These are the main lines of the argument, very im~ 
perfectly sketched. I will assume that most of those 
who read this will obtain a closer acquaintance with it. 
The hints that have, been given may be enough to hang 
our comments upon ; and they may in what follows 
receive some extension. 

The points on which I propose to comment more 
particularly are three-{ 1) the conception of forgiveness 
as necessarily implying 'forgiveableness'; (2) the 
mode in which the transition from objective to sub
jective is effected, as involving the denial of anything 
in the nature of a 'transaction·; (3) the view of the 
indwelling Spirit as ultimately constituting the true 
self. 

Now it is to be observed that on each of these 
central points Dr. Moberly's treatment is in the fullest 
possible accord with the tendencies of modern thought. 
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Like him, modern thought also denies that forgiveness 
can be separated from forgiveableness. Like him, it 
repudiates any idea of a ' transaction '. Like him, not 
quite so broadly, but yet in an active section of its 
representatives, it is prepared to break down the dis
tinctness of the individual. And over and above all 
this it must needs welcome the bringing of so large 
a part of the spiritual world under the dominion of 
rigorous and unchangeable laws. 

This relation of Dr. Moberly's book to modern 
thought is, I need not say, a very important matter. 
It shears away at one stroke a whole forest of objections 
to Christianity. It supplies a theory in which many of 
the most cultivated minds may well be content to rest. 
It justifies the ways of God to men on a scale to which 
it would not be easy to find a parallel. 

I am well aware of this ; and I am also well aware 
that the questions which I am about to raise and the 
criticisms which I am about to offer are not at all likely 
to meet with so favourable a reception in these quarters. 
I cannot say that I feel this to be wholly a misfortune. 
I have no wish to challenge the theory for those who 
desire to accept it. All I wish to do is to vindicate 
a place for another and older theory and to throw a 
shield, if I may, over those who cannot readily persuade 
themselves to part with it. It seems to me that this 
is just a case where the Christian Church should recog
nize alternative views as tenable. 1 

1 [This is faultily expressed, The views are not alternatives: see 
below, pp, z88, 300 f.] 
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III 

The first question that I should have to ask would 
be whether we can expect to make good a theodicy on 
so vast a scale. A theory such as that which is pro
pounded to us seems almost to eliminate mystery from 
a large part, and that one of the most profound parts, 
of the dealings of God with men. I should not object 
to the theory if it took the form of one possible ex
planation of those dealings. What I stumble at is 
the negatives by which it is accompanied. I mean the 
strong assertions which meet us from time to time that 
such and such a thing cannot be. 

I fall back upon Butler's Analogy. We live under 
a scheme of things imperfectly comprehended. We 
Jive under a scheme of things which contains many 
features that are different from what we should expect 
them to be. The one fact of the presence of evil in 
the world throws out many of our calculations ; and 
perhaps it ought to throw out more than we suppose. 

I have the greatest reluctance, even upon what seem 
to be obvious propositions of morality, to lay down laws 
for the Almighty. 'Shall not the Judge of all the earth 
do right?, is no doubt an axiom that stands absolutely 
fast. But it is another thing to say that we shall always 
be able to see what is right. The lines meet no doubt 
somewhere, but that meeting-point may be beyond our 
ken. It is well for us that it should be so. It is well 
that we should walk sometimes by faith and not by 
sight. It is well that we should feel that we are 

'moving about in worlds not realized', 
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I shall have occasion perhaps more than once to fall 
back upon this principle. But the necessity does not 
trouble me. It is one of those for which I am ante
cedently prepared. 

I can go with Dr. Moberly when he says that 're
mission of penalty must have a justification' (p. 5 1) ; 
but not if he means, as he seems to mean, a visible 
tangible definable justification. He seems to me to 
pursue this idea to the point of making forgiveness 
cease to be forgiveness in the sense that I should 
attach to the word. I must needs associate myself 
with his own admirable statement of the objection to 
his view, the substance of which was already in my 
mind before I reached it. 

But when we venture to give to the word forgiveness 
any meaning of this character at all, we are met, no 
doubt, by one or two very real difficulties of thought. 
Thus the question suggests itself, if forgiveness (with 
whatever provisoes) is made to be simply correlative 
to forgiveableness; and if to say that a man is forgive
able means not merely that he may be, but therefore 
ipso facto that he ought to be, nay, must be forgiven; 
if forgiveness, that is, is a sort of automatic and 
necessary consequence of a certain condition of the 
culprit's personality ; are you not exactly taking out 
of forgiveness all that it ever had distinctively meant ? 
Are you not precisely and completely explaining it 
away ? When you say you forgive, you are merely 
recognizing the growth towards righteousness of those 
who are already becoming righteous. You may call it 
forgiving only those who deserve to be forgiven. Is 
it really more than this, that you acknowledge the 
goodness of the good; or, at all events, the imperfect 
goodness of the incompletely good ? You merely do 
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not continue to condemn those who no longer ought to 
be condemned ? So far as they are still wicked, you 
refuse to forgive them. So far as they are becoming 
righteous, they do not need any act of yours to forgive 
them. In other words, there is no place left for for
giveness. Either, in accordance with truth, you still 
condemn, or else, in accordance with truth, you acquit 
and accept. Where does forgiveness come in ? Justice 
this may be. But has not forgiveness, as forgiveness, 
dropped out altogether? Either there is nothing that 
can be called forgiveness at all; or, if there is, it is a 
forgiveness which can be said to have been, by deserv
ing, ' earned' : and is not forgiveness that is earned 
exactly not forgiveness? (pp. 58 f.) 

I waive the point to which Dr. Moberly demurs 
about ' earning' and 'desert'. I gladly acknowledge 
that later in the book (e.g. pp. 319 f., 321 f.; cf. 139 f.} 
he repeatedly lays stress upon the fact that the pre
paration for forgiveness is not the work of the sinner 
himself. But I do not think that he ever adequately 
answers the objection that forgiveness as he defines it is 
neither what is commonly meant by the word nor what 
is often meant by it in the Bible. It seems to me also 
that forgiveness is not the only word that does not 
come by its due. 'Mercy' I should be inclined to say 
was another, and other words of a like kind. 

Take for instance those familiar lines of Shake
speare's-

Whereto serves mercy, 
But to confront the visage of offence ? 
And what's in prayer, but this twofold force
To be forestalled ere we come to fall, 
Or pardoned, being down? 

And again-
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But mercy is above this sceptre'd sway, 
It is enthroned in the heart of kings; 
It is an attribute to God Himself: 
And earthly power doth then show likest God's 
When mercy seasons justice. 

I do not doubt that in such contexts as these Shake
speare as usual speaks for the popular mind. I do not 
doubt that in the myriads of cases in which' mercy' 
and 'forgiveness ' are ascribed to God the great mass 
of mankind understand by them simple remission of 
penalty, without regard to the cause of the remission. 

And I should have equally little hesitation in assert
ing that there are numbers of places in which the Bible, 
New Testament as well as Old, does the same thing. 
The very word ' forgiveness', I imagine, has this mean
ing. I should not be surprised if it were maintained 
that the word 1rapHnr means something provisional or 
conditional. But that is just what I conceive dis
tinguishes it from its synonym &if,1:utr. And if we seek 
for explicit statements, what can be more explicit than 
Rom. iii. 24 : ' Being justified freely by His grace 
through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus' 
(81Kacouµevot 8oop1:av TV avTOU xapm, 8ta Tijr &1ro'A.11Tp6'<TE(J)f 

Tijr Jv Xptnp 'I11uofi), where the Greek is even more 
significant than the English? To reconcile this with 
Dr. Moberly's view, should we not have to blot out 
8wpeav altogether and to take away half its meaning 
from Ty arhoD xapLTt ? I appeal to this passage as 
perhaps the one most directly in point, though there 
are many others that seem with different degrees of 
directness to imply the same thing. Such would be 

.RECON. R 
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(e. g.) Eph. ii. 4-6; Titus iii. 4-5; Rom. v. 6-11; 

Matt. xviii. 23-35 (the Unmerciful Servant); Luke xv. 
1-7, 8-10. 

I do not deny that some of these passages, especially 
those from Ephesians and Titus, do not stop at the 
moment of forgiveness, do not leave the sinner at the 
point where he is 'dead in trespasses', but go on to 
speak in the one case of quickening or raising up with 
Christ, and in the other of the renewing of the Holy 
Ghost. I do not deny that we may also, if we please, 
take up the position that the Divine forgiveness always 
has in view these further stages of Christian life. But 
it seems to me that if we follow the tenor of Scriptural 
teaching simply, without letting ourselves be disturbed 
and diverted by considerations from without, we shall 
see (i) that the Christian life does consist of a series of 
successive stages; and (ii) that the Scripture does not 
hesitate to speak of the initial stage by itself and with
out reference to the later stages. I conceive that most 
of the places where St. Paul uses the verb ' to justify' 
or 'be justified' (8,Katoiiv, 81Ka,oiiu8a1) are of this sort. 
I cannot quite go with Dr. Moberly's note on this 
word (p. 335 f.). I believe that in all these places it 
has strictly the sense that belongs to it in common 
usage, and that this, and no other, entirely suits the 
contexts. 

I think therefore that much of our popular theology 
-the theology of street preachers and evangelists
has really a great amount of Scriptural support behind 
it when it lays stress upon a 'free forgiveness'. I do 
not think that it is wrong in the order in which it 
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presents its message-Forgiveness first, and love and 
obedience flowing from forgiveness. Not that this is 
the only order or that the links in the chain can be ever 
really separated, but that this is distinctly an order in 
which the Scripture itself presents the sequence, and 
that it has been found in practice to possess a great 
power of attraction. 

For, further, it seems to me that this order appeals 
to an instinct that is really planted deep down in our 
nature. There are different types of forgiveness. That 
on which Dr. Moberly insists might be called the 
'parental', or' paedagogic' type. And if it is contended 
that that is the type most nearly analogous to Divine 
forgiveness, I should have nothing to say to the con
trary. But the human heart is instinctively drawn to 
another form of forgiveness that has in it (as we should 
say) no arriere pensee, no element of calculation, but 
which is simply the pure outflowing of love; ignoring 
misdeeds, forgetting the past, and simply going forth 
to meet and embrace the offending and alienated friend. 
A love such as this asks no questions and makes no 
conditions. It is not thinking either of conditions or 
of consequences. The rush of its own inner strength 
carries it forward. If it is rebuffed, it takes its rebuff 
meekly. It sinks back perhaps bruised and wounded 
but in no way repenting of its venture. And if it 
succeeds the success is glorious-just the kind of 
success to make the very angels in heaven rejoice. 

Are we to think that there is nothing corresponding 
to this, with whatever unseen and unimagined modi
fications, in God? Is it only a product of human 

R 2 
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short-sightedness and imperfection? If we are obliged 
to say that it is, would not that mean that one of the 
purest and most disinterested feelings in man had no 
counterpart above itself? Should we not at last have 
found something which the Great King Himself may 
not enjoy, though His subjects may? And would not 
that one thing be, no counterfeit, but the real distilled 
essence of forgiveness? 

IV 

The next great issue that separates me from Dr. 
Moberly, without doubt a greater than the last, on 
which I know that I have made and feel that I ought 
to make so many concessions that the difference 
between us (except just on the point of the paragraphs 
immediately preceding this) might be regarded as 
almost formal ; the next, and not only greater but 
really greatest issue, is as to whether the atoning death 
of Christ can be described as in any sense a ' trans
action'. Here again, and here most profoundly, I am 
aware that my friend has on his side an immense 
weight of cultured and highly trained opinion. I can
not be sorry that he should speak to so large a public 
in tones that it will recognize as its own. The only 
thing for which I confess that I am a little sorry is 
that in speaking of the ' transactional' theory he should 
have thought it necessary to set it in the pillory, not 
only in its extreme forms but in a travesty even of them. 
I have in mind more particularly a sentence on p. 342, 
which recalls to me rather by way of contrast another 
sentence on p. xi of the Preface as to certain 'infer-
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ential structures '-it is the same structures that are 
intended-' the most untrue of which has considerable 
relation to truth.' Abusus non tollit usum. Nobody 
in these days believes in the more monstrous develop
ments of the past. To denounce them is like slaying 
the slain. We do not need these awful examples. If 
we were not ourselves sensitive enough in regard to 
them, outside opinion would warn us off such ground. 
It is an altogether happier function to seek out the 
grain of truth that lies hid within the error, to set that 
in just proportion. 

It is of course also a misfortune that we should have 
to use these terms 'transaction', 'transactional', which 
carry with them in the context a shade of meaning 
that is naturally repellent. It is not really this side 
that we wish to put forward. . What we mean is that 
among the mysteries that surround the Atonement 
(and no one is more conscious of these than Dr. 
Moberly) there is one ·great field of mystery, with 
which we ourselves are only concerned through its 
effects and which we cannot explain but must not 
explain away. 

Our reasons for believing in the existence of this 
particular field of mystery are partly because we think 
that it is revealed, partly because the assumption that 
it does exist seems to us to supply a key to many 
things in the history of the race which we could not 
understand without it; partly also because by the 
application of the historical method it appears that the 
antecedents of apostolic thought would naturally point 
in this direction. 
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I remarked some way back on the rather curious 
fact that the dedication of Dr. Moberly's book, which 
in a manner summarizes the leading thought of the 
whole, does not contain a single one of the terms that 
some of us are most in the habit of associating with 
the Atonement. It will seem to these that his treat
ment of the Scriptural basis of the doctrine is strangely 
unequal. Some of the passages involved have the 
fullest possible justice done to them. They are set in 
a new light and are brought home to the mind in a 
very striking manner. But others which appear to be 
hardly less relevant are either not introduced at all or 
introduced only in a brief section in smaller print that 
comes in parenthetically in the last Supplementary 
Chapter on the 'Atonement in History'. In this 
section there is a rapid survey, which is no doubt very 
pertinent, of a number of New Testament passages 
bearing upon the doctrine. 

Of course every writer must follow his own bent and 
treat' his subject in the way that is most natural to him. 
It is no valid criticism that others would have treated 
it differently. Still the fact remains that we have 
stowed away in this small corner what for many of us 
would have had a place in the main thesis of the book ; 
and I cannot help thinking that these parts of the 
subject are rea1ly minimized. 

It may be true that the variety of the metaphors used 
in Scripture goes to show that none of them can be 
pressed to their full logical extent. But so many of 
these converge upon the one idea of sacrifice that it 
seems as though we were obliged to accept this idea 
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as quite central and essential to the whole conception 
of Atonement. 

Now, far be it from me to say that Dr. Moberly 
does not recognize this aspect of the Atonement as a 
sacrifice; but he seems to me to throw quite into the 
background certain features which in the writings of 
St. Paul and St. Peter and St. John and the Epistle to 
the Hebrews are not in the background, but prominent 
and even central. 

One group of terms in particul?r to which I cannot 
find that justice is done is the group that we translate 
by 'propitiate', 'propitiation' (l'Aau1w10ai, l'Aaur~p,ov, 

t''Aauµ6s). Neither word occurs at all in the index; 
there is only an incidental reference to the group on 
p. 334. 

Another group of the same kind is that which in
cludes ' blood-shedding', ' sprinkling of the blood,' and 
the phrase 'in the blood'; the underlying principle of 
which is laid down in Hebrews ix. 22, 'Apart from 
shedding of blood there is no remission.' 

I am well aware that modern thought has a short 
and easy method with all these terms. If it is com
pelled to give an account of them it sets them down as 
relics of primitive barbarism. But more often it simply 
ignores them and goes on its way without them. 

Dr. Moberly does not altogether do this, but he 
comes rather near doing it. Sacrifice is with him the 
expression of certain moral ideas, and he tries to treat 
it as though its significance were exhausted by those 
ideas. 

I need hardly say that I sympathize with the effort, 
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which is the better side of the movement of thought 
that we see around us. But those of us who start, not 
from any philosophical or theological system but in the 
first instance from the Bible, cannot wholly satisfy 
themselves with this method. It may be an open 
question, as it is no doubt a further question, how the 
Biblical teaching is related to their own ultimate per
sonal beliefs. But before they come to that point they 
must resolutely make up their minds not at any cost 
to tamper with the facts as they see them. Whether 
they like or dislike, whether they understand or do not 
understand, their duty is the same. Neither ignorance 
nor knowledge, neither sympathies nor antipathies, 
neither the attractiveness of one theory nor their 
repugnance to another, not even the highest or purest 
of moral instincts and aspirations, must be allowed to 
divert them from the straight path. They are like 
Balaam before Balak, and what is put into their mouths 
that they must say, with all its chances of its being 
wrong, with all its risks of being misunderstood, with 
all their consciousness that it is but seeing 'through a 
glass dark I y '. 

Those then for whom I am speaking must directly 
face the fact that these terms-' propitiation,' 'blood
shedding' and the like-have the prominence they have. 
It is quite another thing to say that they understand 
them. They are awful words. And when we try to 
penetrate into their meaning we soon find that we have 
to bow the head and be silent. 

But so much at least seems to follow from them, 
that the Scriptures do recognize a mysterious some-
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thing which, in our imperfect human language, may be 
described as a 'transaction'. It seems to me difficult 
for the plain reader of his Bible to deny this. 

But, when we have got so far, abashed and silent as 
we may be, there seem to open out long vistas which 
at least give to the history of the human race and to 
the course of God's providential dealings with men 
a unity that they would not have otherwise. 

1. A new light is thrown on what I have said that 
modern thought would dismiss as 'primitive barbarism'. 
This contemptuous estimate is in fact utterly superficial, 
and not less unscientific, in any true sense of science. 
Surely the doctrine of Evolution has taught us not to 
make light of humble beginnings. The first beginnings 
of sacrifice may be humble and the ideas associated 
with it may be crude; but we cannot stop short at these. 
The eye must needs follow it down the ages until it 
reaches its culmination on Calvary. If we take what 
I conceive to be the Biblical view of Calvary, then we 
have a true evolution with a true culmination. The 
course of things becomes intelligible where before it 
was not. At least we see that the dim half-conscious 
gropings of the human mind far back in the past had 
a diviner goal than we might have supposed. 

2. Another subject on which the propitiatory aspect 
of the Atonement appears to throw light is the value 
of Vicarious Suffering. 

We may join with Dr. Moberly and the moderns in 
rejecting the idea of Vicarious Punishment, except in 
so far as this means pain incurred in the necessary 
working out of the consequences of sin. But whatever 
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we may say as to Vicarious Punishment we must not 
lose our hold on Vicarious Suffering. On Dr. Moberly's 
theory the form which this takes is mainly as penitence. 
And perhaps it is true that vicarious penitence, His 
utter identification at once with the judgement of God 
upon sin and with the heartfelt contrition that man 
ought to feel but cannot adequately feel for it, was the 
most poignant of all the pangs of the Divine Sufferer 
on Calvary. But here again we have a climax, and 
our thought must include all the pain and all the 
humiliation that He underwent in taking upon Himself 
the nature of man. 

It is just in regard to this vicarious suffering that 
the Old Testament comes in to reinforce the New. 
No other sacred book has anything like it. And here 
once more the great example does not stand alone, 
but is reached through a number of delicately drawn 
concentric circles of which it is the centre. The Bible 
is the most consoling book in the world, just because it 
reveals to us the extreme beauty and value of that 
untold mass of suffering endured for the sake of 
others which seems at first sight the greatest flaw 
upon God's creation. We see at last that this form of 
suffering belongs fitly to such a world as that in which 
we live-not to a world serene, untroubled and always 
in sunshine, certainly not to a lotus-eating existence, to 
a world that has its sad minor chords, but yet to a 
world in which 

'We feel that we are greater than we know'. 

A world like this can have no other centre than Calvary. 
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3. When we look at the Biblical writers historically 
we see that the elements of this particular conception 
of the Atonement were already in their minds. They 
not only inherited the great sacrificial system of the 
Old Testament, and they not only had before them the 
profound teaching of the latter part of Isaiah respecting 
the Servant of Jehovah with the parallel teaching of 
certain Psalms-scriptures which took the deepest hold 
of the first generation of Christians--but in addition to 
this they in all probability had distinct ideas, if not 
exactly as to Vicarious Suffering (which was a subject 
developed in the Talmudical theology somewhat late 
and under the influence of Christianity), yet at least as 
to vicarious merit. Some of these ideas needed to be 
purified and they were purified ; but we can see how 
they helped to supply material out of which the Christian 
doctrine was constructed. I am afraid that I cannot 
recall any contemporary teaching that would in like 
manner suggest Dr. Moberly's theory of Vicarious 
Penitence. 

V 

We now come to the philosophical question which 
has caused Dr. Moberly to combine together in his 
title' Atonement' and' Personality'. In regard to this 
I desire to keep an open mind, but I must confess to a 
good deal of hesitation. 

Dr. Moberly's point is that Personality, when ana
lysed, is found to consist of Will, Reason, and Love. 
But in our present state each of these is necessarily 
imperfect ; they only reach their perfection through 
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the indwelling Spirit of God. Dr. Moberly goes so far 
as to say that this indwelling Spirit actually constitutes 
the renewed and regenerated self. 

I think that he guards himself sufficiently against 
Pantheism, though I could rather wish that he had 
stated the distinction as explicitly as he has done in 
the case of Sabellianism earlier in the book. The self 
is not, as I understand him, merged and lost, but only 
comes to respond perfectly to the will of God. His 
view appears to be modelled more especially on 
two passages in the Epistles of St. Paul. One is 
2 Cor. xii. 2-5 : ' I know a man in Christ, fourteen 
years ago (whether in the body, I know not; or 
whether out of the body, I know not ; God knoweth ), 
such a one caught up even to the third heaven. And 
I know such a man (whether in the body, or apart 
from the body, I know not; God knoweth), how 
that he was caught up into Paradise, and heard 
unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a man to 
utter. On behalf of such a one will I glory : but on 
mine own behalf I will not glory, save in my weak
nesses.' On this we have the following remarks-

Of whom is St. Paul speaking ? There is one before 
his thought whom he sharply contrasts with himself
lnrep 8e Eµaurov OU. Who is it? Who is the 'self' of 
whom he will not glory and who is the ' such a one ' 
of whom he will ? Are they not both-with whatever 
difference-himself? 

Even then the veteran apostle and martyr, who, in 
vision, by anticipation, had himself seen and tested the 
truer reality of himself, yet means by 'himself', in the 
present, the imperfect self, the self characterized by 
weaknesses within and distresses without, and chastened 
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by the ' thorn in the flesh', the messenger of Satan to 
buffet him. 

As the clear vision of his transfigured self does not pre
vent his self-identification meanwhile with the weakness 
and distress ; so does not his true self-identification with 
the weakness and distress obscure the truth that the 
transfigured being whom, having once felt, he cannot 
but contrast with himself, yet is, to say the least, some
thing very far nearer than he is to the true and ultimate 
reality of himself (p. 320 note). 

The other passage is Gal. ii. 20. Of this Dr. Moberly 
writes-

If any one desires a Christian formula for the central 
conception of human personality, it may be gathered 
from the words of St. Paul, 'I have been crucified 
with Christ; yet I live; and yet no longer I, but 
Christ liveth in me.' I, yet not I. Not I, and therefore 
I, the full, real, consummated 'I' at last. Here is the 
real inmost principle of life and immortality brought to 
light by the gospel of Christ (p. 255). 

The first passage brings out the continuity of the 
two selves; the second brings out the identity of the 
renewed self with Christ. 

It will thus be seen that Dr. Moberly has full Biblical 
support for his theory. And the two passages that 
have been given are only samples of a number of others. 
It must be confessed that this is a strong point in its 
favour. 

My hesitation comes in rather from the side of 
philosophy. I cannot feel sure of the sufficiency of 
the analysis which resolves the 'person' into will, 
reason, and love. I desiderate something more~the 
bond to hold them together. I cannot find that I can 
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do without the 'distinct centre of being'. If I interro
gate my own consciousness this seems to me the prime 
fact to which it testifies. 

It is no doubt true that this ' centre of being' cannot 
be wholly isolated from its surroundings. It feeds, so 
to speak, upon these surroundings, just as the body 
takes in from without the food that keeps it alive. 
But as in the body there must be the organs to 
assimilate the food, so in the self there must be some
thing central to correlate and unify the impressions 
from without. This constitutes the empirical self, the 
self of experience-the imperfect self if you will-but 
there must needs be a centre somewhere to maintain 
the continuity between the different phases. 

This is as far ~s I can see at present. I am still 
disposed to try whether the formula of 'influence', 
which I have hitherto been in the habit of using in 
these cases, will not best satisfy all the conditions. 
The influence may be the very closest and most 
penetrating conceivable ; but I am compelled as yet 
to think of it rather as influence than as absorption 
or substitution. It seems to me that for this too 
there is Biblical warrant; e.g. St. John xiv. 23: 'If 
a man love Me, he will keep My word : and My 
Father will love him, and We will come unto him, 
and make Our abode with him' ; and Rev. iii. 20 : 

' Behold, I stand at the door and knock : if any man 
hear My voice and open the door, I will come in 
to him, and will sup with him, and he with Me.' In 

. such passages the reciprocity between the human self 
and the Divine Presence is fully maintained. As at 
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present advised I should be disposed to explain the 
other passages in the light of these. By so doing we 
can keep in closer touch with mother earth and those 
realities of which we have the most immediate cogni• 
zance. [See, however, p. 309.] 

VI 

If I am, in conclusion, to try to form an estimate of 
the book as a whole, my first feeling must be one of 
regret that it should be unfortunate in its reviewer. 
GreaJ; as it undoubtedly is, and great a~ he feels it to 
be, it yet collides with too many of his own cherished 
ideas for him to be able to do it complete justice. It 
is true that the accessories alone are so replete with 
interest and instruction that, even if there was nothing 
in the main argument with which he could agree, he 
would still have a book that he could prize most highly. 
But there is of course much more than that. Even a 
reviewer whose mind is somewhat pre-occupied cannot 
help being impressed by the elevated character of the 
whole conception. It is, as was hinted at the outset, 
a really heroic attempt to construct a far-reaching 
theodicy of a large part of God's ways; and it is an 
attempt that has all the inner marks of success that 
belong to a singularly well-articulated and well
compacted structure. 

As the eye travels backwards over the course of 
English theology in search of a work of the same kind 
(i. e. in the department of philosophical theology) and 
of equal magnitude it seems to find nothing to stop at 
until it comes to Butler's Analogy. But then this book 
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stands to the Analogy not so much in the relation of a 
supplement or development as of an alternative. The 
Analogy is based upon a profound sense of the 
mystery of things, but the mystery is evenly dis
tributed. Whichever way the mind looks it is met 
by mystery, and the resultant attitude is like that of 
the Psalmist when he says, ' I refrain my soul and 
keep it low.' 

But with Dr. Moberly's book the case is different. 
There the mystery recedes to an unexpected degree 
from a part, and yet only from a part, of God's ways. 
One section of them as it were is thrown into bright 
light, the effect of which however i~ but to increase 
the surrounding shade. 

And in relation to the Scriptures the effect seems to 
be similar. It is one of the strong points of the book1 

and a point by which I am duly impressed, that it gives 
the fullest possible force to certain of the Apostolic 
and even of the Evangelic utterances. But then there 
are others of which this cannot be said. Rather, the 
theory by its negations seems to stand in the way of 
adequate justice being done to them. 

These negations indeed are not peculiar, they are 
common to much of the more advanced thought of our 
time. We who cannot share them are yet very far 
from grudging the help that is given to those who can. 
We are only compelled reluctantly to keep to old paths 
as best we may. 



X 

' THE GOSPEL IN THE GOSPELS' 1 

FROM time to time alumni of the University of the 
South find their way to Oxford. And I have noticed 
about them, that they speak with even more than the 
usual veneration of their University and of its home at 
Sewanee in the State of Tennessee-planted on a high 
plateau more than 2,000 feet above the sea and 
breaking downwards in picturesque ravines and gullies. 
The University has no millionaire behind it, like so 
many of the great institutions of the Western Republic. 
To all appearance ruined soon after its foundation by the 
Civil War, and a gradual growth from small beginnings, 
it yields to none of its wealthier and more imposing 
competitors in the affectionate reverence of its sons. 
Indeed there has always seemed to me to be a peculiar 
quality about this reverence, such as we, on this side 
the Atlantic, are accustomed to see in those poorer 
bodies that have about them some special touch of 
romance. 

Sewanee to its votaries is a kind of Mecca, and it 
has its prophet-a living prophet-in Dr. W. P. Du 

1 The Gospel in the Gospels. By W. P. Du Bose, S.T.D., Professor 
of Exegesis in the University of the South (U.S.A.). London and 
New York, 1906, 

RECON, s 
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Bose, the Dean of its Theological Faculty, who is 
a real sage and seer. 

I had the privilege of meeting Dr. Du Bose-not for 
the first time, for we had made acquaintance some ten 
or eleven years before in Oxford-under the hospitable 
roof of the Editor of The Churchman. We had 
several strolls together along the lovely shores of Long 
Island; and I found in him a seer of the cultivated, 
quiet, homely kind, not without the charm of that self
forgetfulness which is permitted to thinkers, and with 
absolute singleness of aim. Dr. Du Bose, as might be 
inferred from his name, is of French extraction. He 
told me that in a long line of ancestry there was only 
one British name-that of a Scottish Sinclair. And 
yet in spite of this descent, he said, ' I'm English all 
over.' Needless to add, we struck an alliance on the 
spot. Dr. Du Bose's ancestry had been loyalists in the 
\Var of Independence. He himself, as a young man, 
had fought in the ranks of the Confederates, had been 
badly wounded and taken prisoner, and reported dead, 
and had then taken an active and devoted part both in 
the literal and in the moral rebuilding of Sewanee. 

I 

There were all the materials here for casting 
a horoscope; and in addition, I had-and ought to 
have had still more-the advantage afforded by earlier 
works, The Soteriology of the New Testament (1892), 
and The Ecumenical Counc£ls (2nd edition, 1897); and 
yet I do not think that I quite expected all that I find 
in thi$ new book, The Gospel in the Gospels. 
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I will say what is in my mind at once: It Is just 
the kind of book that English-speaking Christianity is 
wanting! The world is always in want of a prophet
we at this moment are specially in want of a prophet 
-and here is one ! 

Let me try to describe what the character of the 
book is. 

In the first place, as to style and manner. Curiously 
enough, as I think over the book, there rise irresistibly 
to my mind two passages of Wordsworth that may well 
seem far remote from its subject. One is from the 
' Poet's Epitaph ':-

But who is this, with modest looks 
And clad in homely russet brown ? . . 

Not that I would suggest any defect of clerical 
costume ; there was no such defect. And if the 
author is a poet, he is so most unconsciously. There 
are certainly none of the airs and graces of a poet. 
That is really the esoteric meaning of the 'russet 
brown'. The book shows a quite perceptible neglect 
-I had almost said impatience, if Dr. Du Bose could 
ever be impatient-of the ordinary little literary 
conventions. There is hardly a reference all through 
the book. There are no inverted commas for quota
tions. Every now and then a sentence reads rather 
awkwardly ; sometimes it will not construe at all. Dr. 
Du Bose shares with some of his countrymen a certain 
readiness in coining new words, about which we on this 
side the Atlantic should have some scruple : ' report
orial' (pp. 8, 131), 'immanental' (p. 47), 'righteousing' 

S 2 
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(in the sense of ' making righteous ' or ' investing with 
the character of righteousness', p. I 23). 

But we feel, as we read, that these are the merest 
trivialities, which come quite as much from the total 
absence of literary vanity as from anything else. 
Really, the style and matter fit each other admirably. 
Dr. Du Bose is dealing with lofty, and by no means 
easy and obvious themes ; he is obliged to repeat the 
same abstract thought many times throughout his 
book; and yet he never seems in want of an apt and 
aptly varied expression. There is no real obscurity ; 
if any reader finds any part of the book obscure, the 
fault is probably in himself; perhaps it is too much to 
expect that all the world should breathe freely at such 
altitudes. To clothe in grave and suitable words so 
much deep thinking is no small achievement. The 
book bears a stamp of its own, it is one that no one 
else could have written. 

The other Wordsworthian echo that comes to me 
arises out of the subject-matter and mode of treatment : 

When with an eye made quiet by the power 
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy, 
We see into the life of things. 

The one slight change that has to be made here is 
that we must substitute some more sober word for 
'joy'. Not that it was possible to write such a book 
without an inward emotion closely akin to joy. If 
a note of elation had broken through now and then, no 
one would have been surprised. It is sheer simplicity, 
sincerity and self-restraint. We are reminded of 
Lamb: 
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Her parents held the Quaker rule, 
Which doth the human feeling cool. 

Dr. Du Bose is not at all a Quaker, but he has 
something of the admirable calm which we associate 
with that body. The colour of his book is grey, 
though we might well expect the imagination that is 
at work in it to make its glow felt and seen through 
the pages. That it should do this so little is a mark 
of strength-of the same quiet unconscious strength 
that is the dominant quality throughout. I hope, if 
all's well, before I have done, to give an example of 
the highest point of dithyrambic eloquence to which 
the book attains. Even that I think will be pro
nounced sober enough. 

To sum up this descriptive part of my notice. It is 
a strong, grave, penetrating book, that would be 
austere if the thought were not too rich and deep and 
elevating for austerity. 

But I must not forget that I have not even yet 
explained the purpose of the book and the place that it 
holds in literature. It is not a Life of Christ, and 
yet we shall perhaps understand its object best if we 
compare it with Lives of Christ. We have had these 
of various kinds : we have had picturesque Lives, and 
we have had learned Lives. The Gospel i'n the Gospels 

does not aim at being either. It is indeed potentially 
more learned than it may seem. One whose own work 
is concerned with the same subject can read between 
the lines; he can see more knowledge of the modern 
treatment of it than is allowed to appear. Dr. Du 
Bose is in truth entirely modern. But the distaste for 
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details of which we have spoken limits the influence of 
this to results ; it does not let us see the process that 
leads to the results. 

Dr. Du Bose calls his book The Gospel £n the 
Gospels. It is not a complete picture of the Life of 
Christ. It is not an attempt to place that picture in its 
historical setting. In other words, it is not an attempt 
to reproduce and modernize the substance of the 
Gospels, so far as that substance is capable of being 
presented as it were visibly to the eye of the mind. 
But it is rather a sustained endeavour to get at the 
inner spiritual meaning that lies behind all such 
external presentation. It is a high and serious effort 
to determine the principles at work in the Life of 
Christ, to express them in the most compact and 
abstract form, and to view them in their inner co
herence and mutual relations. We might call this 
a phi'losophy of the Life of Christ: it belongs through
out to the region of philosophy, or philosophical 
theology, as opposed to that of history or criticism. 

It might be expected that there would be some 
difficulty in delimiting the two spheres, some confusion 
of their natural boundaries. As a rule this has been 
avoided very successfully; the book is a complete and 
rounded whole, with its outline well defined. There is 
only just one single case that I am inclined to think of 
as an exception. The Temptation of our Lord seems 
to me best treated historically, in relation to the 
recasting of the Messianic idea. I cannot help think
ing it rather artificial to bring the three temptations 
under the heads respectively of Faith, Hope, and Love. 
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I cannot remember anything else in the book to which 
I could give such an epithet ; but it seems to me in 
this instance due to the cause I have mentioned, the 
attempt to bring under philosophical or theological 
categories a problem that is primarily historical. 

II 

The book, as I have already said, is planned in three 
main divisions: considering, (1) the Earthly Life of our 
Lord; (2) His Work; (3) His Person. This three 
fold division is the carrying out of a very interesting 
principle laid down in the Preface. Dr. Du Bose is 
very sympathetic towards modern thought; he feels 
that, in view of the present position, a different attitude 
is advisable from that which was characteristic of early 
Christianity. The early Christians held that truth is 
a whole, and that anything that came short of full truth 
was by that very fact condemned and excluded. Dr. 
Du Bose, on the other hand, holds that even partial 
truth is true as far as it goes-' that the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ is so true and so living in every part that 
he who truly possesses and truly uses any broken 
fragment of it may find in that fragment something
just so much-of gospel for his soul and of salvation 
for his life.' In pursuance of this principle the argu
ment works its way upwards; first, through the lower 
stage of the earthly life of Christ, His common human·· 
ity with ours, considered as such ; then, through the 
contemplation of His Work, as centring in the Re
surrection ; and so lastly to ' the gospel of the Person 
or the Incarnation'. 
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I am not quite sure that this scheme is altogether 
a success. I am much inclined to go with the principle 
from which it starts; and the first part seems to me 
really to form a rounded whole. But I am not so 
clear that a dividing line can be drawn, in the same 
sense, between the second and the third. I doubt if 
we can frame an adequate appreciation of the Work of 
Christ apart from presuppositions derived from our 
estimate of His Person. I may even go further than 
this, and raise the question whether it is possible to 
attach any special vaiue, such as Christians attach, to 
the Work of Christ without bringing in the higher 
Christian conception of His Person. 

I have therefore a little wondered how far the 
leading idea of the Preface may have been an after
thought. But, however that may be, the real evolution 
of the book is less materially affected than we might 
perhaps at the first blush have supposed that it would 
be. There is indeed, as I have implied, a certain 
amount of inevitable anticipation of the later stages in 
the earlier; but this is not at all excessive, and the 
natural upwards progression of the thought is not 
much disturbed. 

Part I, which stands by itself more distinctly than 
the other two, deals in succession with, The Impression 
of the Earthly Life of Jesus (chap. i); The Growth 
and Preparation of Jesus (ii) ; The Divine Sonship of 
Humanity (iii) ; The Son of Man (iv) ; The Kingdom 
of God (v); The Authority of Jesus (vi) ; The 
Blessedness of Jesus (vii) ; The Beatitudes (viii, ix) ; 
The Death of Jesus (x). 
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As I do not propose to return to this division of the 
book, I will give a single specimen to show what it is like. 
The passage is interesting, because it rather markedly 
-but I suspect quite independently-coincides with 
much that is being said in quarters very far distant 
from Sewanee. There is a tendency 'in the air' at 
the present time to qualify the old conception of 
meekness. 

Men, according to Aristotle, in the spirit and temper 
of their dealings with one another, should be controlled 
by a disposition which he calls meekness or mildness 
or gentleness. The term is the best we have, he says, 
but it is inadequate, it is not positive or strong enough. 
Moses stands out as a type of the Hebrew righteous
ness; he might be said to have been the creator of it. 
And we speak of the meekness of Moses as though 
that were his distinguishing trait. But surely we have 
all felt the inadequacy of the term meekness to express 
the character or disposition of Moses. Our Lord 
seems to have selected the same term to express His 
own fundamental disposition. Take my yoke upon 
you, He says, and learn of me. For I am meek and 
lowly in heart ; and ye shall find rest unto your souls. 
And yet we too feel that the word meek is scarcely the 
one to describe Jesus. We feel even that too much 
application of that term to Him has weakened the 
popular conception not only of Himself but of Chris
tianity. It has contributed perhaps to the too negative 
and colorless interpretation of His great principle of 
non-resistance. . . . In the so-called meekness of 
Moses there is a lofty unselfishness, a great humility, 
a perfection of zeal and devotion, which momentary 
weakness and impatiences scarcely detract from. The 
Law and the Prophets between them were productive 
of great types. But the perfection of human spirit and 
temper waited still for its realization and manifestation. 
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When Jesus speaks of the meek, He speaks of Himself. 
He speaks of that attitude towards men under all 
possible conditions of provocation and trial which He 
had deliberately made His own and which never 
deserted Hirn under any temptation to the contrary .... 
I do not know how we can define or describe in 
abstract terms the peculiar meekness, or what is 
attempted to be expressed by the meekness of Jesus. 
The thing is ever more and greater, and even dflferent, 
from its best expression. That is why God never gives 
us definitions or descriptions of things, but always 
manifestations of the thing itself. . . . But the 
interesting point about the beatitude is this : the 
perfect assurance of Jesus that the right, the true 
attitude of man toward man will be the ultimately 
successful and surviving attitude. The meek shall 
inherit and possess the earth. The spirit and temper 
and disposition of Jesus, because it is the fittest, 
because it is that which alone gives true meaning and 
value to life, because it is the only bond of perfect 
relationship and intercourse among men, will survive 
and prevail (pp. 99-roJ. 

It would be too bad to call attention by italics to 
one of the few sentences here and there that do not 
construe (' greater . . . from'), but I do so really for 
another purpose, as an instance of the wise incidental 
sayings that are scattered far more freely over Dr. Du 
Bose's pages. We shall come across others in the 
sequel. 

The passage as a whole may be taken as a good 
average sample of the freshness and originality with 
which Dr. Du Bose writes. But we go to him 
especially as a philosophic theologian on a large scale ; 
and it is to this aspect of his book that I shall confine 
myself henceforward. 
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II I 

It is just a full lustrum since it fell to me in The 
Expositor for May 1901 to review my dear friend Dr. 
Moberly's Atonement and Personal£ty. I was led to 
say of it that it was long since I had seen a book that 
gave one so much the impression of having been really 
thought out. It was neither more nor less than 
a system of theology complete in itself. I should now 
say just the same thing of The Gospel in the Gospels. 
And-what is still more remarkable-not only is this 
too real a system, completely articulated in itself, but 
it is practically the very same system. Rarely can it 
happen that two writers, at a distance of some five 
thousand miles from each other and brought up in 
circumstances entirely different, each following the 
train of his own thought and without any direct 
communication, should arrive at results so nearly 
identical. I know that Dr. Moberly had read an 
earlier book by Dr. Du Bose ; and I believe-though 
I am not sure-that Dr. Du Bose is acquainted with 
the writings of Dr. Moberly. But I am convinced that 
in neither case does this fact, so far as it is a fact, at 
all impair the originality of the development. Both 
are eminently logical writers; and their logic-the 
logic of no sudden impulse but of a lifetime-has led 
them from the same premises, by the same method, to 
the same conclusions. 

This is very conspicuous over the whole of the 
ground covered by Dr. Moberly's volume, which (as 
I have said) was remarkably comprehensive. The 
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whole theory of Personality and the whole theory of 
Atonement in the two books coincide. 

Dr. Moberly, it will be remembered, put forward 
a view of Personality that seemed to many paradoxical. 
He held that true freedom of the will consisted, not in 
the licence of doing simply what one pleased, but in 
the gradual conforming of the human will to the 
Divine. He held also that the perfecting of the Self is 
not to be had in distinctness or isolation, but by the 
permeating and penetration of the human spirit by the 
Spirit of God. Both these fundamental thoughts 
appear repeatedly in Dr. Du Bose. 

The American scholar insists quite as strongly as the 
English that the real atonement or reconciHng of man 
to God can only be completely brought about by this 
action of the Holy Ghost. As Dr. Du Bose puts it: 

It is not the Gospel nor the kingdom of God nor 
salvation to men that they shall be made the objects 
only of all the mercy and the goodness of the universe. 
Nothing can be done merely to us or for us that will 
save us. To be loved, to be sympathized with and 
helped, to be shown mercy and forgiven, to be the 
objects of the most unconditional divine grace, are 
a very great deal. But these are the merest circum
stances of human salvation, they are not salvation 
itself. No one saw more clearly than our Lord that 
)if e and blessedness is not what is done to us, but only 
in what we ourselves are and do. . . . Therefore, Jesus 
quickly and decisively passes from the consideration of 
men as the mere recipients or objects of the goodness 
of God, of which He was the almoner, to the higher 
thought of them as the subjects of the divine goodness, 
as partakers and sharers of the divine spirit and nature 
and life of love and goodness (p. 66 ). 
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Not less uncompromising is the following : 

All the reality in the universe can be no Gospel to 
us so long as it remains objective, or until it enters into 
living relation with ourselves. Of course, it can never 
so enter unless there is in us the natural potentiality of 
entering into relation with it. But equally certainly 
that potentiality can only be actualized by ourselves. 
What is necessary within ourselves to give effect to all 
that is true without us is a corresponding response, or 
a response of correspondence, on our part. That 
correspondence is, I repeat, not a fact of natural 
relationship, but an act of spiritual communication or 
self-impartation. When the Spirit bears witness with 
our spirit, that we are sons of God, it is not only God 
who communicates the gracious fact, but it is God who 
awakens the humble and grateful response, and puts it 
into our heart to say, Abba, Father. . . . It is 
through this eternal Spirit, which is God's and Christ's 
and ours, that we pass from ourselves into Christ and 
through Christ into God (pp. 286 f.). 

It will be seen that the whole conception of Atone
ment or reconciliation is worked out essentially on the 
lines of Romans vi. The death of Christ upon the 
Cross was a death to sin, and to all that gave sin its 
hold upon humanity. But this death to sin had in it 
an inclusive virtue ; it is an act in which every 
Christian is called upon and is enabled to share. The 
medium of this enabling is the indwelling of the Holy 
Spirit, through which the believer is made one with 
Christ, so that he both dies with Him and also rises 
again with Him to newness oflife. 

All this is strictly based upon the teaching of St. 
Paul. But it is a satisfaction to see that the inter
pretation of that teaching is not so one-sided as it often 
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1s. There are some writers who, in laying stress upon 
Romans vi, seem to think that they can afford to 
neglect or forget Romans iii. Dr. Du Bose does not 
do this. He is careful to balance one side of his 
teaching with the other :-

Remission, or the putting away, of sin, includes two 
ideas, or perhaps more correctly two stages of the 
same idea. It means a real putting away by the New 
Testament process of sanctification. But it also means 
the provisional putting away by the equally New 
Testament act of divine pardon or forgiveness. Each 
of these two conceptions plays an important part in the 
drama of redemption or final deliverance and freedom 
from sin. And the complete meaning of each and 
perfect relating of both is no small part of New 
Testament doctrine (p. I 32). 

This other half of the process is elsewhere explained 
quite clearly and satisfactorily :-

Here comes in the other sense of remission, not as 
yet the complete impartation, but already the perfect 
imputation to us of the whole holiness, righteousness, 
and life of God as realized for us in Jesus Christ. 
The moment a human life has really made Jesus Christ 
its end, although that end be as yet only the end of 
purpose, and infinitely not yet t}:ie end of attainment, 
that moment God imputes to that life what it means 
and intends as though it had already accomplished it. 
St. Paul perfectly caught the principle, and perfectly 
expressed it in the doctrine which is the root of his 
system : Faith is imputed to us for righteousness ; it 
is reckoned or accounted as being righteous (p. I 53). 

It is the difference between the ideal and the actual, 
the beginning of a Christian's career and the end. 
That St. Pauf should insist so strongly on this initial 
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imperfect and anticipatory stage is due to the fact that 
we are most of us so much nearer to this stage than 
we are to the other. For us the process of dying to 
sin by repentance, of throwing ourselves into the work 
of Christ by faith, the struggle to keep ourselves from 
faJling back, must needs take precedence of that 
perfecting of holiness, which will never be complete on 
this side of the grave. In practice we are obliged to 
start from the actual, and to look at things as they are ; 
but it is a great help to us in theory to look at the 
process as a whole, to see it not in the light of our 
weak and uncertain efforts, but as it is consummated 
through Christ in God. 

IV 

The reader who is familiar with Dr. Moberly's great 
work will be constantly reminded of it in all that is 
said by Dr. Du Bose on the double subject of ' Atone
ment and Personality'. The fundamental lines of 
thought are the same ; and they are laid down with 
equal firmness and lucidity. But the resemblance 
between the two books is very far from ending here. 
I have spoken of both as containing what is really 
little short of a complete system of theology; and they 
might be described as almost doubles, one of the other, 
over the whole field. It would be really an excellent 
exercise to read the two books side by side ; they will 
be constantly found to illustrate and supplement each 
other. Sometimes Dr. Du Bose states his thought 
with unusual boldness of concrete expression : but the 
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logic of both writers is equally rigorous and essentially 
the same ; and it is sometimes helpful to look for the 
premises in the one of the conclusions that are found in 
the other. 

I will presently try to illustrate this. But the last 
division of Dr. Du Bose's book is so broad and so 
strong, and I may add so valuable, as a survey of the 
root ideas of Christian theology that I shall take 
advantage of it to give examples of the treatment of 
some difficult questions where its help seems to me 
specially welcome. 

I will take first what is said about the mystery of 
our Lord's Birth. The extract will be rather long, but 
I only wish that it could be longer still ; I cannot find 
in my heart to abridge it further. 

While the order of things in themselves is always 
forward, the order of thought about things is backward, 
so that our last knowledge is that of adequate or 
sufficient causes. So Christianity may have rested for 
a moment upon the spiritual endowment of Jesus, as 
covered by His baptism or anointing with the Holy 
Ghost from heaven. But not for long; the ex
planation was inadequate ; it was impossible to see in 
Jesus only a man approved of God by mighty works 
and wonders and signs. The deeper question of His 
person could not but follow after the others and 
gradually work its way to the front. . . . It says 
nothing against the Gospel of the Infancy as a direct 
naive record of facts, to recognize a more or less 
conscious or unconscious reason or motive for its intro
duction. It answered the immediate direct purpose of 
denying the human paternity of Jesus, and affirming 
for Him a divine paternity. When we speak, as we 
shall, of the motive or purpose in this, it is unnecessary 
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to think of an explicit conscious intention on the part 
of the writers or of the Church. The truth shapes 
itself instinctively in the mind and expression of men, 
so that we often do not know why or how we say the 
things that are truest. 

I cannot help pausing for a moment to point out once 
more what a number of wise sayings the passage 
I have been quoting contains, which are general in 
their bearing, and not confined to the particular topic 
under discussion. It is a real sage and seer who is 
speaking. 

There is no part of the Gospels that has quite the 
poetic elevation of the Gospel of the Infancy. And 
yet what, at the last, one is most impressed with is its 
spiritual truth ; if there is not the true instinct of the 
spirit there, in thought and language, it is nowhere to 
be found. Now what instinct of truth was it that in 
this effective way shaped the faith of the Gospel to the 
affirmation of not a human but a divine paternity of 
our Lord? I venture to say, that at any living point 
or period of Christianity the Christian consciousness 
concerning Jesus Christ would instinctively and neces
sarily have come to the practical conclusion embodied 
in the artless and poetical stories of the birth and 
infancy of Jesus. The profound speculative question 
really though invisibly at issue in and decided by them 
is this : Who and What is Jesus Christ, in His real 
and essential personality ? The answer which this 
artless, and yet most profoundly artful, so-called nursery 
myth forestalls and excludes is this, He was no [?] 
mere natural offspring of Joseph and Mary. Why not ? 
Because the product of every such natural union is an 
individual human person. Viewing Jesus Christ in 
that light it is impossible to construe Him otherwise 
than as a human individual, exceptionally favored by 
unique relations with God. The question for the 

RECON. T 
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Church then, as for the Church now or at any time, is, 
Can we, in the light of all that Jesus Christ is to the 
Church and to humanity, His universality, sufficiency, 
and ubiquity, can we, I say, be fully and finally satisfied 
to see in Him only one of the sons of men peculiarly 
favored and most highly endowed ? I must confess 
for one, that however confronted and impressed with 
the rational and natural difficulties which we are about 
to meet in the opposite view, it is equally impossible 
for me not to be a Christian, or to be one under the 
conception of such a manhood of Jesus as the above. 
And I believe that in so saying I am expressing the 
normal Christian instinct and experience of the world 
(pp. 211-J 3). 

It goes without saying that this conception of 
a humanity which is not that of an fndividual man is 
difficult. To understand it at all we need to bring in 
the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. Dr. Moberly warns 
us that the relation of Christ to the race ' was not 
a differentiating, but a consummating relation. He was 
not generically, but inclusively, man ' (A. and P. p. 86). 
The medium of this inclusiveness is the Spirit. It is 
through the Spirit of the Incarnate that the effects of 
the Incarnation are diffused among men. 

The nearest analogy is that of Adam-' the First 
Man' of I Cor. xv. 47. But Dr. Moberly points 
out that the comparison is far from adequate. 

It is valid as an illustration, but remains on 
a different, and dissimilar, level. The one is a fleshly 
relation, the other a spiritual. The one works 
automatically, materially, mechanically. The other is 
realized in a different sphere, and depends upon other 
than material conditions. The one is a natural 
property of bodily life, and fo1lows, as it were blindly, 
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from the fact that Adam was the original parent. 
The other is a Spiritual property, so sovereign, so 
transcendent, that it could only be a property of 
a Humanity which was not merely the Humanity of 
a finite creature, but the Humanity of the infinite God 
(op. ct"t. p. 89). 

This last phrase (' the Humanity of the infinite God') 
is one that would be entirely endorsed by Dr. Du Bose. 

While I believe that there was nothing revealed or 
manifested to us in Jesus Christ, save the perfection of 
His humanity, yet I equally believe that in that 
perfection there was infinitely more than the humanity 
so perfected. In other words, I see in Jesus not only 
the supreme act of humanity in God, but the supreme 
act also of God in humanity (Gosp. z"n Gospels, p. 213). 

Nothing is more characteristic than the even way in 
which these two complementary predications are 
balanced and the thoroughgoing unhesitating logic 
with which both are asserted. Occasionally we meet 
with expressions which would be almost startling, if 
they were taken out of their context. For instance 
this:-

Our Lord did not do that in our nature which no 
man within the limits of his own nature or by the 
exercise of only his own powers is capable of doing. 
He was not holy by nature, nor righteous by the law~ 
The impossibilities of humanity were as much im~ 
possibilities for Him as for us. He bare all our 
weaknesses and carried all our sorrows. He had as 
much to hunger and thirst after a righteousness which 
was not His own as we have, and He did it infinitely 
more. If He was actually holy and righteous as none 
but He was or is, it was because He was possessed, 
and humanly possessed of a higher secret, a truer way, 
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a more sufficient power, of human holiness and 
righteousness than human nature in itself contains or 
human will can by itself acquire. . . . He was holy as 
a man and in the only way in which a man can be holy. 
He was holy by the conquest of sin. And this He 
was and did, as we too must be and do, after Him and 
in Him,-not within the limits of our own nature, nor 
by the powers of our own will (and yet not without 
these too), but through His all-sufficient way of perfect 
union and unity with God (pp. 163 f.). 

This is one of the instances in which, though Dr. 
Moberly does not (I believe) use quite the same 
language, he yet explains the principle on which it is 
used:-

Christ is, then, not so much God and man, as God 
in, and through, and as, man. He is one indivisible 
personality throughout. In His human life on earth, 
as Incarnate, He is not sometimes, but consistently, 
always, in every act and every detail, Human. The 
Incarnate never leaves His Incarnation. God, as man, 
is always, in all things, God as man. He no more 
ceases, at any point, to be God under methods and 
conditions essentially human ; than, under these 
essentially human methods and conditions, He at any 
point ceases to be God. Whatever the reverence of 
their motive may be, men do harm to consistency and 
to truth, by keeping open, as it were, a sort of non
human sphere, or aspect, of the Incarnation. This 
opening we should unreserved} y desire to close. 
There are not two existences either of or within, the 
Incarnate, side by side with one another. If it is all 
Divine, it is all human too. We are to study the 
Divine, in and through the human. By looking for 
the Divine side by side with the human, instead of 
discerning the Divine within the human, we miss he 
significance of them both (A. and P. pp. 96 f.). 
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The American and the English scholar are quite 
at one on this ground. As a rule they both keep 
closely to the lines of patristic divinity. This is 
eminently the case with regard to their teaching as to 
the nature of the humanity assumed by Christ. Dr. 
Du Bose more than once quotes Irenaeus; and he has 
striking points of contact with the teaching of that 
father, and of St. Athanasius. But in the extracts just 
given there is a perceptible difference from the doctrine 
of the Two Natures, as it is given (e. g.) in the Letter 
of Pope Leo to Flavian. 

I have the impression that in this respect the 
modems have really improved upon the ancients. 
The consequences of this re-statement are rather 
far-reaching. One of these may be seen in a passage 
by Dr. Du Bose, which is as near to a climax as 
anything in the book. But I will quote first a later 
passage, which serves to explain the earlier :-

The hesitation and reluctance to see all God, and 
highest God, not only in the humanity but in the 
deepest human humiliation of Jesus Christ, is part of 
the disposition to measure exaltation by outward circum
stance and condition instead of by inward quality and 
character. We find it impossible to recognize or 
acknowledge God in the highest act of His highest 
attribute. We can not listen to the thought that it is 
with God as it is with us, that it only is with us 
because it is with God, that self-humiliation is self
exaltation (p. 284). 

That is a kind of boldness that I do not think we 
should have found in any of the ancients. And 
I cannot help thinking that it is superior to the Kenotic 
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teaching of many modems. At any rate the applica 
tion of it which follows is deeply impressive. 

We speak of the incredible and impossible self
lowering or self-emptying of God in becoming man or 
in undergoing the death of the cross. Is the act in 
which love becomes perfect a contradiction or a com
promise of the divine nature ? Is God not God or 
least God in the moment in which He is most love? 
Where before Christ, or otherwise than in Christ, in 
whom He humbled Himself to become man, and then 
humbled Himself with and in man to suffer what man 
must needs suffer in order to become what God would 
fain make him-and the highest and best that even 
God can make him-I say where before Christ, or 
where now otherwise than in Christ and in the cross of 
the divine suffering together with and for man, where 
in all the story of the universe was or is love so love, 
or God so God? (pp. 272 £) 

V 

I hope it will not be thought that I have been too 
copious in quotations. I have been very anxious to 
let Dr. Du Bose speak-and speak adequately-for 
himself. I desire to give my readers an idea of what 
his book really is. I have the feeling that a few 
samples, which are really characteristic, will be better 
than much description, even if I could trust myself to 
describe with sufficient accuracy. And I did not 
consider myself called upon to resist the temptation to 
place a great English book by the side of a great 
American. The epithet is one that I will take the risk 
of giving to both. 

At the same time my readers will kindly remember 
that what I have given them has been only sampks. 
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Dr. Du Bose's book is full of good things at which 
I have been unable even to hint. To do it justice, it 
should be read carefully, and read through, from 
beginning to end. If the specimens I have given 
should arouse in any one the instinct of opposition, 
that may be perhaps partly because I have given 
prominence to what lay most outside the beaten track. 
But the reader may be assured that there is a great 
deal beside this which is said with admirable freshness 
and force. 

But the thing that perhaps strikes me most in the 
book is the wholly unconscious (i. e. un-selfconscious) 
loftiness and largeness of the point of view. The work 
is that of a serenely contemplative mind-a mind that 
has fixed a long and steady gaze upon its great theme 
until the outlines stood out luminous and clear. The 
writer of this book has had the whole of Christianity 
before him. Like Jacob at Peniel, he has wrestled 
with its meaning, not excitedly or passionately, but ' in 
the quietness of thought'; and his patience has had 
its reward. 

I will just give a last illustration of the largeness 
and comprehensiveness of view of which I have spoken. 
We might call it nothing less than a definition of 
Christianity. 

I would describe Christianity in its largest sense to 
be the fulfilment of God in the world through the 
fulfilment of the world in God. This assumes that the 
world is completed in man, in whom also God is 
completed in the world. And so, God, the world, and 
man are at once completed in Jesus Christ-who, as 
He was the logos or thought of all in the divine fore-
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knowledge of the past, so also is He the telos or end of 
all in the predestination of the future. That is to say, 
the perfect psychical, moral, and spiritual manhood of 
which Jesus . Christ is to us the realization and the 
expression is the end of God in creation, or in 
evolution. I hold that neither science, philosophy, nor 
religion can come to any higher or other, either 
conjecture or conclusion, than that (p. 274). 

When we have thus adequately conceived Christ as 
the universal truth and reality of ourselves, and in 
ourselves of all creation, and in creation and ourselves 
of God, then we are prepared for the conclusion that 
we know God at all, or are sons to Him as our Father, 
or are capable of that relation of partaking of His 
nature or entering into His Spirit or living His life, 
only in and through Jesus Christ; because Jesus Christ 
is the incarnation or human expression to us of the 
whole Logos of God-that is to say, of God Himself 
as in any way whatever knowable or communicable 
(p. 279). 

We may turn this round and express it, no longer in 
the terms of reasoned theory, but in those of religious 
experience, as follows:-

J esus Christ has not come so much to create the 
kingdom of God without us, as to create within us the 
power to see it. I am come, He says, that they which 
see not may see. What He saw and what He would 
have us see is : all the eternal love that God the 
Father is, ours; all the infinite grace that God the Son 
is, ours ; all the perfect fellowship or oneness with 
ourselves that God the Holy Ghost is, ours. If all 
this is ours, then all things are ours, and all blessedness 
is indeed ours (p. 96). 

It would not be easy to end on a more characteristic 
pr a finer note than that. 



XI 

'THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. PAUL' 1 

AMERICA should make much of Dr. Du Bose. I 
strongly suspect that in his own proper field-which 
I might perhaps describe as the Philosophy of the 
Christian Religion-he is the wisest writer on the 
other side of the Atlantic; indeed it may not be too 
much to say, the wisest Anglican writer (with so 
French-looking a name it seems wrong to speak of 
Anglo-Saxon, and it narrows the ground a little to 
confine it to a single communion) on both sides of the 
Atlantic. 

America should make much of him-and by this 
I mean, not so much praise and honour him (America is 
sure to do that to any one who is worthy!) as utilize 
and assimilate · his work and thought for its own 
advantage. It should do this just because there are 
features about him that are not in the narrower sense 
American. He might be described as an encouraging 
example of what one American type may come to; 
but this particular type is, I imagine, not at present 
largely developed, and therefore it is all the more 
valuable. It differs a good deal from the type or types 
with which we are most familiar. 

1 The Gospel according lo SI. Paul. By W. P. Du Bose, M.A., 
S.T.D. London and New York, 1907. 
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First and foremost-and indeed perhaps everything 
in a word-here is an American who is not in a hurry, 
as he might himself say, 'tremendously not' in a 
hurry! Not that I am going to blame the American 
hurry ; it is natural enough and right enough, for 
a nation situated as they are. They have a big 
continent to subdue; and they feel its promise; and it 
is not strange that they should also feel that no time 
is to be lost in subduing it. That feverish energy is 
accomplishing, and will accomplish, great things. 

But something more is wanted for a nation really to 
possess its soul. That something is wisdom ; and 
wisdom cannot be had without calm. And therefore 
it is that it seems to me that America must specially 
prize this quality of calm ; all the more where, as in 
the case of Dr. Du Bose, it is calm of the right kind
active and not passive, a quiet self-contained and self
controlled creativeness, that hastes not and rests not, 
like the great Creator Himself. 

This quality is impressed upon the opening chapter, 
and so strikes the key-note of the whole book. We 
feel at once that we have to do with a large outlook 
upon the world and upon the ways of God with men
an outlook large, considerate, and intrepid, strong and 
yet dutiful, untroubled and unshaken by anxieties 
either without or within. 

The ultimate aim of each one of us should be not to 
save ourselves from error, but to advance the truth. 
We may safely rely upon it that our truth will in the 
end be accepted and our error corrected. . . . I hold 
what I hold subject to the revision and cortection of 
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the deeper truth of the Scriptures and the larger 
wisdom of the Church. . . . There are those who 
object to our making salvation, the life of the spirit, 
the life of religion in general, too natural a process. 
We cannot kick against the pricks, the world has 
begun to make the discovery, and it will not go 
backward in it, that the natural is God's way. The 
natural is the rational and the divine. . . . These are 
times-but, let us remember, not more so than were 
the earliest and most living ages of Christianity-of 
thought and speculation, original and independent 
thought and speculation, upon the truth as it is in 
Jesus Christ. They are not times of unthinking and 
unquestioning acceptance of foregone and foreclosed 
inquiry and investigation. The fact may be con
demned and lamented, but no amount of shutting our 
own or others' eyes and ears to it will make it any the 
less a fact. . . . The position here taken is, to my 
mind, independent of any present or future conclusions 
of scepticism or criticism with regard either to the 
Scriptures or the Church. I fully recognize not only 
the function, but the necessity of both scepticism and 
criticism, in their true meaning and use; and I presume 
neither to limit nor to define these. But the fact will 
always remain that we receive our Christianity through 
the Scriptures and the Church, and that these are the 
tribunal of final resort for determining what Chris
tianity is (pp. 3, 4, 8, 9, I I, 14). 

No doubt there is at the present time in many 
quarters a disposition to go beyond this, not so much 
to appeal to the Scriptures as to sit in judgement on 
them, and to ignore the mind of the Church. That is 
very largely the attitude of critical schools on the 
Continent of Europe. But I think we may be thank
ful that Dr. Du Bose draws the line where he does ; 
it is certainly not either narrow or illiberal. 
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I 

Most of my readers will be aware that the volume 
now before me and of which I am to give some 
account is practically the continuation of another 
published about a year ago under the title The Gospel 
in the Gospels. I had the privilege of reviewing this 
earlier work in The Expositor for May, 1906, and 
I will not repeat what I there said. Just as the earlier 
volume aimed at giving in a connected form the 
essential meaning of the Gospels, so the present 
volume aims at giving in like manner a connected view 
of the leading or root-ideas of St. Paul. It is sub
stantially a commentary on the first eight chapters of 
the Epistle to the Romans ; not a commentary of 
a formal kind with detailed notes on each verse, but 
rather a series of essays upon the epistle taken section 
by section, and trying to bring out broadly what is 
most central and permanent in the contents of each. 
I do not think that we have anything quite like it in 
English : and yet it is just what most of us, or at least 
those of us who are general readers, would wish to do 
for ourselves; the professed student needs to study 
his text closely word by word, but the general reader 
prefers to hold his text as it were at arm's length and 
to see the leading thought in it stand out in clear relief. 
It is just in this way Dr. Du Bose seeks to help him; 
what he gives is practically a succession of bird's-eye 
views of the paragraphs and divisions into which the 
text of the epistle naturally falls. 

I do not think we can be surprised that Dr. Du 
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Bose should make his discussions revolve round the 
Epistle to the Romans in this way. His book certainly 
is a complete and coherent presentation of the 
fundamental ideas of the Apostle's teaching; and it 
adequately represents and summarizes the main points 
in the two earlier groups of epistles; it also no doubt 
made the whole task easier, to be able to follow the 
outline of a single continuous argument. And yet 
perhaps this procedure is open to the criticism that it 
does not quite take in the whole of the Gospel 
according to St. Paul. The later epistles bring out 
some sides of it-more especially that side which 
presents the closest parallel to the Logos doctrine in 
St. John and the relation of Christ to the Church
which are but slightly touched upon in the Epistle 
to the Romans and therefore practically fall out of 
Dr. Du Bose's purview. Perhaps it may be said that 
these are not strictly parts of ' the Gospel', but rather 
corollaries or developments of it. The Gospel is 
primarily the glad tidings of salvation ; and the 
whole groundwork of salvation is fully and searchingly 
treated. 

In my previous review I had occasion to point out 
the great completeness and coherence of Dr. Du 
Bose's teaching. It is no mere aggregation of loosely 
related doctrines but essentially a system, and a sys
tem well knit in its parts and carefully rounded off 
as a whole. 

And another remarkable thing that I had to point 
out was the close resemblance which this system 
presents to that which we in England associate with 
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the name of Dr. Moberly. As we were fated to lose 
the one writer before his time, our satisfaction is all 
the greater that the other should survive to continue 
his work ; for The Gospel according to St. Paul not 
only takes up the The Gospel z"n the Gospels, but also, 
if it does not exactly take up, at least reviews and 
to a great extent goes over the same ground as 
Atonement and Personality. It might be said to 
be a restatement, with characteristic difference of 
language and independence of thought, of the teaching 
of that book. 

Perhaps one's first thought is that the new book 
does not add much of quite fundamental importance 
to the old. The root-ideas of both books are the 
same. We might at first sight suppose that the later 
work was only the arrival of a strong reinforcement 
in aid of the earlier, the appearance on the field of 
a weighty champion of the same cause. But, when 
we come to look· into it, we see that there is really 
more in the matter than this. The six years that 
have elapsed have not been in vain. It is, I think, 
true that no new factors are introduced in the treat
ment of the main problem. But at the same time the 
restatement is so careful and so searching and so 
balanced that it seems to me to constitute a real 
advance. I will venture to say even more than this. 
I cannot claim to have followed the recent literature 
of the leading subject involved very closely; there 
may have been anticipation of which I am not aware; 
but to me at least Dr. Du Bose's book seems to offer 
something very like the definitive solution of an age-
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long controversy. Just as the Gospel of St. Paul 
and the Epistle to the Romans have been the chief 
battle-ground of that controversy, so what I conceive 
to be the satisfactory solution of the main question 
arising out of St. Paul's Gospel, and his greatest 
Epistle, appears to carry with it a virtual and sufficient 
settlement of the controversy that has gathered round 
them. 

The reader will guess that I am referring to the 
vexed question that has agitated the Christian world 
in an acute form for nearly four centuries, the 
question that will perhaps be best understood if 
I call it by its old name, the doctrine of Justification 
by Faith. 

It seems to me, if I am not mistaken, that Dr. 
Du Bose's statement of this doctrine, with perhaps 
one or two cautions added by way of explanation, 
furnishes the material for a more complete eireni"con 
than has hitherto been reached, and in particular for 
one that is more complete than was quite possible 
under the form in which the statement of the doctrine 
was left by Dr. Moberly. 

I take upon myself to say this because I approach 
the doctrine from a different side--1 might even say, 
from the opposite side-to both writers. They are 
close allies, and I am (so to speak), on this ground and 
within the limits of this particular subject, the enemy. 
But, if I am the enemy, I beg leave to say that I shall 
not only send out a flag of truce, but that I shall 
authorize my representative to conclude the terms of 
a permanent peace. 
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II 

It will make the exposition of my meaning easier, 
if I may be forgiven a certain amount of apparent 
egotism, and if I may go back to an article of mine in 
The Expositor for May, 1901, reviewing Dr. Moberly's 
Atonement and Personality. In that article I tried 
(I am well aware how imperfectly} to state a case for 
a more old-fashioned view, and I pleaded that in the 
Christian Church alternative views should be regarded 
as tenable. In that, I confess, I was altogether wrong. 
The two views are not alternatives that can be placed 
and tolerated side by side. I still think that there is 
an element of truth on the side that I was defending, 
just as I willingly and indeed eagerly acknowledged 
that there was a large element of truth on the side 
to which I was opposed. But the fact is that the 
opposing truths are ~1.0t really in pari materia; they 
are not truths that can be held side by side ; they 
belong rather to different spheres, and the recon
ciliation between them is to be effected, not by 
proposing the one as an alternative for the other, but 
by the careful delimitation of these different spheres . 

. Dr. Moberly and Dr. Du Bose are both primarily 
philosophers ; the position that the one maintained 
and that the other now repeats is essentially a philo
sophical position. In regard to this, and in regard to 
the ultimate truth of things, they are both absolutely 
right. So far as I took up ground against this, 
I evacuate that ground with all my forces, horse, foot, 
and artillery. I knew that there was something wrong 
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when I wrote, but I did not see where the error lay. 
I believe that (with .the help of Dr. Du Bose) I now 
do see this. The reservations that I really wish to 
make are of another kind, and come under other 
heads ; they do not belong to the region of philosophy, 
but in part to that of history, and still more to biblical 
exegesis and practical religion. In relation to the 
absolute truth of things, the truths that I desired to 
assert are subordinate, and can only be asserted as 
such. Dr. Du Bose, I am glad to say, sees this; and 
he so states the truths that are dear to him as to leave 
room for those that are dear to me. For this I am 
sincerely grateful to him. If his ally had lived (alas, 
that he does not, if only to welcome such congenial 
aid !) I do not doubt that we should have come to 
terms along the same lines; it is just the maturing 
and mellowing, and in my case the clearing of the 
brain, that where the heart is right comes with time. 

At this point I do not think that I can do better 
than try to set forth Dr. Du Bose's teaching as far as 
possible in his own words. When this has been done 
I will add a few remarks ; but in the meanwhile I will 
take the liberty of italicizing those parts of the state
ment that are especially welcome to me as keeping an 
opening for those supplemental truths that I contend 
for. In the case of single words the italics are the 
author's. 

I have described the main issue as turning round 
the doctrine of Justification by Faith-of course, in 
the largest sense, with all that goes with it. I use 
this familiar phrase because it will probably best cover 

RECON, U 
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the ground and call up the history of the subject, with 
all those kindred issues and sub-issues that we associate 
with it. Dr. Du Bose does not use the phrase often; 
indeed it may be said of him generally that he avoids 
hackneyed technicalities, with the best result for 
freshness and reality of presentation. The chapter of 
his book which corresponds most nearly to what we 
might call Justification by Faith is headed 'The New 
Righteousness'. The 'New Righteousness' is natu
rally that teaching on the subject of righteousness, in 
relation at once to man and to God, which is most 
characteristic and distinctive of St. Paul and of the 
Epistle to the Romans. The asserting of the New 
Righteousness is based upon the break-down in actual 
fact of the Old Righteousness, so far as that depended 
upon human efforts after the observance of law. 

No man who knows what righteousness is, will come 
into God's presence with a claim of his own to it .... 
The Gospel of Jesus Christ was for sinners of every 
type save the impossible one of self-righteousness. 
This sense of being received, accepted, regarded, 
treated, as righteous is carried on from the mere 
negative statement under consideration to a positive 
form of it which gives a new and important step in 
St. Paul's Gospel. It is this being treated as righteous, 
not on the ground of being righteous, but on the 
ground of a certain relation of faith to Christ's 
righteousness, upon which is laid the chief emphasis in 
St. Paul's system (p. 71). 

Nothing can be more explicit, on a point where one 
is glad to see explicitness. Those who contend for the 
same ultimate conclusion as Dr. Du Bose have been too 
often tempted to evade the evidence which goes to 
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show that St. Paul speaks of the sinner as ' regarded 
or treated as righteous', and not made actually 
righteous. This is further illustrated by the parable 
of the Pharisee and the Publican. 

The Pharisee who went up into the temple to pray 
and reminded God of his own righteousness was not 
thereby justified; while the publican who afar off was 
conscious only of his own sin in the sight of God was, 
we are told, justified. That cannot mean either that 
he was recognized as actually being sinless, or that he 
was by act of God at the time made sinless, or 
righteous. The term 'justify' is not in the parable of 
the Gospel used in the developed, almost technical, 
sense of the epistle before us, but it is exactly on the 
line of £t, and it illustrates the progress and the 
propriety of its later use. . . . The publican is accepted 
on the ground of his, at the time, occupying the right 
posture or attitude, the only right attitude possible for 
him, towards righteousness and at the same time 
towards his own conscious unrighteousness. . . . It is 
the attitude which negatively towards our own 
unrighteousness we call repentance, and positively 
towards the righteousness of God we call faith . ... 
The condition of possible or future righteousness is 
the right attitude or intention of mind and feeling 
towards actual present unrighteousness. • . . In the 
initial moment of contrition the only possible and the 
necessarily first right posture of the sinner is that 
consciousness of himself which could not be the 
beginning of hatred of his sin if it were not to the 
same extent the beginning of a love of holiness .... 
Righteousness in us cannot begin otherwise than as an 
incipient sense of sin and that pro!epsis or pre-vision 
and apprehension of holiness which we call faith. 
Faith is therefore with a divine truth and propriety 
reckoned or imputed to us as being righteousness, for 

U 2 
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it is a necessary moment or stage in our righteousness 
(pp. 72-4). 

It will be seen how fully Dr. Du Bose recognizes 
what there is of truth in the view opposed to his own. 
At the same time he safeguards his own view by 
laying stress upon the end of the process, which is not 
complete until the sinner become actually righteous. 

It is the end always that determines the meaning 
and nature of the thing, and the Gospel is the power 
of God unto an actual righteousness of men; and only 
by the way, or in a secondary sense, a gracious treating 
of sinful men, as not sinful, and of a faith which is not 
yet righteousness as being already such. . . . The 
Spirit of God, the holiness, righteousness, or life of 
God can do us no good save as they are our own, and 
they are our own only in our own possession and 
exercise of them. It ls an -infinz"te -initz"al blessing, 
a present Gospel, lo us that God does not wa-it for us to 
be good, that He takes us to Himself from the moment of 
the bz"rth ln us of the wz"ll to be ,:ood, and by treatz'ng us 
as though we were makes us good. But let us beware of 
stopping with the Gospel of being accepted and not 
going on to the real Gospel of being good. For there 
is no other real good for man than that of being good, 
of his own goodness. Any other is only a blessing 
on the way, a refreshment, and a help to the con
summate end and blessedness of being what God is. 
And let us remember, too, what the goodness is that is 
our only real good. It is the spirit, nature, and life of 
God, it is love, service, and sacrifice. We have heard. 
it said, I am content to be a sinner saved by grace. 
In the first place, in its truest and highest sense, to be 
a sinner saved is to be one who having been a sinner 
is so no longer; to be content to be saved in and not 
from sin, to be saved and still a sinner, is no true 
contentment . . . For one in that stage and attitude 
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of faith and waiting, it is indeed a present though not 
the whole or highest blessedness of the Gospel that 
we are already, with God and in faith, all that we 
shall be in God and in fact. Indeed, -in St. Paul's 
-immediate crisis of thought and contention, thi"s stage 
and phase of the matter is so uppermost for the time that 
he almost seems to treat it as the whole Gospel. He 
never really does this, though his ardent and one-sided 
partisans have abundantly done so ever since. St. Paul 
has ever in his own mind the whole undismembered 
conception of salvation in Christ, but he is passionately 
in earnest in establishing the present gracious. status 
of believers as already and completely in possession 
in faith, though not yet in fact, of all that God has 
made ours in Christ (pp. 76, 78, 79). 

Dr. Du Bose is certainly not an ' ardent and one
sided partisan', though he is really more 'ardent' than 
his calm and deliberate language might lead us to 
suppose. I value especially the last sentence which 
I have italicized, because it does justice-and at last 
full justice-to the real mind and purpose of St. Paul, 
which I cannot help thinking was a little twisted even 
by Dr. Moberly. 

There is another phrase that I must italicize, 
because as between the joint position of Dr. Du Bose 
and Dr. Moberly and my own it is very important. 

The response of the Gospel to the human sense of 
actual sin and unattainable holiness is not the half-grace 
of forgiveness but the whole-grace of redemption and 
deliverance. God manifests Himself in it, that is to 
say, in Jesus Christ, not as pitier and pardoner of man 
in his sin, but as redeemer and saviour of man from 
his sin. He is there seen, in all the completeness of 
justifying, sanctifying, and saving grace, as at once 
Righteous and righteousing or Righteouser (p. 102). 
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We note in passing that Dr. Du Bose sticks to his 
guns in regard to such coinages as ' righteousing' and 
'immanental '. Attention was called to· these by 
several critics of the earlier book, especially on this 
side of the water. But I confess I think, with his 
second book before me, that its author is right in 
keeping the words and ignoring the criticism. He is 
right, I believe, doubly in these cases; at once 
because they come naturally to him-it is part of his 
idiosyncrasy to be rather fond of coining new words, 
and these particular words serve a real purpose in the 
expression of his thought-and also because they fill 
conveniently a vacant place in the English language. 
We want something to correspond not only to ·, tran
scendent' but to 'transcendental', and we also want 
something which can be treated as the exact equivalent 
of the Greek 8t1ca1ovv, covering both the sense of ' to 
account righteous' and ' to make righteous'. 

The next passage that I shall quote illustrates, not 
perhaps quite favourably, one or two little turns of 
expression that are characteristic of the author's style 
-he is especially fond of the figure 'zeugma', and 
I am not sure that there is not some slight risk of its 
becoming not only a manner but a mannerism. How
ever, it is of course not for this reason that I quote 
the paragraph, but because it will help to complete 
and explain the thought to which I have just referred. 

John the Baptist's preaching and baptism contained 
everything that belongs to religion except, as he 
himself confessed, the power of it or the possibility of 
its realization. As has been more than once said, not 
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only the primary condition, but the actual first step in 
religion, by which we mean the right relation of man 
to God, is the knowledge and sense or feeling of his 
own condition, his wants, and above all his own not 
only shortcomings or failures but transgressions and 
sins ; and not only his sins but his sin. The prodigal 
felt not only that he had sinned, but that, deeper than 
that, he was a sinner. Everything depends upon man's 
own attitude towards sin and his own sin. That 
attitude we express by the word repentance. Applying 
again the principle that a thing is truly defined only 
by what it is in its completeness, I say that repentance 
means the putting away of sin. In the first place it 
means the actual putting it away, and in the second 
place it means the putting it away by the sinner 
himself. Any desire or any conferring of only pity or 
pardon is only, at the best, an imperfect or incomplete 
either repentance or remission. And in the second 
place, even God Himself can in the full sense confer 
the true remission or truly put away sin only as He 
can impart a true repentance or the inward, disposition, 
power, and act of the man in himself putting away his 
sin. A real aphesis is neither if it is not both God's 
and the man's act (pp. 104 f.). 

I will conclude the exposition of the train ~f thought 
which we have been so far following with the descrip
tion, which really belongs to it and crowns it, of the 
state of peace into which the Christian enters. 

The first immediate consequence of the blessedness 
made ours in Jesus Christ is the sense of present peace. 
It is necessary to make a distinction between this 
present peace and what we may term real peace, 
-if it be only for the purpose of taking in the 
gift of God in its entirety, its end as well as its 
beginning and progress. . . . To one who is ill and 
about to die it would bring great present peace to 
know that he was brought into possession of certain 
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cure and so of assured recovery and health. But the 
real peace to the sick man is health itself, and the 
wonderful comfort and peace brought to him by 
a sure faith in it and a certain hope of it is, in a large 
measure at least, only proleptic or anticipatory. In 
a large measure, but not wholly so. The patient may 
find in his very anticipation and hope a real beginning 
and progress of the return of actual health, and so his 
possession and enjoyment may be not all only future; 
and the believer not only looks forward in faith and 
hope to the actual fruition of God and holiness and 
life, but has an ever increasing foretaste of them now. 
That, too, is real peace so far as it goes, and is to be 
classed, in theological language, rather with the real 
peace of sanctification and final glorification than with 
the immediate present peace of justification. . . . If 
the worst sinner at this moment in the world could be 
brought to an immediate spiritual apprehension of the 
full meaning of Christian baptism, what it is that is 
made all ours by that divine instrument, assuredly that 
act of spiritual apprehension on his part would be the 
first tremendous step in the process of real righteous
ness, or sanctification, on his actual way to God. But 
of real righteousness, or righteousness of his own, how 
little would it be! Of real reception or reception by 
actual participation there could indeed be but a drop 
from the infinite ocean : but, on the other hand, by the 
reception of faith and hope, or of anticipatory appro
priation, it can be all his in a moment. He may z'n 
one ecstati'c sweep of vision behold all God 6ecome 
human, his own, righteousness and life. In that one 
happy moment, or in the longer happy moment, of his 
whole earthly life of faith and hope, it is not his own 
paltry attainment of personal righteousness or life with 
which God credits him. Rather it is all that his faith 
takes in and appropriates to itself of the infinite and 
eternal righteousness of God Himself. All of Jesus 
Christ, who is God's promise and gift to us of His 
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own divine righteousness,-all of Jesus Christ, who is 
consequently also our own perfect actual participation 
in the righteousness of God-is reckoned, accounted 
or imputed to, it as is were put to the credit, of the 
worst sinner who by a true faith accepts and appro
priates Him to himself (pp. 129-31). 

In the latter part of this last paragraph new thoughts 
come up, about which more will be said later. But in 
the meantime, what a noble outburst in the midst of 
all this severe reasoning, is that ' one ecstatic sweep 
of vision' ! It is a grand expression of that comple
mentary truth for which I would plead. 

III 

When all concessions are made-and in the passages 
I have quoted there is much that, if not exactly put 
forward as concession, is at least qualifying truth-it 
will still be seen that Dr. Du Bose, like Dr. Moberly 
before him, is rigorous and uncompromising enough. 
Not many pages are allowed to pass anywhere in the 
volume without some reminder that the only righteous
ness in which it is possible really to rest is the man's 
own actual righteousness, not imputed but imparted 
and realized in himself. It is to me a marvel what 
multitudinous ways are found of saying this one thing 
in different words. I should have thought the iteration 
almost excessive; but I can understand the wish to 
drive home this point, in view of the extent to which 
a laxer theory has prevailed. 

Both with Dr. Du Bose and with Dr. Moberly the 
whole weight of character, temperament and intellec-
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tual leaning told in the same direction. In both 
writers there was and is an innate veracity that is 
intolerant of any form of fiction. In both writers there 
was and is an intense moral earnestness that could 
not be trifled with. Both writers manifest a keen 
sensitiveness to the currents of modern thought, 
especially those that are often directed against Chris
tianity. And lastly, both writers are philosophers, in 
quest of a complete moral theory of the universe, and 
unable to acquiesce in anything less. 

And yet there is another point of view ; and, 
whatever condemnation I may bring down upon myself 
by the confession, I must confess that I have shared 
in it myself. That theirs is the better part I willingly 
acknowledge. But some of us could not help saying 
under our breath, when the theory was broached, 
e pur s£ muove-in a reactionary sense the opposite of 
Galileo's; we felt that after all there was an element 
of truth in the discarded propositions. 

Suppose one, perhaps not wholly without a sense of 
veracity, but yet sufficiently a student of past history, 
to be aware that God has allowed a great deal to enter 
into His plans for mankind that is not exactly naked 
truth as it stands. Suppose one, further, who though 
not altogether indifferent to the claims of righteousness 
was yet very conscious of living in a mixed world in 
which those claims could not always be asserted to the 
uttermost. Suppose one, yet again, upon whom the 
'mystery of things' weighed somewhat heavily, who 
felt that he could believe an ordinance to be divine 
without being able at once to see all the reasons 
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for it. Suppose this same person to have a kind of 
natural drawing towards the publicans and sinners as 
contrasted with ' the unco' guid or the religiously 
righteous'; and suppose that in yielding to this natural 
drawing he was conscious of a special attraction in the 
idea of 'free forgiveness•; and suppose that the 
atmosphere in which his mind habitually moved was 
that expressed in Browning's 

What I aspired to be, 
And was not, comforts me. 

Suppose a mind like this in an attitude of inquiry, 
with no strong philosophic instinct and content with 
something a good way short of ultimate truth, but in 
.part a student of the Bible and conscious how much 
both Testaments had to say about 'forgiveness' 
without any hint of anything behind or beyond, and in 
part an observer of the more pathetic side of human 
frailty. Is there not in these conditions the making, 
at least, of a different point of view from that of 
Dr. Moberly and Dr. Du Bose? 

I believe that there is the making of such a different 
point of view. But I hasten to add, as I began by 
saying, that I am very nearly satisfied with the revised 
statement of the position as I find it now put forth by 
Dr. Du Bose. And I believe that he will accept the 
one or two modifications for which I should still like 
to ask. I should like to have a clear understanding 
that the actual righteousness for which he contends 
belongs strictly to the ultimate truth of things; That 
means that, for most of us, it will never be attained 
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otherwise than very imperfectly on this side the grave. 
This is just a case in which we must let 

the heavenly period 
Perfect the earthen. 

We have the admission that, for St. Paul, in the 
Epistle to the Romans, the first stage and phase of 
the matter, the stage of repentance and forgiveness, 
'is so uppermost for the time that he almost seems to 
treat it as the whole Gospel.' And the reason is 
obvious, because for so many of us it is the urgent, 
insistent, dominating stage in the practical experience 
of life. I, on my part, am quite ready to admit that 
ultimately, in the Divine counsels, there must be 
'forgiveableness' corresponding to the forgiveness; 
but that is a question for God and for His government 
of the world, not for us ; at least we may be content 
with the simple knowledge that it is there. 

Dr. Du Bose has touched with a needle's point the 
heart of the matter when he speaks of ' the half-grace 
of forgiveness ' and ' the whole-grace of redemption 
and deliverance.' But, having won our assent to this 
as a statement of underlying principle, he will I think 
lend an ear to our petition that it may not be used 
to the disparagement of forgiveness, which is far too 
precious and beautiful a thing to have disparaged. 

The two views are not alternatives ; the one is 
included in the other; it is the first step, the initial 
stage in the carrying out of the great scheme of 
salvation. All I would contend for is that this first 
step is for practically all of us so near at hand, so 
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important and so indispensable, that we · cannot afford 
to relegate it to a second place even in thought. It is 
quite true that everything that can be called a scheme 
must be looked at as a whole, and cannot be rightly 
interpreted apart from its end. But at the same time, 
in the case before us, the end is so remote-it concerns 
us really in another state of existence than the present 
-that it seems to me even now that there is some 
lack of proportion in the relative treatment of end and 
beginning. At least we must 'always remember that 
Dr. Du Bose 1s a philosopher, and is writing as 
a philosopher. 

IV 

We are, of course, compelled to touch only upon 
a selection of points, and in that way much that is very 
noticeable has to be passed over. I should, however, 
like in passing just to call attention to what seems to 
me to be a particularly valuable paragraph on the 
place in history and in the Divine scheme of the Law. 
This is very apt to be misunderstood, and the following 
comments will do more than anything I remember to 
have seen to redress the balance. 

There is so much said in St. Paul's presentation of the 
Gospel of the impotence and consequent superseding 
of the Law, that we are in danger of forgetting under 
his seeming disparagement how much he is really 
magnifying it. The fact is that the Gospel itself is 
only the Gospel in so far as it is the true, and the 
only, fulfilling of the Law. The Gospel is the power 
to fulfil the Law. And if there had not been first the 
developed experience and sense of the Law itself and 
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of the necessity of fulfilling it ; and then the no less 
true experience of the impossibility of the Law ful
filling itself in us, or of our fulfilling it in ourselves; 
and then again, the experience of actual transgression 
and the consequent sense of sin, -if all this had not 
gone before, there would have been neither truth in 
itself nor possible meaning for us in the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ. The Law, therefore, was the most 
immediate and essential presupposition of the Gospel ; 
and the Hebrew development of the moral sense and 
the moral law, the Hebrew passion for righteousness 
and sense of sin, was the most necessary historical 
preparation for the advent of the Gospel (pp. 24 £). 

But in regard to the train of thought that has so far 
been occupying us, the leading point that still requires 
to have something said about it is the objective ground 
of salvation ; in other words, the Death of Christ. 
On this head I believe that the following will bring 
out the points that I should most desire to emphasize. 

To go no further as yet, I am convinced that the 
term sacrifice and the idea or principle for which it 
stands can never be dispensed with. To begin with, 
it is not Jewish but universal, and although it has been 
and still is undergoing the refining and purifying 
treatment to which all human thought and feeling 
needs to be continuously subject, yet all future progress 
in the matter can be only in the direction of its better 
understanding and fuller appropriation. At the same 
time it ought to be finally decided that we are going 
to interpret the meaning of sacrifice by the universal 
and eternal truth of it realized in the life and death of 
Christ, and not going to bring that truth down to fit 
into the little system of Jewish, or any other incomplete 
and imperfect human, thought or understanding of it. 
In other words, we shall interpret the sacrifice of 
Christ by itself, or in its independent and inherent 
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significance, and make use of all prior meanings or 
uses of sacrifice as only pointing tcf and not at all 
sufficing to express or explain it. 

One other principle or method of procedure I wish 
to make plain. As humanity will never be known 
except in the completeness of its exposition in Jesus 
Christ, so Jesus Christ cannot be known except in most 
essential and universal terms of our humanity. To 
understand our Lord in any act or situation of human 
life it is necessary to understand what is the eternally 
proper or right human attitude or action in that 
situation. And so in general I would say that what 
Jesus Christ did in our humanity in order to be our 
salvation was just precisely what humanity needed of 
itself to be and to do in order to be saved. We 
exactly express or explain any act of His, and so the 
supreme and decisive act, when we say that humanity 
did it in His person, and that it was just precisely what 
humanity needed to do in order to its own redemption 
and completion. In His person humanity righted 
itself with God, redeemed itself from sin, raised itself 
from death. , . . Up to the present point I would 
answer to any question of how we are saved by the 
death or the blood or the sacrifice of Christ simply in 
the well-known line of the poet: In His death our sins 
are dead (pp. I 25-7). 
Here there are two paragraphs, of which the second is 
both important in itself and very characteristic of the 
author's thought. But as it will come before us later 
in another connexion, I will not say more about it now. 
I might even have postponed the quotation of this 
second paragraph, but for the fact that the exposition 
of our present subject would have been too incomplete 
without it; and the two paragraphs together really 
take us to the centre of the matter. 

In regard to the first paragraph, I would express 
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the pleasure with which I read Dr. Du Bose's state
ment. It has all the philosophic breadth and care to 
which we are accustomed from him ; the warning that 
we must interpret the lower by the higher, and not the 
higher by the lower, is very far from being superfluous. 
And yet I am very glad that so modern a thinker 
should not discard but should rather emphasize the 
conception of the Death of Christ as a sacrifice. As 
one who comes to these questions from different ante
cedents and from a different point of view, I welcome 
the more than usually sympathetic treatment of the 
ideas I cherish from Dr. Du Bose. He does not, 
I rejoice to say, dismiss the idea of Vicarious Suffering, 
or even the idea of Substitution. It would be more 
than human to expect that, holding the philosophy 
that he does, he should do otherwise than (as I should 
put it) try to minimize the force of these conceptions. 
It seems to be something of a relief to him, having 
recognized their reality, to be able to pass on and leave 
them behind. I should like, for myself, to go a little 
further than this; I should like to dwell upon the 
place that, if we look steadily at it, Vicarious Suffering 
really holds in the nature of things and, mysterious as 
this dispensation of Providence may be, I should like 
to dwell on the deep pathos and beauty of it from the 
side of the sufferer. 

V 

A marked characteristic of Dr. Du Bose's work 1s 
its freshness, independence, and originality. I have 
said that it all hangs together as an interconnected 
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whole. Even where he is continuing the thought of 
others, that thought has passed through the crucible 
of his own mind, and it comes forth as his own. But 
in some cases I suspect that the originality goes beyond 
this. The following is striking :-

We have then to inquire into the meaning of our 
Lord's having come in the likeness of sinful flesh, or 
of the flesh of sin. From the longest and most careful 
reflection upon the language and the matter of the 
New Testament, I am unable to accept the words as 
containing in themselves the implication that our Lord 
came into a nature or condition which was l-ike but was 
not the flesh of sin. I feel the theological or doctrinal 
difficulty, but I also feel that that, and that alone, is 
the reason or excuse for modifying the meaning of 
words which are nowhere else so modified. I should 
much rather meet the real difficulty some other way; 
or, if I cannot fairly do so, then face it squarely. Like 
and likeness in the New Testament do not mean' like, 
but different' ; they mean like in the sense of identical. 
When our Lord was made, or became, in the likeness 
of men, He did not become something similar to but 
not the same as man; He became man. When He 
was tempted in all points like as we are, His tempta
tions were not in some points only and not in others 
like our own ; they were essentially and identically our 
own, with the sole additional circumstance, which does 
not affect the nature or character of the temptations, 
that whereas all we are overcome by them, He over
came them. And, humanly speaking, that is all the 
difference between sin and holiness. Sin or holiness 
cannot be in mere nature or condition; they can 
be only in what we are or do in the nature or the 
condition (pp. 221 f.). 

In accordance with the argument of this fundamental 
passage there are a number of places in which it is 

RECON. X 
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insisted that the victory of Christ over sin must be ·in 
all ways parallel with ours (' there was ·that in Him 
which He needed to deny, to mortify, to crucify,' 
p. 173; cf. pp. 107, 135, 144, 174, &c.). I am not 
prepared to challenge the conclusion as a whole ; on 
the contrary, I believe that it may be defended both 
philosophically and exegetically; but I am afraid that 
I must challenge at least one important premiss on 
which it rests. It is a very sweeping and untenable 
statement to say that 'like and likeness in the New 
Testament . . . mean like in the sense of identical '. 
We have only to think of the formula so frequent in 
the Gospels, 'the kingdom of heaven is like, or likened, 
unto' mustard seed, leaven, &c. Every one knows 
that 'like' in these cases is very far from implying 
ide~tity ; the use is rather wide and lax, and denotes 
sometimes even a small degree of resemblance. 

Another very questionable statement is the follow
ing:-

St. Paul objects to the mediator in the phraseology 
of Christianity, because a mediator is not of one but of 
two ; whereas God and man are not two, but one in 
Christ, and there is nothing, not even a mediator, 
between them (p. 243). 

Surely it is forgotten here that the one instance in 
which St. Paul does exclude the word ' mediator' 
(Gal. iii. 19, 20) has nothing to do with Christianity, 
but has reference to the promise of God in the Old 
Testament. On the other hand, r Tim. ii. 5, Heh. 
viii. 6, ix. I 5, xii. 24 expressly affirm the use of the 
word in Christian phraseology. 
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In the same context exception is taken to 'com
munion or fellowship' as inadequate renderings of 
kot"nonla. 

I object to the words communion and fellowship 
simply as not going all the way of that unity of God 
and man in Christ which is the truth of the Holy 
Ghost. The truth of the Spirit of God is the truth 
of the spirit of man. The koinonia is not real or 
complete so long as the spirits are two and not one. 
We have it in its completeness only as the eternal, 
personal Spirit of God is the actual personal spirit of 
the man. 

Doctrinally (as we shall see) this is important, and 
I should not wish to question it. But, . for myself, 
I have always regarded 'communion' as the exact 
equivalent of koinoni'a; it surely means an actual 
sharing in, actual partaking of, or joint possession. But 
to say this is not to say that it means complete absorp
tion, or identity. 

As I am upon these small points, I may perhaps 
just mention two rather disconcerting misprints on 
page 1 3 1 : line 8 from bottom, • place ' should be 
'peace'; on page 221 line 16, 'prophecy' should, J 
think, be ' prophesy'. Three Greek words occur in the 
book, and two of these have wrong accents. As in 
the previous volume, there are one or two examples of 
doubtful grammar; to us in the old country such a 
construction as this would not be tolerable, ' it is not 
part God and part we, but all God and all we' (p. 37, 
cf. p. 32); we should avoid it somehow, probably by 
saying 'part God and part ourselves'. 

X 2 
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VI 

I suppose that the most really central and really 
important of all the problems discussed in the book is 
that relating to what Dr. Du Bose himself calls 'the 
universal humanity of our Lord', that property of His 
Person by virtue of which He not only represents but 
expresses 'the universal right mind of humanity'. We 
have already quoted (p. 303 supra) one significant 
passage in which this difficult conception is applied 
with marked lucidity. I will place by the side of this 
another, also very lucid, which I think not only helps 
to explain the idea but also helps us to understand its 
genesis. 

All the Old Testament promises fulfilled in Christ 
were primarily promises made to humanity, and to be 
fulfilled finally only in the general life and destiny of 
man. The interpretation of one such promise, which 
will do for all, may be studied in the second chapter 
of the Epistle to the Hebrews. There is a promise 
made to man that, though for a time made lower than 
the angels, he shall be exalted above them and to the 
head of God's creation. Now as yet we see this 
promise very far from fulfilled in man, or in humanity 
at large, but we do see it most completely fulfilled in 
one man, Christ Jesus; and fulfilled in Him as head 
and representative and forerunner of all. It pleased 
God, for and through whom are all things, in bringing 
many sons to glory, to perfect (first) the Captain of 
their salvation. The promises are made generally to 
man ; they are fulfilled first in the Son of man ; and 
then through Him they are fulfilled in all who are in 
Him (p. 120). 
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We are familiar with this aspect of Biblical Pro
phecy and its interpretation. We are familiar with 
the subtle and easy transitions from collective to 
individual personality, and vice versa. We know how 
the' I' of the Psalms often stands for the community. 
We know how the Servant of Jehovah represents ~he 
nation in terms of the individual and as finding 
expression from time to time in some select individual. 
We know how (e.g. in Ps. lxxxix. 19-45) the promises 
to David and to Israel pass into each other, and are 
finally fulfilled in a personal Messiah. This alternate 
expansion and contraction of idea is undoubtedly 
characteristic of the Bible. There is also something 
very like it in the Patristic treatment of the Person of 
Christ. Dr. Du Bose may well claim to have upon 
his side in what he says on this head both 'the truth 
of the Scripture and the mind of the Church•. He 
also has the emphatic agreement of such a modern as 
Dr. Moberly. 

And yet such teaching is sure to be called in 
question. It is bound to be rejected by all Indivi
dualists in philosophy. When I reviewed Atonement 
and Personality in 1901 I had not a little hesitation on 
the subject myself; but I may be allowed to say that 
since that date I have been more and more led to 
think that my English friend and my American friend 
are right. 

It cannot be said that the latter has not the courage 
of his opinions, or that he fails to meet the difficulties 
involved in them fairly and squarely. He states the 
principal objection thus;-
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One says, ' You lay great stress upon the view that 
our Lord was not a man, but man. I find this a 
difficult conception ; does it mean that humanity has 
a concrete real existence apart from the individual 
persons who are human, and that this Universal 
becomes visible in Christ ? If this be so, does it not 
lead us to a metaphysical Realism, not now generally 
held?' (p. 297). 

The answer' Dr. Du Bose gives is as follows:

The universality of our Lord's humanity is only 
explicable upon the fact that His personality is a divine 
one. It is only God in it that can make it applicable 
to all or the truth of all. And since, according to 
St. Paul, it is always Christ Himself who brings 
Himself to us and makes all that is His our own, it 
follows that, according to St. Paul, Jesus Christ can be 
to us nothing less than divine. The concrete universal 
of humanity which may be found in Jesus Christ 
belongs to it not as humanity but as God in humanity. 
It is God in it which makes that particular humanity 
of our Lord, His holiness, His righteousness, His life, 
valid and available for all; so that every man may find 
himself in Christ, and in Christ find himself (p. 297). 

It is substantially the same answer that (as I showed 
in my previous article) is given by Dr. Moberly. 
There is only this difference, that Dr. Moberly refers 
this all-embr~cing activity more explicitly to the Holy 
Spirit, who is the Spirit of Christ and of God. It is of 
course only a difference of language, the meaning is 
precisely the same. The Holy Spirit is the bond 
which binds all humanity together in one. In each 
one of us He is present after our measure, but in 
Christ He dwelt as the fullness of the Godhead bodily. 
It is that fullness of indwelling which gathers together 
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the multitudinous units into Him and communicates 
His experiences to them. 

The whole work of Jesus Christ in humanity must 
be expressible, whether or no we may succeed in 
expressing it, in terms of distinctively human activity 
and experience, human effort and attainment, human 
predestination and realization. Jesus Christ accom
plished and became precisely what it was the proper 
and destined task of humanity in Him to accomplish 
and become. This is not to say that the work of 
Christ is not equally expressible in terms of the divine 
activity. Jesus Christ means to us, what God is, and 
has done, and is doing in humanity. God was and is 
in Christ, reconciling the world unto Himself, imparting 
Himself to us and taking us up into participation with 
Himself. But God is in us only what we are in Him, 
and God does in us only what we do in Him; and 
what that is, must be as perfectly expressible in terms 
of us as of Him (pp. 225 f.). 

The reciprocity is perfect:-

The complete being in Christ means the complete 
being of Christ in us. The branch is completely in 
the vine only when the life of the vine is completely in 
the branch (p. 234). 

I know nothing more instructive than that parable 
or allegory of the Fourth Gospel. As the sap 
circulates through the vine, so do spiritual forces 
circulate through that Body of which Christ is the 
Head; and life in circulation carries with it the 
properties of the source from which it springs. 

I will only speak of one more difficulty which 
Dr. Du Bose directly meets, so far as it can be met. 
Here, too, there is no flinching. 

One says, 'My difficulty is as follows: The agony 
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in the Garden and the cry of My God, my God, why 
hast thou forsaken me ? seem to show that our Lord 
was as personally distinct from God as we ourselves 
are, that His personality, His self-consciousness and 
will, was not a divine personality, but a human ; so 
human as to be capable of losing its hold upon God, 
just as we may lose our hold upon God' (pp. 298 f.). 

This is just a case where Dr. Du Bose's thorough
going humanizing (if I may so call it) of our Lord 
stands him in good stead. He asks whether we should 
wish ' to construe these experiences of our Lord into 
some other, non-human experiences'. And then he 
goes on to ask if the whole difficulty is not 'already 
expressed for us in the very word Incarnation ; a 
difficulty which the most of us evade by simply not 
taking the word seriously, in the fullness and reality of 
its meaning?' He adds: ·'In the instance we have 
been analysing, what do we see but the disposition . 
common to us all to find in our Lord's temptation 
experiences that are not human, and in Himself one 
who was not truly man' (p. 301). 

This is precisely the kind of language used (as 
I also showed before) by Dr. Moberly, who depre
cated the attempt so often made 'to keep open, as it 
were, a sort of non-human sphere, or aspect of the 
Incarnation'. 

It is a pleasure to me to bring out once more the 
harmonious thinking of my two friends. Dr. Moberly 
has no nearer or truer successor than the American 
theologian whose work I have been studying, more 
than 4,000 miles away. 
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St. JJfatthew xviii. 10: 'See that ye despise not one of these little 
ones; for I say unto you, that in heaven their angels do always 
behold the face of my Father which is in heaven.' 

WHAT are we to say of this article of ancient faith 
that we commemorate to-day ? Does it simply belong 
to the poetry of old religion ? Was it just in that 
sense, and in no other, that it was accepted by our 
Lord Jesus Christ and His Apostles? Or is there not 
in it something more than this ? 

In a:ny case, the words of my text which come from 
the Gospel that has just been read are the strongest 
argument we have for attaching a higher value to 
the old teaching. They show that our Lord Jesus 
Christ did Himself make use of this belief in Angels, 
and use it to express truths that were very near His 
heart. We know what a tender place there was there 
for those whom He called 'the little ones who believe 
in Me '-whether He is speaking of young children or 
of those who are (as He would have them be) like chil
dren in innocence and openness of character and life. 

We must distinctly recognize that there were many 
of the popular beliefs of His time that our Lord did 
accept and did condescend to use very much in the way 
in which He accepts this. We note the fact; and, in 
doing so, it is important that we should give it just the 
degree of significance that belongs to it-not less, but 
also not more. 

Let us take another rather striking example. You 
will remember how our Lord describes the state of the 
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man who after he has been converted from his evil 
way returns to it again : ' The unclean spirit, when he 
is gone out of the man, passeth through waterless 
places, seeking rest, and findeth it not. Then he saith, 
I will return unto my house whence I came out ; and 
when he is come, he findeth it empty, swept and gar
nished. Then goeth he, and taketh with himself seven 
other spirits more evil than himself, and they enter in 
and dwell there : and the last state of that man becom
eth worse than the first' (St. Matt. xii. 43--45). 

It is a very graphic but at the same time a very 
simple description, one that the poor people sitting round 
who heard it would at once enter into and understand. 

But it does not at all follow that, because our Lord 
spoke in this way to them, He would therefore have 
spoken in the same way to us, if His incarnation had 
taken place in the twentieth century of our era instead 
of in the first. We are told that He was made in all 
things like unto His brethren (Heh. ii. I 7), where 'His 
brethren ' means in the first instance those among 
whom he lived and moved. Nor was there, I think 
we should add, any conscious accommodation in this. 
We must not confuse the natural and beautiful sim
plicity with which our Lord spoke with the self-con
sciousness with which a superior person in these days 
sometimes lets himself down to his audience. There 
is a right manner and a wrong manner in such things ; 
and we may be sure, indeed we can see for ourselves, 
that our Lord's manner was absolutely right. 

Well then, the way in which I would put it I think 
would be this. There are great truths which our Lord 
desires to express, and He. gives them that mode of 
expression that is most suitable to the time and to the 
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occasion, most intelligible and most effective for those 
whom He is addressing, 

' the village-groups at eve or prime ' 

that gathered round Him and listened to His words. 
It is a mode of expression which must be distinguished 

from the deeper truth expressed-not to be despised 
or treated slightingly, but on the contrary to be carefully 
studied, and yet to be distinguished. 

It is in that way that I think we should approach 
the words of my text. What is here the deeper truth, 
the permanent truth, the universal truth ? It is, I sup
pose, that the little ones who believe in Christ are very 
dear in the sight of God ; that they are very near to 
Him ; that if they are oppressed or deceived or led 
astray He is close at hand to hear their cry and to help 
them ; yes, and also to punish those who oppress or 
mislead them-' it were better for that man that a mill
stone were hanged about his neck and that he were 
drowned in the depth of the sea', 

That I suppose we may take to be the deeper or 
more substantial truth of the verse we are considering. 
And now let us fix our attention not upon the substance 
but upon the form in which it is expressed : 'See that 
ye despise not one of these little ones '-be very careful 
of your conduct in all your dealings with them-' for 
I say unto you, that in heaven their angels do always 
behold the face of My Father which is in heaven'. It 
is the doctrine of guardian or representative angels, 
angels who are a sort of alter ego of the believer on earth. 

It may be well for us just to try to follow out the 
history of this conception, to analyse the process which 
led up to it. That will take us rather further back still, 
to the origin of the belief in angels generally. When I 
speak of the origin of the belief, I do not mean that we 
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need be involved in the technical discussions which have 
been going on for some time, as to how far the belief was 
indigenous in Israel itself, or how far it may have been 
imported from foreign sources, from the Babylonians 
or the Persians. We are more nearly interested in the 
psychological processes which led to the belief, or which 
caused it to take root among the people of revelation. 
I suspect that two motives were strongest in this direc
tion : on the one hAnd the desire to enhance the 
conception of the majesty of God, and on the other 
hand the instinct of reverence which tended to remove 
Him from too close a contact with man. 

When the Hebrew turned his thoughts towards the 
majesty of God, it was natural that they should move 
along the lines of that which was most sublime and 
most exalted in his experience as man ; in other words, 
that he should think of the earthly king upon his 
throne. In the first instance he would think of his 
own king at J erusale_m ; but he would be aware that 
his own state was but a small one, and his thoughts 
would pass on to a mightier monarch, to Nebuchad
nezzar at Babylon, or to the Persian who called himself 
the Great King at Susa. The Persian monarchy, with 
its more elaborate organization, with its satrapies or pro
vinces and the provincial governors receiving their 
orders regularly from the capital, impressed his imagin
ation. This was the type on which he modelled his 
idea of God. Our own poet has caught it exactly:-

His state 
Is kingly; thousands at his bidding speed 
And post o'er -land and ocean without rest. 

The angels are· the retinue of God, His celestial mes
sengers and apparitors whom He sends to and fro to 
convey His commands and carry out His behests. 
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That was one source of the conception ; and the 
other was, as I said, the instinct of reverence, the in
stinct which led men as time went on to think of God 
as further off. At the dawn of reflection they thought 
of Him as holding converse with our first parents, as 
walking with them in the garden in the cool of the day. 
But they soon came to think of such familiar inter
course as derogatory to the majesty of God. They 
began to interpose links between: God and man, inter
mediary beings between earth and heaven. When 
Jacob dreamed his dream of special communion with 
God, it took the form of a ladder set up on the earth, 
with the top of it reaching to heaven, and the angels 
of God ascending and descending on it. This remained 
the standing type of spiritual communion with God. 
Our Lord's promise to Nathanael was: 'Verily, verily, 
I say unto you, Ye shall see the heaven opened, and 
the angels of God ascending and descending upon the 
Son of man' (St. John i. 5 1 ), describing in these terms 
His own uninterrupted communion with the Father. 

I imagine that here too, in this view of the function 
of angels, there is the same idea of a great Oriental 
palace and royal court in the background ; the angels 
as it were occupied the ante-chamber, through which 
alone there is access to the royal presence, and it is 
they who bear communications from without to the 
King.1 The leading motive throughout all these quasi
pictorial representations is reverence. 

In the particular picture of the guardian angels of 
children, and generally of the weak and humble, behold
ing the face of God, another set of ideas is at work. 

1 It is pointed out to me that there is a close parallel to my text 
in Esther i. r.4, 'the seven princes of Persia and Media, which saw 
the king's face and sat first in the kingdom.' 
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We speak of the ideals of things as though they were 
distinct from the reality. Plato spoke, not exactly of 
ideals, but of the ideas of things, the divine design in 
accordance with which they were made, as though they 
had an objective existence. The Jew of our Lord's 
day spoke of the pattern of holy things laid up in the 
heavens. In this way he came to think of a sort of 
spiritual double of those who lived and walked on earth, 
a 'spirit-self' as it were detached from the bodily self. 
This spirit-self had a nearer access to the presence of 
God, as purer and holier than that which was of the 
earth earthy. So arose the conception of what we 
have called guardian angels. The reminder that the 
guardian angels of the little ones below look for ever 
into the face of God is, as I said, a reminder how very 
dear those little ones are to Him. 

That is broadly the meaning of the passage. It is 
out of place for us to come with our ' meddling intel
lect' and intrude the question, Are there really such 
things as guardian angels, and do they really stand in 
the presence of God ? These are crude categories into 
which we try to squeeze conceptions that are not con
genial to them. Our notions of reality are too much 
confined to literal, material reality. Another category, 
that is still rather crude, though nearer to the mark, is 
that which we call 'symbolism'. We may say, if we 
please, that the idea of guardian angels is symbolical
symbolical of a truth in the nature of things, symbolical 
of something at once beautiful and true that we cannot 
express in any other way, but which the instinct of 
reverence and the certainty that all innocence and 
goodness, especially in the weak, is dear to God, inevit
ably demands. For the Christian it is enough that our 
Lord Jesus Christ Himself expressed it in this way. 
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And I think we may extend this to all the belief in 
angels. I said at the outset that it did not follow that, 
because our Lord spoke as He did to His disciples, 
therefore He would have spoken in the same way to 
us, if He had come to us in the twentieth century and 
not in the first. Perhaps I should correct myself a 
little there. I think we might say with some con
fidence that our Lord would not speak in this way to 
a Faraday or a Huxley, if He met them at some rich 
man's table. But I am by no means sure that He 
would not still use the same language as of yore to the 
young, to the 'little ones '-whether old or young, to 

' village-groups at eve or prime'. 

And he would be a bold man-or rather, a very dull 
and senseless man-who should take upon himself to 
say that the language used to the man of science was 
true, and that used to the poor and simple untrue. 
Both modes of speech would be equally true in their 
context. 

Perhaps I can illustrate the different language 
suitable in these different connexions by the help of 
two poems, one mediaeval and one modern. The 
first is from a translation in measured prose of an old 
Irish poem put in the mouth of St. Columba, and 
celebrating the praise of the chief foundations of his 
order. The poet has a touching love for his own 
home at Derry. 

Were the tribute of all Alba mine, 
From its centre to its border, 
I would prefer the site of one house 
In the middle of fair Derry. 

The reason I love Derry is 
For its quietness, for its purity, 
And for its crowds of white angels, 
from the one end to the other. 

RECON, Y 
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The reason why I love Derry is 
For its quietness, for its purity, 
Crowded full of heaven's angels 
Is every leaf of the oaks of Derry. 

My Derry, my little oak-grove, 
My dwelling, and my little cell ; 
0 Eternal God, in heaven above, 
Woe be to him who violates it l 

T°he delight of the poet in his little cell is a feeling 
partly natural and partly religious. It is in part a 
natural attachment to a cherished home, but it is even 
more a sense of consecration, of God's presence brood
ing over it. And then the feeling of reverence comes 
in ; the poet checks himself from thinking or speaking 
too freely of the presence of the Almighty; but he 
has less scruple in thinking or speaking about angels, 
and he feels their presence all about him. Observe 
how beautifully his ideas harmonize together and blend 
into a single picture of sanctity. 

The reason I love Derry is 
For its quietness, for its purity, 
And for its crowds of white angels, 
From the one end to the other. 

The reason why I love Derry is 
For its quietness, for its purity, 
Crowded full of heaven's angels 
Is every leaf of the oaks of Derry. 

Quietness and purity are naturally associated with 
angelic visitation. 

The modern poem that I have in my mind is 
familiar to all lovers of poetry. It, too, turns upon 
a sense of consecration ; but you will see that the 
angels have dropped out, and the instinct of reverence 
is satisfied in another way; the feeling of a divine 
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presence is hinted at and implied all through, but it 
is nowhere directly described; it is rather suggested 
through its effect upon the human soul (as in the 
figure of the nun). I am referring to Wordsworth's 
weU-known sonnet. 

It is a beauteous evening, calm and free; 
The holy time is quiet as a nun 
Breathless with adoration ; the broad sun 
Is sinking down in its tranquility; 

The gentleness of heaven is on the Sea : 
Listen I the mighty being is awake, 
And doth with his eternal motion make 
A sound like thunder-everlastingly. 

Dear child ! dear girl ! that walkest with me here 
If thou appear untouch'd by solemn thought 
Thy nature is not therefore less divine : 

Thou liest in Abraham's bosom all the year, 
And worship'st at the Temple's inner shrine, 
God being with thee when we know it not. 

The personifications, or quasi-personifications, in 
which the ancients delighted have become less con
genial to the modern mind. We are aware that the 
white figures with wings, and Michael with his sword 
and plume, that we see in picture-books or on our 
walls are conventional representations that have no 
exact counterpart on earth or in the sky. But none 
the less we believe that they were an effort to express 
a true idea. The true idea is that the space around 
us and above us is not merely blank or vacant, but 
full of God's presence. His watchful care reaches 
to us and sustains and protects us every one. It is 
possible that for this purpose He makes use of some 
intermediate forms of being. But whether that is so 
or not, we cannot tell. Any language that we allowed 

Y2 
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ourselves to use on that head could only be the 
language of symbol. Science I suppose has brought 
to light that the space that we used to think blank is 
really filled with an almost infinitely attenuatedether. 
There may perhaps be something corresponding to 
that in the world of spirits. We believe that those 
who have gone from us look down upon us at our 
earthly tasks even now; and there may be other 
spiritual existences besides theirs. What we lack is 
the sense to discern them. We are like Elisha's 
servant at Dothan, waiting for our eyes to be opened 
so that we may see the chariots of fire and the horses 
of fire. What may be revealed to us some day we 
do not know; but one thing we do know. We do 
know that a deep truth underlies our Lord's words 
about the angels of the little ones who behold the face 
of their Father who is in heaven. 

And it is most interesting to note that the modern 
poet has really caught this same truth. He certainly 
had not our Lord's words in his mind. It was a 
discovery that he made for himself.-that it is a privi
lege of childhood, of true childhood, to have God 
always at hand, to feel the presence of the other world, 
without making any outwardly visible sign. In other 
words, to say that childhood worships at the inner 
shrine, that it lives in the full light of God's favour 
and God's blessing while we know it not, is but the 
equivalent in modern language of the picture which 
our Lord draws of the guardian angels with upturned 
faces before the Throne. 
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